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Introduction
The Standard Model of particle physics is the theoretical framework that include
the actual knowledge of elementary particles and their fundamental interactions.
It has been developed during the 20th century and it has a very high predictive
power at very high precision level: throughout the past decades its predictions has
been confirmed in many experiments, last but not least the existence of the Higgs
boson.
The discovery of the Higgs boson announced by the ATLAS and CMS Collab-
orations at CERN on 4th July 2012 is a milestone of particle and high energy
physics, since it confirmed that the Higgs model well describes the scalar sector of
the Standard Model. However, the existence of a single Higgs boson relies on the
simplest assumption about the scalar sector structure and there is still room for
many other important analyses which test a wide variety of beyond the Standard
Model scenarios.
The Large Hadron Collider at CERN permits to perform pp collisions at the high-
est center-of-mass energy ever achieved and equal to 8 TeV during the 2012 op-
erational run. The ATLAS detector is one of the four LHC main experiments: a
multi-purpose detector which collects the collision data and allows to full recon-
struct the collision events and perform a very wide variety of physics analyses.
At the LHC energies, the Higgs boson can be probed in a wide range of mass
values and in several decay channels, one of which is the decay into two Z bosons
vi
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H → ZZ. The final signature of such events depends on the specific decay chan-
nel of the two Z bosons and a sensible reduction of the hadronic background is
achievable by requiring the leptonic decay of one of them Z → ``. However, the
branching ratio of hadronic decays BR(Z → qq) is higher and the requirement
that the second Z boson decays into quarks Z → qq permits to enhance the over-
all cross section of the searched process.
This thesis work presents the search for a high-mass Higgs boson in the H →
ZZ → `±`∓qq¯ in the 200 − 1000 GeV mass range using 20.3 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity of pp collisions data collected by the ATLAS detector during the 2012
LHC run at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. The major challenge of this search is
constituted by the hadronic signature components. Beneath they permit to obtain
a higher cross section with respect to a full leptonic decay, jets are more difficult
to study and a careful and tight selection must be performed to properly reduce
the hadronic backgrounds while keeping a high signal selection efficiency. Further-
more, for values of Higgs boson mass above 700 GeV, jets coming from the Z boson
decay are highly boosted along the flight direction and could not be resolved as
single jets. A dedicated selection is then needed to recover the efficiency loss due
to this experimental issue.
In the Chapter 1 of this thesis, a brief review of the Standard Model is presented
with a closer look at the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism. Along with
the Brout-Englert-Higgs model and its experimental confirmation, the theoretical
and experimental constraints on the Higgs boson mass before the 4th July 2012
discovery are presented. Finally, a brief description of the two-Higgs-doublet model
is given, providing a beyond the Standard Model interpretation to the existence
of an addition heavy Higgs boson.
In Chapter 2, the Large Hadron Collider and the ATLAS detector are presented
by describing in all its subparts the experimental apparatus that permitted the
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present search.
In Chapter 3, the reconstruction and identification procedures of the final physics
objects used in this search, i.e. electrons, muons, jets and missing transverse en-
ergy, are presented with a description of the dedicated algorithms.
The Chapter 4 offers a brief review of the actual status of experimental measure-
ments on the Higgs boson, along with the indirect limits on the two-Higgs-doublet
model obtained from these measurements.
In Chapter 5, a detailed description of the H → ZZ → `±`∓qq¯ analysis is given
encompassing: the data and Monte Carlo samples used in this search, the physics
objects and event selection performed, all backgrounds that contributed to the an-
alyzed channel and the systematic uncertainties that affected the measurements.
The final results, the exclusion limits on a heavy Higgs boson and the constraints
on the Type I and Type II two-Higgs-doublet models are also given, along with
their statistical interpretation.
Chapter 1
Standard Model and Beyond
The Standard Model (SM) is a non-abelian gauge theory that describes strong and
electroweak interactions. It was first proposed in the 60’s and it received several
experimental confirmations. Actually, it is the model used to study high energy
and particles physics.
1.1 Quantum Field Theory and Elementary Parti-
cles
The Quantum Field Theory is the theoretical framework that merges Quantum
Mechanics and the Relativity Principle into a single theory. The dynamical vari-
ables are represented by quantized fields, which are linear operators on Hilbert
space of states, dependent from space-time point and with well-defined transfor-
mation properties for changes of the reference system.
Under specific conditions, fields can be expanded into quantized plane waves and
the corresponding creation operators, applied to the vacuum state, originate states
of a relativistic particles with mass and spin given by transformation properties of
the field.
1
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Figure 1.1: List of elementary particles in the Standard Model
In the Standard Model, fields are divided into two categories depending on the
spin value:
• matter fields correspond to particles with a half-integer valued spin; they
obey to Fermi-Dirac statistics and, for this reason, they are called fermions;
• force fields correspond to particles with an integer valued spin; they obey to
Bose-Einstein statistics and, for this reason, they are called bosons.
These two categories group all known particles and three of their known inter-
actions (electromagnetic, weak and strong forces). In fact, interactions can be
described as an exchange of bosons that are defined, for this reason, as force car-
riers.
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1.1.1 Fermions: Matter Particles
Fermions are classified into two categories: quarks and leptons. Quarks possess
a baryonic number B = 1
3
and they are the fundamental constituents of hadrons.
Furthermore, quarks interact via both electroweak and strong forces. Leptons,
instead, possess a leptonic number L = 1 and, unlike quarks, they do not interact
via strong force.
Both quarks and leptons are classified into three groups called families or genera-
tions, each consisting in a couple of distinct particles (doublet).
The first generation of quarks consists of two quarks called up (u) and down (d)
with, respectively, an electric charge (in units of electron charge, e) of +2
3
and −1
3
.
The other two generations similarly consist of two quarks, a u-type and a d-type
quarks, with same quantum numbers but with mass values that gradually increase
with generations, namely the charme - strange (c - b) and the top - bottom (t - b)
doublets. Since quarks interact also via strong force, they possess a color charge
and can exist in three different color states (namely red, green and blue).
Similarly to quarks families, each lepton generation consists of a doublet of parti-
cles: an electrically charged lepton, namely electron (e), muon (µ) and tau (τ),
and the corresponding neutrino (νe, νµ and ντ ) with a null electric charge. Also
lepton families are ordered in terms of increasing mass values, although the mass
of neutrinos needs a different and more complex explanations and it is here con-
sidered as null.
Finally, for both quarks and leptons, a corresponding antiparticle exists with quan-
tum numbers of opposite sign and same mass value.
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1.1.2 Bosons: Force Carriers
In nature there exist four fundamental forces: electromagnetic, weak, strong and
gravitational interactions. The first three of these are described by the Standard
Model as emissions and absorptions of specific force carriers, integer spin parti-
cle called bosons. The latter, instead, is negligible at the energy scale of particle
physics and it is not considered within the Standard Model.
Electromagnetic force is responsible of interactions between electrically charged
particles and the photon (γ), a massless boson, is its mediator. It mainly acts,
at the atomic scale, to bind electrons to nuclei as well as to rule both molecules
formations and interactions.
Strong force is, instead, responsible of interactions between coloured particles and
eight massless bosons called gluons (g) are its mediators. It mainly acts, at the
atomic scale, to bind nucleons (protons and neutrons) within nuclei.
Finally, weak force is responsible of particles and atomic decays and three massive
bosons, called Z and W±, are its mediators.
1.2 The Standard Model
The Standard Model is the theoretical framework that describes, through Quan-
tum Field Theory, electroweak and strong interactions of elementary particles.
Unification of special relativity and quantum mechanics started in the late 1920s
with the work of Dirac [1], Heisenberg and Pauli [2, 3] by developing a general
formalism which can in principle be applied to all fundamental forces. Their
works leaded, in the late 1940s, to the development of the field theory of quan-
tum electrodynamics (QED), thanks to the independent works of Feynman [4–6],
Schwinger [7,8], Dyson [9,10] and Sin-Itiro Tomonaga [11]. This theory permitted
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calculations consistent with experimental results to a very high degree of accuracy.
In the 1930s, furthermore, Fermi proposed a theory of weak interactions [12, 13]
that provided the basis of the present theoretical model, although not capable to
explain weak interactions overall. An advancement towards the current Standard
Model was made by Glashow [14], Weinberg [15] and Salam [16] which, in the
1960s, proposed a unification of weak and electromagnetic interactions into the
electroweak theory. Nowadays, it is known that also strong interactions can be
described by a gauge field theory, called quantum chromodynamics (QCD), in
which colour charge plays the same role of electric charge into the QED theory.
All these theories as a whole and, in particular, the unification of electroweak the-
ory and QCD compose the theoretical framework currently known with the name
of Standard Model.
1.2.1 Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)
Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is an abelian gauge theory that describes the
interaction of charged fermions with photons, the quanta of the electromagnetic
field.
According to the Feynman representation of QED processes, it is possible to
describe the interaction with the electromagnetic field of charged fermions, which
are moving between two points of the space-time, as either the absorption or
the emission of a photon (γ) in a given interaction point called vertex. In Fig-
ure 1.2 two Feynman diagrams for two basic QED processes are shown, namely
electron-electron scattering e−e− → e−e− and electron-positron annihilation with
muon-antimuon production e−e+ → µ−µ+. In the Feynman diagrams fermions are
represented by a straight line whereas photon by a wavy line, with time flowing
either in the horizontal or in the vertical direction according to conservation laws.
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(a) e−e− → e−e− scattering (b) e+e− → µ+µ− annihilation
Figure 1.2: Feynman diagrams for two QED processes
Fermions absorb or emit a photon in the interaction vertex and the intensity of
interaction is determined by the coupling constant between the fermion and the
quantum field. Since electromagnetic field couples to electric charge (e), electro-
magnetic coupling constant, called fine-structure constant (α), is defined in terms
of unit charge e as e2
4pi
' 1
137
(in natural units). A single Feynman diagram is
composed at least of two interaction vertices. A complete QED process, instead,
is described by adding in quadrature the probability amplitudes of all possible
Feynman diagrams with the same initial states leading to the same final states of
the considered process. Usually, the simplest processes with the smallest number
of interaction vertices are called tree-level or leading-order diagrams whereas more
complex processes are called high-order diagrams. Anyway, the contribution of
high-order processes to the tree-level one is progressively smaller as the number of
vertices increase, since each vertex contributes to the overall probability amplitude
by reducing it of a factor proportional to the coupling constant α.
In a QFT, dynamics of quantum fields is described by a Lagrangian density L(x )
that is a local function of fields and their derivatives. From application of Min-
imal Action Principle to the Lagrangian density is possible to derive equations
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of motion through Euler-Lagrange equations. In general, a minimal Lagrangian is
composed of two distinct terms: a free term, which is determined by the properties
of the field itself (e.g. mass and spin), and an interaction term, which depends
on symmetry properties of interactions and is treatable with perturbation theory,
under specific conditions.
In QED, considering a lepton ` coupled to electromagnetic field, the Lagrangian
density LQED can be written as:
LQED = −1
4
F µνFµν − ψ¯`γµ [∂µ + ieAµ]ψ` −m`ψ¯`ψ` (1.1)
The first term in QED Lagrangian density (Eq. 1.1) describes the free electro-
magnetic field through the electromagnetic tensor Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, where
Aµ ≡ (φ,−→A ) is the electromagnetic four-potential. The last term describes the
free lepton of mass ml at rest, where ψl is a four-component Dirac spinor. The
part written in terms of the 4-derivative inside the middle term represents the ki-
netic energy of the free lepton and it composes, together with the mass term, the
Lagrangian density of a free lepton. The corresponding Euler-Lagrangian equa-
tions give the Dirac equation. Finally, the second part of the middle term describes
the interaction of electromagnetic field with the lepton current Jµ` = ieψ¯`γ
µψ`.
Since QED is a QFT, if two different observers are studying the same system of
events into two different Inertial Reference Systems, then the Relativity Princi-
ple imposes that the two Inertial Systems have to be equivalent. Thus, the field
dynamics will be described by each observer with a Lagrangian density character-
ized by the same field functional dependence. Therefore, the Relativity Principle
implies that QED Lagrangian density must be invariant (or symmetric) under
Lorentz transformations group. The relevance of studying symmetries arises from
Noether theorem, which states that to each infinitesimal generator of a continuous
symmetry corresponds a conserved current and an associated time-independent
observable. So, the analysis of Lagrangian density symmetries plays a crucial role
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in the study of conservation laws of field dynamics.
A fundamental aspect of the SM is represented by gauge invariance, i.e. invariance
of Lagrangian under a continuous group transformations. In the case of QED, for
example, the Lagrangian density of a free lepton is invariant under global gauge
(or phase) transformations, which belong to the unitary group U(1). According
to Noether theorem, this leads to the conserved current Jµ` = ieψ¯`γ
µψ` that im-
plies the conservation of the electric charge e, as experimentally verified. For this
reason, the natural gauge group of QED is the U(1)em group and it represents
the only exact internal symmetry actually observed in Nature. By using different
symmetry groups, it is possible to extend this framework to both strong and weak
interactions.
1.2.2 Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is a non-abelian gauge theory that describes
the interaction of coloured quarks (q) with gluons (g), the quanta of the strong
field. Since strong force couples to color charge and only quarks are coloured,
leptons are not involved into strong interactions.
As in the QED context, strong interactions can be described by Feynman dia-
grams. Figure 1.3 shows a quark-antiquark annihilation process (qq¯ → g → q′q¯′),
where gluons (g) are depicted by a curly line. Whereas quarks carry a color charge
and antiquarks carry an anticolour charge, gluons carries both colour and anti-
colour charges. Since quarks can exist in three different colour states, QCD is
invariant under transformations of SU(3)C group, i.e. the group of 3× 3 matrices
with unitary determinant. In order to maintain invariance of QCD Lagrangian
density under SU(3)C transformations, eight massless bosons must exist, corre-
sponding to the eight coloured gluons.
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Figure 1.3: Feynman diagram for a simple qq¯ → q′q¯′ QCD process.
A major difference with the QED is that the gauge group SU(3)C of strong inter-
actions is a non-abelian group, i.e. its generators do not commute. This implies
that, unlike photons, gluons carry colour charge leading to self-interaction terms
in the QCD Lagrangian density. An important consequence is that the colour field
lines of force between quark and antiquark are compelled to form a sort of tube
as if there were attractive forces between the field lines. Thus, as the distance r
between quark and antiquark increases the potential energy of the system increases
proportionally to r, making quarks and gluons unable to exist as free particles and
leading to their complete confinement inside hadrons. Anyway, beyond a certain
distance r (r ' 1 fm) called confinement barrier, it is energetically more favorable
to break the flux tube by creating a new quark-antiquark couple.
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1.2.3 Electroweak Theory
The theory of electroweak unification, developed by Glashow [14], Weinberg [15]
and Salam [16], is a Yang-Mills theory [17] based on the local gauge invariance of
the electroweak Lagrangian density under transformations of the SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y
group.
In this model, fermions are identified by three generations of distinct chiral field
fL,R =
1
2
(1 ∓ γ5)f . Left-handed fermions fL are represented by weak isospin
doublets (I3 = ±12), whereas right-handed fermions are represented by weak isospin
singlet (I3 = 0). Neutrinos, which interact only through weak force, exist only in
the left-handed chiral state. Besides the weak isospin connected to the gauge
invariance under transformations of the SU(2)L group, a hypercharge for each
fermionic field is defined as Y = 2(Q− I3) which is connected to gauge invariance
under transformations of U(1)Y group.
In a Yang-Mills theory, the request of a local gauge invariance imposes the existence
of field connectors between distinct points of space-time, i.e. gauge field mediators
of the interaction, equal in number to the generators of the considered symmetry
group. Thus, in the electroweak sector, four fields are defined: the field Bµ, which
corresponds to the generator Y of the U(1)Y group, and the triplet of fields W iµ
(with i = 1, 2, 3), which correspond to the generator T i of SU(2)L group, equal
to the Pauli matrices divided by two and with the same commutation rules. The
minimal coupling between fermions and gauge fields can be written by means of
covariant derivative defined as:
Dµψ = (∂µ − igTiW iµ − ig′
Y
2
Bµ)ψ (1.2)
which leads to coupling between fermions and gauge field described by −giψ¯Vµγµψ
terms. So, the Standard Model Lagrangian density LSM, with no mass terms, can
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be written as:
LSM =− 1
4
W aµνW
µν
a −
1
4
BµνB
µν + L¯iiDµγ
µLi + e¯R,iiDµγ
µeR,i
+ Q¯iiDµγ
µQi + u¯R,iiDµγ
µuR,i + d¯R,iiDµγ
µdR,i
(1.3)
At this point of the theory, both gauge bosons and fermions are considered mass-
less because the addition of mass terms, as 1
2
M2WWµW
µ for W bosons or −mee¯e for
electron, would violate the gauge invariance of Lagrangian under SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y
transformations. To avoid the problem of massless gauge bosons, Glashow intro-
duced into the SM Lagrangian density an ad hoc mass term, producing a model
able to unify both electromagnetic and weak interaction into a single force. In
fact, this model showed how was possible to give mass to each neutral generator
of the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry group, namely W 3 and B, keeping unchanged
the QED gauge local invariance by introducing two physical bosons: the already
known massless photons (Aµ) and a new massive Z boson (Zµ), which are a linear
combination of generators W 3 and B. The Glashow model created the conditions
for the insertion of the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism within the uni-
fied electroweak theory, as made by Weinberg and Salam, leading to the so called
Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model. Indeed, the theoretical solution to the problem
of how gauge bosons can acquire mass in a Yang-Mills theory had been solved
some years before by Higgs, Brout and Englert.
1.2.4 The Higgs-Brout-Englert Model
In the 1960s, a major problem of particles physics was to integrate within the
gauge theory of elementary particles the possibilities to generate gauge bosons
and fermions masses without violating the SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y gauge invariance. The
solution to this problem was made by three independent groups in the 1964: by
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Peter Higgs [18–20]; by Robert Brout and François Englert [21]; and by Gerald
Guralnik, Carl Richard Hagen and Tom Kibble [22,23]. They introduced the spon-
taneous symmetry breaking mechanism into the non-abelian gauge theory leading
to current Standard Model framework.
The starting point of the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism is the
Goldstone model that explains how a global continuous symmetry can sponta-
neously be broken. Let us consider the Lagrangian density of a complex scalar
field with a quartic interaction term:
L = ∂µφ∂
µφ† − V (φ) = ∂µφ∂µφ† − µ2φφ† − λ(φφ†)2 (1.4)
where the potential V (φ) is composed by the last two terms and the correspon-
dent energy density can be written as θ00 = ∂0φ∂0φ† + (∇φ)(∇φ†) + V . Since
the first two terms are positive-definite, the stability of the theory requests that
the potential V (φ) must be bounded from below. In the case of a free theory
with λ = 0, this implies that µ2 > 0. If λ 6= 0, instead, the condition that the
Hamiltonian density must have a finite lower bound implies that λ > 0, since
the quartic terms is dominant. Thus, considering the second case, two distinct
theories exist depending on the sign of µ2. Anyway, the field configuration that
minimizes the Hamiltonian must be a space-time invariant corresponding to the
absolute minimum of the V (φ) potential. The corresponding quantum states of the
minimum energy configuration that is invariant for space-time transformations is
the vacuum state, which contains no particles. Let us now consider the two cases
µ2 > 0 and µ2 < 0 separately.
µ2 > 0 case If the sign of µ2 is positive, then the potential V (φ) is described
by a concave function of fields, as shown in the left side of the Figure 1.4. The
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Figure 1.4: Representation of the potential term V (φ) for the µ2 > 0 (left) and µ2 < 0
(right) cases as a function of the two field components φ1 and φ2.
absolute minimum is located at the origin corresponding to V (φ) = 0 for <e(φ) =
=m(φ) = 0. In the limit for λ→ 0, the Lagrangian in Equation 1.4 reduces to the
case of a Klein-Gordon complex field in which φ is a combination of annihilation
and creation operators for a particle with mass µ2. In the case of small values of
λ, the model can be solved by applying the perturbation theory which describes
charged scalar particles with interactions symmetric for global gauge transforma-
tions. So, the µ2 > 0 case corresponds to a theory with an exact symmetry.
µ2 < 0 case If the sign of µ2 is negative, instead, then the potential V (φ) is
described by a function similar to that shown in the right side of the Figure 1.4.
The configuration with <e(φ) = =m(φ) = 0 is now a local maximum and it does
not minimize the potential. The minimum, in this case, is localized on the points
which lay on the dashed circle centered at the origin and the vacuum expectation
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value becomes:
〈0|φ(0) |0〉 = η =
√
−µ2
2λ
6= 0 (1.5)
Since the configuration of minimum energy is no longer symmetric, the symmetry
is spontaneously broken by the fundamental state. By expanding the complex field
around its vacuum value, it is possible to show that the two degrees of freedom
associated to the φ field are now represented by two particles of mass 4λη2 and
0, respectively. Thus, besides the massive particle corresponding to the φ field, a
new massless particle appears, the so called Goldstone boson. This is the crucial
aspect of the Goldstone theorem [24,25]: for every spontaneously broken continu-
ous symmetry, the theory contains a number of massless scalar (spin-0) particles
equal to the number of broken generators.
The Higgs-Brout-Englert model, or Higgs model for short, analogously de-
scribes the spontaneous symmetry breaking but in the case of a local gauge sym-
metry. Unlike the previous case, the Lagrangian density needs a vectorial field Aµ,
similar to the electromagnetic field, in addition to the scalar field φ, assuming the
form:
L = (Dµφ)
†Dµφ− V (φ)− 1
4
FµνF
µν (1.6)
Also in this case, the λ parameter must be positive to ensure the stability of the
theory, whereas the sign of µ2 can be either positive or negative. If µ2 > 0, then
the configuration of minimum energy corresponds to φ = 0 and Aµ = 0. The
quantization of these fields results in a theory with a charged particle (and its
antiparticle) with mass µ and a spin-1 massless particle with two polarization
states, quite similar to the photon. If µ2 < 0, instead, then the configuration
of minimum energy corresponds to Aµ = 0 but, for the scalar part, the model
is similar to the Goldstone model: the vacuum expectation value is non-null and
equal to 〈0|φ(0) |0〉 = η 6= 0. If the scalar field is expanded around the minimum
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by choosing the unitary gauge and leaving its real component only, it is possible
to describe the scalar field φ as φ = η + σ(x)√
2
= ρ(x) and the Lagrangian density
become:
L =
1
2
∂µσ∂
µσ + e2ρ(x)2AµA
µ − V (ρ)− 1
4
FµνF
µν (1.7)
This Lagrangian describes a neutral scalar particle with mass MH = 4λη2 associ-
ated to the scalar field σ and a spin-1 particle with mass MA = 2e2η2 associated
to the vector field Aµ. This is the crucial aspect of the Higgs model: in the case
of a local gauge symmetry, a spontaneous symmetry breaking implies that the
corresponding gauge fields acquire mass.
The Higgs model can be applied to the electroweak sector in which the sym-
metry group is identified by the non-abelian SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y group and the cor-
responding Lagrangian density is shown in Equation 1.3. In this case, the scalar
field must trigger the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism but keeping
unchanged the gauge symmetry of electromagnetism, by following the scheme
SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y → U(1)em. The choice of Weinberg and Salam permits to generate
mass not only for vector bosons but also for leptons and quarks and it consists in
a SU(2)L Higgs doublet with hypercharge Y = +1:
Φ =
(
φ+
φ0
)
Y=+1
and Dµ =
[
∂µ + ig
−→
W µ ·
−→τ
2
+ ig′(+
1
2
Bµ)
]
Φ (1.8)
with a Lagrangian density L = (DµΦ)
† (DµΦ) − µ2Φ†Φ − λ (Φ†Φ)2. Since the
scalar field Φ must broke the SU (2)L ⊗U (1)Y symmetry, it must have a non-null
vacuum expectation value:
Φ¯ = 〈0|Φ |0〉 =
(
0
η
)
(1.9)
which is invariant under transformation of the U(1)Q group, realizing in this way
the scheme SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y → U(1)em. By means of the unitary gauge choice,
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the Higgs doublet can be written in a real form with only the lower component
different from zero:
Φ(x) =
(
0
η + σ(x)√
2
)
(1.10)
that contains only one physical field σ(x) corresponding to a neutral scalar par-
ticle, the Higgs boson. By substituting this result into both the electroweak and
Higgs field Lagrangian densities and by taking the quadratic terms throgh the co-
variant derivatives, the mass matrix for both SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge fields can
be extracted:
M =
M2 M203
M203 M
2
0
 = 1
2
η2
 g2 −gg′
−gg′ (g′)2
 (1.11)
where M is the mass of the charged vector bosonW±, whereasM0 andM03 are not
still connected to physical bosons beneath the null value of the mass matrix deter-
minant gives an hint on the null mass of one of the two physical bosons, namely
the photon. In fact, by diagonalizing the mass matrixM, the corresponding eigen-
vector can be found, which correspond to the massive Zµ and the electromagnetic
Aµ fields:
Zµ = cos θWW
3
µ − sin θWBµ
Aµ = sin θWW
3
µ + cos θWBµ
(1.12)
Since the electromagnetic field Aµ is required to be massless, the relations between
the coupling constants g and g′, the electroweak mixing angle θW and the electrical
charge e are constrained to be:
tan θW =
g′
g
and g sin θW = g′ cos θW = e (1.13)
whereas the mass MZ of the massive Zµ boson can be found through the trace
Tr (M) of the mass matrix, resulting in the relation M2Z =
M2
cos2 θW
. All of these
very important theoretical results are in very good agreement with experimental
data. Until the first decade of the 21th century only one free parameter remained
unknown: the Higgs boson mass.
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1.3 The Standard Model Higgs Boson
The introduction of the Higgs model within the electroweak theory permits to de-
scribe the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism through which elementary
particles acquire mass. The interaction vertices of the Higgs boson with the gauge
bosons are defined by the following Lagrangian density:
LφW = g
2 1
4
η2W µW
µ + (g′)2
1
4
η2BµB
µ − 1
2
η2W 3µB
µ (1.14)
whereas interactions with fermions are described by the Yukawa Lagrangian den-
sity:
LF = −λeL¯ΦeR − λuQ¯ΦuR − λdQ¯ΦdR + h.c. (1.15)
By following the Feynman normalization rules, the corresponding coupling con-
stants can be derived leading to:
gHff = i
mf
η
, gHV V = −2iM
2
V
η
, gHHV V = −2iM
2
V
η2
(1.16)
Furthermore, from the free Lagrangian of the Higgs boson, which is composed by
the kinetic part plus the potential, that corresponds to:
LH =
1
2
(∂µH) (∂
µH)− λη2H2 − ληH3 − 1
4
H4 (1.17)
the cubic and quartic self-interactions coupling of the Higgs boson can be derived
as well as the Higgs boson mass term:
gHHH = 3i
M2H
η
and gHHHH = 3i
M2H
η2
with M2H = 2λη
2 = −2µ2 (1.18)
Since the vacuum expectation value η is defined, within the electroweak theory,
through the Fermi constant GF as η =
(
2
√
2GF
)−1/2 ' 188 GeV, the coupling
constants in Equation 1.16 are directly estimable. Higgs boson self-interaction
terms, instead, depend on the value of the λ constant that is not known and the
Higgs boson mass MH remains a free parameter of the theory. However, some
important theoretical constraints restrict the range of possible MH values.
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where s, t are the Mandelstam variables [the c.m. energy s is the square of the sum of
the momenta of the initial or final states, while t is the square of the difference between
the momenta of one initial and one final state]. In fact, this contribution is coming from
longitudinal W bosons which, at high energy, are equivalent to the would–be Goldstone
bosons as discussed in §1.1.3. One can then use the potential of eq. (1.58) which gives the
interactions of the Goldstone bosons and write in a very simple way the three individual
amplitudes for the scattering of longitudinal W bosons
A(w+w− → w+w−) = −
[
2
M2H
v2
+
(
M2H
v
)2
1
s−M2H
+
(
M2H
v
)2
1
t−M2H
]
(1.150)
which after some manipulations, can be cast into the result of eq. (1.149) given previously.
•
W−
W+ W−
W+
• •H
•
•
H
Figure 1.15: Some Feynman diagrams for the scattering of W bosons at high energy.
These amplitudes will lead to cross sections σ(W+W− →W+W−) # σ(w+w− → w+w−)
which could violate their unitarity bounds. To see this explicitly, we first decompose the
scattering amplitude A into partial waves a! of orbital angular momentum "
A = 16pi
∞∑
!=0
(2"+ 1)P!(cos θ) a! (1.151)
where P! are the Legendre polynomials and θ the scattering angle. Since for a 2→ 2 process,
the cross section is given by dσ/dΩ = |A|2/(64pi2s) with dΩ = 2pidcos θ, one obtains
σ =
8pi
s
∞∑
!=0
∞∑
!′=0
(2"+ 1)(2"′ + 1)a!a!′
∫ 1
−1
d cos θP!(cos θ)P!′(cos θ)
=
16pi
s
∞∑
!=0
(2"+ 1)|a!|2 (1.152)
where the orthogonality property of the Legendre polynomials,
∫
d cos θP!P!′ = δ!!′ , has
been used. The optical theorem tells us also that the cross section is proportional to the
imaginary part of the amplitude in the forward direction, and one has the identity
σ =
1
s
Im [A(θ = 0) ] =
16pi
s
∞∑
!=0
(2"+ 1)|a!|2 (1.153)
60
Figure 1.5: Some Feynman diagrams for the sca teri f bosons at high energy.
1.3.1 Theoretical Constraints
Some important theoretical constraints on the permitted Higgs boson mass val-
ues arise from assumptions on the energy range in which the Standard Model is
valid before perturbation theory breaks down and new phenomena should emerge,
namely: unitarity in scattering amplitudes, per u bativity of the Higgs self-cou ling,
stability of the electroweak vacuum and fine-tuning.
Unitarity One of the major arguments to abandon the Fermi theory of weak
interactions was that it violates unitarity at energy close to the Fermi scale. In
fact, in this model, the cross section of the process νµe → νeµ at high energy
√
s
becomes σ ' G−1/2F s and at energy greater than
√
s ' G−1/2F ' 300 GeV it would
violate unitarity. The introduction of the intermediate massive W boson solved
this problem but an identical one arose in the νν¯ → W+W−, which was solved
in turn with the introduction of the massive neutral Z boson. However a similar
problem still remained open in processes involving the longitudinal components of
vector bosons, such as the W+W− → W+W− scattering process. The scattering
amplitudes of a given process can be always expressed as a linear combination of
plane waves and, by following the optical theorem, the corresponding cross section
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can be written as:
σ =
1
s
=m [A (θ = 0)] = 16pi
s
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1) |al|2 (1.19)
that leads to the unitary condition:
|<e (al)| < 1
2
(1.20)
The J = 0 partial wave for the amplitude of the W+W− scattering process can be
written as:
a0 = − M
2
H
16piη2
[
2 +
M2H
s−M2H
− M
2
H
s
log
(
1 +
s
M2H
)]
(1.21)
By assuming the Higgs boson mass much smaller than the invariant mass
√
s, the
application of the unitarity condition leads to the upper bound:
a0
M2Hs−−−−→ − M
2
H
8piη2
=⇒MH . 870 GeV (1.22)
Actually, the scattering channel W+W− should be considered together with three
more neutral channel (ZZ, HH and ZH) and two charged one (W+H andW+Z),
leading to a more stringent upper bound:
MH . 710 GeV (1.23)
Therefore, the unitarity condition imposes to the Higgs boson to have a mass lower
than O(700 GeV), otherwise greater values would violate unitary unless new phe-
nomena emerge to restore it.
Triviality and Stability The coupling constants, as well as particles masses,
depend on the energy scale (Q2) because of quantum corrections and, for this
reason, they are defined as running constants. The running constant of quartic
Higgs coupling λ(Q2) is a monotonically increasing function ofQ2 and the condition
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Figure 1.6: Typical Feynman diagrams for the tree-level and one-loop Higgs self-coupling.
to be not trivial imposes some constraint on the value of the Higgs boson mass.
By taking into account the contribution of the Higgs boson only to the one-loop
corrections, shown in Figure 1.6, the running constant λ can be written as:
λ
(
Q2
)
= λ
(
η2
) [
1− 3
4pi2
λ
(
η2
)
log
(
Q2
η2
)]−1
(1.24)
with the choice of the energy of the electroweak spontaneous symmetry breaking
η2 as energy reference. From the Equation 1.24, if Q2  η2 then the running
constant becomes very small going to zero λ (Q2) ' λ(η
2)
log(0)
→ 0+ and the quartic
coupling vanishes leading to a trivial theory. On the contrary, if Q2  η2 then the
running constant becomes very large going to infinity λ (Q2) ' λ(η
2)
1−1  1. The
value for which this happens is called Landau pole defined as:
ΛC = η exp
(
4pi2
3λ
)
= η exp
(
4pi2η2
M2H
)
(1.25)
that represents the cut-off value below which the coupling constant is finite and
permits to determine the energy range of validity for the Standard Model. Actu-
ally, also gauge bosons and fermions contribute to the running constant but only
massive vector bosons and the top quark give a relevant contribution. In this case,
the running constant can be written as:
λ
(
Q2
)
= λ
(
η2
)
+
1
16pi2
{
−12m
4
t
η4
+
3
16
[
2g4 +
(
g2 + (g′)2
)2]}
log
Q2
η2
(1.26)
from which follows that, if the running constant is very small, then the top quark
contribution is dominant and leads to negative value potential λ (Q2) < 0, making
the vacuum unstable. The stability condition, instead, imposes that the potential
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Figure 1.7: The triviality (upper) bound and the vacuum stability (lower) bound on the
Higgs boson mass as a function of the new physics or cut-off scale Λ for a top quark
mass mt = 175 ± 6 GeV and αs(MZ) = 0.118 ± 0.002; the allowed region lies between
the bands and the colored/shaded bands illustrate the impact of various uncertainties.
and, consequently, the running constant must have a lower bound λ (Q2) > 0,
leading to a lower bound on the Higgs boson mass value:
M2H >
η2
8pi2
{
−12m
4
t
η4
+
3
16
[
2g4 +
(
g2 + (g′)2
)2]}
log
Q2
η2
(1.27)
depending on the cut-off value ΛC . The combination of both the conditions of
triviality and stability, as a function of the Landau pole, is shown in Figure 1.7,
where the major uncertainties are on the values of the strong coupling constant
αS = 0.118 ± 0.002 and of the top quark mass mt = 175 ± 6 GeV [26]. From
Figure 1.7 follows that if the cut-off scale is O (TeV) then the permitted values for
the Higgs boson mass are:
ΛC ' 1 TeV⇒ 50 GeV .MH . 800 GeV (1.28)
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whereas if the cut-off scale is around the scale of Grand Unification ΛC ' 1016 GeV
then Higgs boson mass should lie in the range:
ΛC ' 1016 GeV⇒ 130 GeV .MH . 180 GeV (1.29)
1.3.2 Experimental constraints
Experimental constraints on the Higgs boson mass value can be divided in two
distinct categories, depending on the specific research method: indirect searches,
which consist in measurement of Higgs boson contributions to radiative corrections
to the electroweak theory, and direct searches, which consist in the measurement
of the Higgs boson decay products and the corresponding production mechanisms
in high energy colliders.
1.3.2.1 Indirect searches
Since Higgs boson contributes to radiative corrections to electroweak theory, then
precision measurements in this sector permit to extract tight limits on the range
of possible values of the Higgs boson mass. The major measurements performed
in the last decades can be summarized in:
• the observables of the Z resonance lineshape at LEP, namely: the total decay
width ΓZ , the hadronic cross section at the Z peak σ0had, the partial decay
width of Z boson decay into leptons and heavy quarks (c,b) normalized to
the hadronic one Rl,c,b and the forward-backward asymmetry for both leptons
and heavy quarks production Ab,cFB;
• the longitudinal polarization asymmetries AfLR and the left-right forward-
backward asymmetries for heavy quarks production Ab,cLR,FB as measured at
SLC;
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Measurement Fit |Omeas−Ofit|/σmeas
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
∆αhad(mZ)
(5) 0.02750 ± 0.00033 0.02759
mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 91.1874
ΓZ [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 2.4959
σhad [nb]
0 41.540 ± 0.037 41.478
Rl 20.767 ± 0.025 20.742
Afb
0,l 0.01714 ± 0.00095 0.01645
Al(Pτ) 0.1465 ± 0.0032 0.1481
Rb 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.21579
Rc 0.1721 ± 0.0030 0.1723
Afb
0,b 0.0992 ± 0.0016 0.1038
Afb
0,c 0.0707 ± 0.0035 0.0742
Ab 0.923 ± 0.020 0.935
Ac 0.670 ± 0.027 0.668
Al(SLD) 0.1513 ± 0.0021 0.1481
sin2θeff
lept(Qfb) 0.2324 ± 0.0012 0.2314
mW [GeV] 80.385 ± 0.015 80.377
ΓW [GeV] 2.085 ± 0.042 2.092
mt [GeV] 173.20 ± 0.90 173.26
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Figure 1.8: (a) Summary of electroweak precision measurements at LEP1, LEP2, SLC
and Tevatron. The SM fits results, which have been derived including all radiative
corrections, and the standard deviations are also shown. (b) Electroweak precision mea-
surements as a function of the Higgs boson mass; the vertical green band denotes the
overall constraint on the Higgs mass derived from the fit to all data, while the vertical
black line denotes the limit on the Higgs mass obtained from the direct search at LEP2.
• the mass value mW and the total decay width ΓW of W vector boson as
measured at LEP2 and Tevatron;
• the measurements of left and right coupling constants of fermions to Z boson
as measured from deep inelastic scattering of νµ and ν¯µ on nucleons;
• the top quark mass value mt as measured at Tevatron;
• the measurement of strong interactions coupling constant αs and the corre-
sponding correction ∆α(5)had.
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Figure 1.9: (a) The ∆χ2 of the fit to the electroweak precision data as a function of
Higgs boson mass mH . The solid line results when all data are included and the blue
shaded band is the estimated theoretical error from unknown higher-order corrections.
The effect of including the low Q2 data and the use of a different value for ∆α(had) are
also shown. The excluded (yellow) region corresponds to the July 2011 Tevatron com-
bination (156-177 GeV) and the December 2011 LHC exclusion (127-600 GeV, CMS).
(b) Confidence level CLS for the signal plus background hypothesis in Higgs production
at LEP2. The solid/red line is for the observation, the dashed line is the median back-
ground expectation, the green and yellow shaded bands around the median expected line
correspond to the 68% and 95% simulated probability bands. The intersection of the
horizontal line at CLS = 0.05 with the observed curve defines the 95% CL lower bound
for mH .
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The results listed above and summarized in Figure 1.8(a) can be used to indirectly
estimate the Higgs boson mass as shown in Figure 1.8(b) in which the green ver-
tical band denotes the overall constraint on the Higgs mass derived from the fit
to all data. Furthermore, the ∆χ2 of the combined fit on all measured Standard
Model parameters at high-Q2 depicted in Figure 1.9(a) shows the preference for a
low mass Higgs boson with a best value of 92+34−26 GeV and an upper bound at the
95% of confidence level equal to 161 GeV.
1.3.2.2 Direct searches
Direct searches of the Higgs boson has been performed at both LEP and Tevatron.
The Standard Model predicts production cross section of the Higgs boson as well
as the decay partial with together with the corresponding branching ratios. The
analysis of specific final states of events produced in high energy colliders then
permits to either observe or exclude a given process at a desired confidence level.
At the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider, the Higgs boson has been searched
at energy of about the Z boson mass (
√
s 'MZ , LEP1) as well as at higher energy
values (
√
s = 209 GeV). The direct searches has been mostly conducted in the
so called Higgsstrahlung production channel in which the Higgs boson is radiated
from the Z boson. Anyway, no evidence of such process has been found leading to
set a lower bound on the permitted mass range. Figure 1.9(b) shows the confidence
level for the signal plus background hypothesis (CLs) as a function of the Higgs
boson mass mH from which a Higgs boson mass value lower than 114.4 GeV can
be excluded at the 95% of the confidence level.
Similarly, several direct searches of the Higgs boson has been performed at Teva-
tron by analyzing all decay channels and production mechanisms accessible at the
proton-antiproton pp¯ collider. Neither these studies conducted to any evidence
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Figure 1.10: Observed and expected (median, for the background-only hypothesis) 95%
CL upper limits on the ratios to the SM cross section, as functions of the Higgs boson
mass for the combined CDF and D0 analyses. The limits are expressed as a multiple
of the SM prediction for test masses (every 5 GeV/c2) for which both experiments have
performed dedicatedsearches in different channels. The points are joined by stra ight
lines for better readability. The bands indicate the 68% and 95% probability regions
where the limits can fluctuate, in the absence of signal. The limits displayed in this
figure are obtained with the Bayesian calculation.
of the Higgs boson existence but they permitted to further restrict the allowed
mass range. Figure 1.10 shows the observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on
the ratios to Standard Model for the background-only hypothesis, as a function of
the Higgs boson mass for the combined analyses of the CDF and D0 experiments.
Thus, the combination of the analyzed decay channels at Tevatron permitted to
exclude a Higgs boson with a mass mH between 147 and 180 GeV.
Excluding the early analyses performed at the Large Hadron Collider, the combi-
nation of LEP and Tevatron studies left two allowed regions in the Higgs boson
mass range:
114.4 GeV ≤ mH ≤ 147 GeV and 180 GeV ≤ mH (1.30)
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.11: (a) Evolution through years of the ATLAS observed (solid) local p0 as a
function of mH in the low mass range. The dashed curve shows the expected local p0
under the hypothesis of a SM Higgs boson signal at that mass. The horizontal dashed
lines indicate the p-values corresponding to significances of 1 to 6 σ. (b) The observed
CMS local p-value for 7 TeV and 8 TeV data, and their combination as a function of the
SM Higgs boson mass. The dashed line shows the expected local p-values for a SM Higgs
boson with a mass mH .
until July 4th 2012 when the ATLAS and CMS collaborations announced at CERN
the discovery of a Higgs-like particle exactly in the first mass range of Equation
1.30.
1.3.3 The Higgs boson discovery
After two years of work dedicated to collect and analyze the data recorded in
proton-proton pp collisions at the Large Hadron Collider, on July 4th 2012 the
ATLAS and CMS collaborations announced to the public the discovery of a Higgs-
like particle with a mass of about 125 GeV. Collision data were collected at an
invariant mass
√
s equal to 7 TeV and 8 TeV in the 2011 and 2012, respectively,
corresponding to about 4.8 fb−1 and 5.9 fb−1 of integrated luminosity.
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Figure 1.12: Invariant mass distribution of ATLAS (a) and CMS (b) diphoton candidates
for the combined
√
s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV data samples. The result of a fit to the data
of the sum of a signal and background component is superimposed. The bottom inset in
(a) displays the residuals of the data with respect to the fitted background component.
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Figure 1.13: The distribution of the four-lepton invariant mass m4` for the selected
candidates compared to the background expectation for the low mass range for the
√
s =
7 TeV and 8 TeV combined datasets. Both ATLAS (a) and CMS (b) plots are shown.
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Figure 1.11(a) shows the evolution through years of the p-value for the background-
only hypothesis for the combined Higgs searches performed by ATLAS collabora-
tion as a function of the Higgs boson mass value. The horizontal dotted lines in
the figure indicates the significance level of plotted results showing that on the
4th of July 2012 the local significance for the exclusion of the background-only
hypothesis reached the 5σ level. Figure 1.11(b) analogously shows the p-value for
the combined Higgs searches performed by CMS collaboration for both 7 TeV and
8 TeV analysis.
The main decay channels used to achieve the results described above are the decay
of Higgs boson into two photons (H → γγ) and into four leptons (H → ZZ → 4`).
Figure 1.12 and Figure 1.13 show the event distributions as a function of the in-
variant mass of the final states for both ATLAS and CMS collaborations and for
either of the analyzed channels from which is clear visible the invariant mass peak
corresponding to a Higgs-like boson with a mass of about 125 GeV.
Thanks to the discovery of the Higgs boson announced during a press conference
at CERN in the 2012, which confirmed the theoretical model proposed 50 years
before, P. Higgs and F. Englert awarded in the 2013 the Nobel Prize in Physics.
1.4 Beyond the Standard Model (BSM )
The gauge boson and fermion sectors of Standard Model received many experimen-
tal confirmations so far. Furthermore, the discovery at the Large Hadron Collider
of a Higgs-like boson in 2012 also confirmed the Brout-Englert-Higgs model as the
correct theory to describe the spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking mech-
anism. In the Standard Model the simplest choice for the scalar sector is assumed,
i.e. a SU(2) doublet, whereas the fermion sector is described by a more complex
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structure consisting in three distinct mixing families.
A critical aspect for the scalar sector of Standard Model is the ρ paramater that
in a SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y gauge theory can be written, at tree-level, as:
ρ =
n∑
i=1
[
Ii (Ii + 1)− 14Y 2i
]
vi
n∑
i=1
1
2
Y 2i vi
(1.31)
where n is the number of existing scalar multiplets φi and Ii, Yi and vi are, re-
spectively, the corresponding weak isospin, hypercharge and vacuum expectation
values. The experimental measurement of the ρ parameter is very close to one,
resulting in a very stringent constraint on the possible choices for the scalar mul-
tiplets φi. According to Equation 1.31, both SU(2) singlets with Y = 0 and SU(2)
doublets with Y = ±1 are consistent with experimental results. Thus, the intro-
duction of such scalar fields is the simplest way to extend the current scalar sector
of Standard Model.
1.4.1 Two-Higgs-Doublet Models (2HDM )
One of the simplest extension of the Standard Model is the two-Higgs-doublet
model (2HDM ) in which the Higgs sector is extend by adding a new scalar dou-
blet. There are many motivations for 2HDM s and the most known is supersym-
metry. In the supersymmetric theory, scalars are represented by chiral multiplets
and the corresponding complex conjugate are multiplets with opposite chirality;
since multiplets of different chirality cannot couple together in the Lagrangian,
then a single Higgs doublet is not able to give mass to both u-type and d-type
quarks. Thus, two Higgs boson doublets are assumed in the Minimal Supersym-
metric Model (MSSM ). Another interesting motivation for 2HDM s lays in the
baryon asymmetry of the Universe that the Standard Model is unable to describe.
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In fact, the two-Higgs-doublet models produce flexible scalar mass spectra and
introduce additional sources of either explicit or spontaneous CP violation which
are able to explain the actual baryogenesis process.
In general, the vacuum structure of 2HDM s is described by scalar potential con-
taining 14 parameters and CP-conserving, CP-violating and charge-violating min-
ima. However, several simplifying assumptions can be made and it is usually
assumed that CP is conserved in the Higgs sector, that CP is not spontaneously
broken and discrete symmetries eliminate from the potential all quartic terms odd
in either of the doublets. Under those assumptions, the most general scalar po-
tential for two doublet Φ1 and Φ2 with Y = +1 can be written as:
V (Φ1,Φ2) = m
2
11Φ
†
1Φ1 +m
2
22Φ
†
2Φ2 −m212
(
Φ†1Φ2 + Φ
†
2Φ1
)
+
λ1
2
(
Φ†1Φ1
)2
+
λ2
2
(
Φ†2Φ2
)2
+ λ3Φ
†
1Φ1Φ
†
2Φ2 + λ4Φ
†
1Φ2Φ
†
2Φ1
+
λ5
2
[(
Φ†1Φ2
)2
+
(
Φ†2Φ1
)2] (1.32)
where all parameters are real and the minimization of this potential gives the
vacuum expectation values for the two doublets
〈0|Φ1 |0〉 =
(
0
v1√
2
)
and 〈0|Φ2 |0〉 =
(
0
v2√
2
)
(1.33)
The two complex scalar SU(2) doublets can be expanded about the minima giving
eight fields:
Φa =
(
φ+a
va+ρa+iηa√
2
)
with a = 1, 2 (1.34)
Three of these eight fields are “eaten” to give mass to W± and Z0 gauge bosons
whereas the remaining five fields are physical Higgs-like fields: two charged scalars,
two neutral scalars and a pseudoscalar A. Expansion about minima leads to the
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mass terms that, for charged and pseudoscalar Higgs bosons, are given by:
Lφ±,mass =−
[
m212 − (λ4 + λ5)
v1v2
2
] (
φ−1 , φ
−
2
) v2v1 −1
−1 v1
v2
(φ+1
φ+2
)
Lη,mass =− 1
2
m2A
v21 + v
2
2
(η1, η2)
 v22 −v1v2
−v1v2 v21
(η1
η2
) (1.35)
The mass matrices can be simultaneously diagonalized by an orthogonal rotation
matrix in which the rotation angle β has a crucial role in the model. The β
parameter can be defined in terms of vacuum expectation values as:
tan β =
v1
v2
(1.36)
and, in order to preserve W and Z bosons mass values as in the Standard Model,
the vacuum expectation values must hold to the v2 = v21 + v22 =
(√
2GF
)−1/2 '
(246 GeV)2 relation. The null determinant of the mass matrices in Equation 1.35
means that two Goldstone bosons exist for both charged G± and neutral G0 modes
which are in turn absorbed by W± and Z bosons to become massive. The mass
values of the remaining charged and pseudoscalar physical bosons, instead, can be
written in terms of the model parameters as:
m2H± =
(
m212
v1v2
− λ4 + λ5
2
)(
v21 + v
2
2
)
= M2 − 1
2
(λ4 + λ5) v
2
m2A =
(
m212
v1v2
− λ5
)(
v21 + v
2
2
)
= M2 − λ5v2
(1.37)
whereM2 = m
2
12
sinβ cosβ
. The CP-even scalar sector is slightly more complicated than
previous cases and the corresponding mass term can be written as:
Lρ,mass = −1
2
(ρ1, ρ2)
 m212 v2v1 + λ1v21 −m212 + λ345v1v2
−m212 + λ345v1v2 m212 v1v2 + λ2v22
(ρ1
ρ2
)
(1.38)
where λ345 = λ3 + λ4 + λ5. The mass matrix above can be diagonalized by an
orthogonal rotation matrix in which the rotation angle α can be written as:
tan 2α =
(M2 − λ345v2) sin 2β
(M2 − λ1v2) cos2 β − (M2 − λ2v2) sin2 β
(1.39)
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The eigenstates of the CP-even mass matrix in Eq.(1.39) can be written in terms
of the rotation angle α as:
H = ρ1 cosα + ρ2 sinα
h =− ρ1 sinα + ρ2 cosα
(1.40)
where, by convention, h andH represent the lighter and the heavier CP-even states
respectively. The corresponding mass values can be written as:
m2h,H =
1
2
[
M11 +M22 ±
√
(M11 −M22)2 + 4M212
]
(1.41)
whereMij corresponds to the element of the i-th row and j-th column of the mass
matrix in Equation 1.39. The Standard Model Higgs boson HSM can be expressed
in terms of the h and H states in Equation 1.40 as:
HSM = ρ1 cos β + ρ2 sin β = H cos (α− β)− h sin (α− β) (1.42)
meaning that the SM Higgs boson would correspond either to the lighter state h
for cosα = sin β and sinα = − cos β or to the heavier one H for cosα = cos β
and sinα = sin β. Since the two α and β parameters determine the interactions
between the various Higgs fields with both vector bosons and fermions, they play
a central role in discussing 2HDM s phenomenology.
1.4.1.1 2HDM s with natural flavor conservation
A potential problem facing all 2HDM s is the possibility of tree level flavor-changing
neutral currents (FNCN s). In the Standard Model, for example, the diagonaliza-
tion of the mass matrix for quarks automatically diagonalizes the Yukawa interac-
tions ruling out the existence of tree-level FCNC s whereas the same does not hold
for 2HDM. Anyway, it is possible to assume that tree level FCNC s are completely
absent by imposing a discrete or continuous symmetry. In fact, by following the
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Type I Type II Lepton-specific Flipped
ξuh cosα/ sin β cosα/ sin β cosα/ sin β cosα/ sin β
ξdh cosα/ sin β − sinα/ cos β cosα/ sin β − sinα/ cos β
ξ`h cosα/ sin β − sinα/ cos β − sinα/ cos β cosα/ sin β
ξuH sinα/ sin β sinα/ sin β sinα/ sin β sinα/ sin β
ξdH sinα/ sin β cosα/ cos β sinα/ sin β cosα/ cos β
ξ`H sinα/ sin β cosα/ cos β cosα/ cos β sinα/ sin β
ξuA cot β cot β cot β cot β
ξdA − cot β tan β − cot β tan β
ξ`A − cot β tan β tan β − cot β
Table 1.1: Yukawa couplings of u-type quarks, d-type quarks and leptons ` to the neutral
Higgs bosons h, H, A in the four different models.
Paschos-Glashow-Weinberg theorem, if all fermions with the same quantum num-
bers couple to the same Higgs multiplet, then tree level FCNC s do not exist. In
2HDM, this can only be ensured by introducing new discrete or continuous symme-
tries, which lead to different types of 2HDM depending on the chosen symmetry.
Looking at the quark sector of the 2HDM, two different choices can be made to
avoid the tree level FCNC s problem:
• type I 2HDM : all quarks couple to just one of the Higgs doublets (conven-
tionally chosen to be Φ2), which can be enforced with a Φ1 → −Φ1 discrete
symmetry;
• type II 2HDM : the right-handed u-type quarks (Q = +2
3
) couple to one
Higgs doublet (conventionally chosen to be Φ2) whereas the right-handed
d-type quarks (Q = −1
3
) couple to the other (Φ1), which can be enforced
with a Φ1 → −Φ1, diR → −diR discrete symmetry.
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Supersymmetric models, for example, use the same Yukawa couplings as in the
type II 2HDM but with continuous symmetries. In type I and type II 2HDM s,
furthermore, it is conventionally assumed that right-handed leptons satisfy the
same symmetry as the d-type quarks diR and thus leptons couple to the same
Higgs boson as the Q = −1
3
quarks. However, the Paschos-Glashow-Weinberg
theorem does not require this assumption, thus permitting two more possibilities:
• lepton-specific model: all right-handed quarks couple to Φ2 whereas right-
handed leptons couple to Φ1;
• flipped model: the right-handed u-type quarks couple to Φ2 and the right-
handed d-type quarks couple to Φ1, as in the type II 2HDM, whereas the
right-handed leptons now couple to Φ2.
With these assumptions, for each 2HDM type, the corresponding Yukawa cou-
plings, as a function of α and β parameters, can be determined. In fact, in the
Standard Model the coupling of fermions f to the Higgs boson is mf
v
whereas in
2HDM s this value is modified by a factor ξ(α, β). The ξ factors for each 2HDM
type and for each coupling of fermions to scalar bosons are listed in Table 1.1.
The coupling of scalar bosons to W and Z vector bosons, instead, are the same in
all 2HDM s. The coupling of the lighter Higgs h and the heavier Higgs H bosons to
WW and ZZ are the same as in the Standard Model times, respectively, a factor
sin (α− β) for h and cos (α− β) for H. The coupling of the pseudoscalar A boson
to vector bosons vanishes.
Chapter 2
The ATLAS experiment at the LHC
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a particle accelerator in which two beams
of protons collide at high energies. The particles produced in these collisions are
detected by four major experiments, ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb.
2.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider is a proton-proton (pp) collider at CERN in Geneva
within the same tunnel that had previously hosted the LEP accelerator (Large
Electron-Positron Collider) (see Figure 2.1). The maximum energy reached from
each beam of protons in head-on collisions has been of 3.5 TeV (4 TeV) in 2011
(2012), resulting in a center of mass energy of 7 TeV (8 TeV) and making LHC
the largest and most energetic particle collider ever built. Collisions between ion
beams (Pb nuclei) are also provided with an energy of 2.76 TeV/nucleon, equiv-
alent to a total center of mass energy of 1.15 PeV and studied by a dedicated
experiment (ALICE), located at the interaction point 2 (IP 2) (see Figure 2.3).
The Large Hadron Collider consists of two superconducting rings that act as
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and CMS [31], respectively, are new, while those for ALICE [32] and LHCb [33],
at Points 2 and 8, respectively, were originally built for LEP.
Figure 2.1: Schematic view of underground where LHC is built.
2.1.1 Acceleration chain
The LHC relies on a chain of several subsystems from the source to the final ac-
celeration step LINAC2 Proton SynchrotronBooster (PSB) Proton Synchrotron
(PS) Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), as shown in Fig. 2.2.
These accelerator systems are inherited from LEP. Both PS and SPS were old
machine and not optimised to be LHC injector, they were upgraded to meet the
very stringent needs of the LHC: many high intensity proton bunches with small
transverse and well defined longitudinal emittances. The protons originate in a
92 keV duoplasmatron source, fed with H2 gas, yielding a 300 mA beam cur-
rent. The protons from this source are collected as an input to LINAC2, which
increases their energy up to 50 MeV. This linac supplies the PSB with protons
for an increase in energy up to 1.4 GeV. All protons are then accelerated by the
26
Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the underground area where LHC is located.
both hadron accelerators and colliders. Its length is of 26.7 km and it is placed
in a tunnel built underneath the Franc -Swiss border near Geneva, where CERN
headquarters are located. The accelerator complex at CERN serves as injectors
and the connection to LHC is realized through two transfer lines 2.5 km long. The
tunnel consists of 8 straight sections and 8 curved sections and lies between 45
m and 170 m of depth. To contain the costs of this work, most of the existing
infrastructures have been reused, modifying them according to the characteristics
required by the LHC. Previously existing sites has been adapted even for surface
structures, in fact the ALICE and LHCb experiments (points 2 and 8 in Figure
2.3) are located in areas where LEP experiments also were located. Instead, for
ATLAS and CMS (Points 1 and 5 in Figure 2.3) new caverns has been built.
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2.1.1 The acceleration chain
The process of beam acceleration takes place in several steps in which the beam
passes through different devices. The injectors chain has been inherited from LEP
and, from the source of protons until the last stage, consists of:
• LINAC2
• Proton SynchrotronBooster (PSB)
• Proton Synchrotron (PS)
• Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)
• LHC
as shown in Figure (2.2). Both PS and SPS, which date back to the ’70s, have
required significant upgrades to meet the stringent demands of the LHC operation:
many and very intense proton bunches, with a reduced transverse emittance and
with a well defined longitudinal emittance.
The acceleration starts from a proton source, i.e. a Duoplasmatron, from which
the proton beam is extracted with an energy of 92 keV and a beam current of
300 mA. From this source, the protons are collected and injected in the LINAC2,
which increases the beam energy up to 50 MeV. Carried out the first acceleration
stage, the particles pass to the PSB, which increases the beam energy up to 1.4
GeV, then to the PS where the beam reaches the energy of 25 GeV and, finally,
the SPS attains the energy of 450 GeV, before LHC injection. At this stage the
bunches are injected through two transfer tunnels in the Large Hadron Collider,
where they will be brought up to the energy of 3.5 (4) TeV.
At LHC the two beams (one per ring) circulate within two vacuum chambers
horizontally spaced of 194 mm. Only ≈ 100 m before the impact points (IP), the
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70 LHC e l’esperimento ATLAS
Figura 4.1: Schema dei dispositivi di preaccelerazione ed accelerazione ad LHC.
Figure 2.2: Diagram of the pre-acceleration and acceleration devices at the LHC.
chambers are intersected. The acceleration within the collider is provided by 8 res-
onant cavities. The electric field within the radiofrequency (RF) cavities oscillates
at 400.8 MHz in order to give a boost in energy of 0.5 MeV/cycle. At the maximum
energy, the field intensity reaches about 5.5 MV/m. Beams are confined by 1232
superconducting magnetic dipoles which generate a magnetic field of B = 8.33 T.
This very intense magnetic field allows to bend the accelerated protons of ≈ 0.6
mm per meter. The magnetic dipoles are immersed in a superfluid helium at a
pressure of about 0.13 MPa (1.3 bar) and at a temperature of 1.9 K, to maintain
the condition of superconductivity and to contain about 600 MJ of energy.
Space limitations and the need to contain costs, led to the adoption of a “two in
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one” configuration for most of LHC magnets.
This structure allowed to include the two beam channels within a single, common
cryogenic mass, with magnetic fluxes circulating in opposite directions inside the
two channels. This makes the magnets structure very complicated, especially for
dipoles, in which the separation between the two channels is small enough to make
them both magnetically and mechanically coupled.
2.1.2 The grid structure
The two symmetrical rings of the LHC are divided into eight octants consisting of
arches and straight sections of about 528 meters (Figure 2.3). The two zones of
maximum luminosity, where ATLAS and CMS experiments are located, are placed
in two diametrically opposite straight sections: Point 1 and Point 5.
The other two major experiments, ALICE and LHCb, are located at the Point 2
and Point 8 respectively, where the machine reaches the minimum luminosity. In
the remaining four straight sections there are no more beam intersections. The
injection points are located in the 2 and 8 octants for the clockwise and counter-
clockwise bunches injection, respectively. The 3 and 7 octants, instead, contain
the beam cleaning and collimation apparatuses. The radio frequency (RF) cavities
are placed in the fourth octant and constitute two independent systems (one in
each direction).
The straight section at Point 6 contains the devices for the beam extraction: this
operation is carried out using a combination of fast pulsed magnets able to produce
deflections either in the vertical or horizontal direction.
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Figure 2.3: Lattice layout of LHC.
2.1.3 Luminosity evolution
The number of events per second generated in the LHC collisions is given by:
N = Lσ (2.0)
where σ is the cross section for the collision process under study and L the ma-
chine luminosity. The machine luminosity depends only on the beam parameters
and can be written, for a Gaussian beam distribution, as:
L =
N2b nbfrevγr
4piεnβ∗
F, (2.0)
where Nb is the number of particles per bunch, nb the number of bunches per
beam, frev the revolution frequency, γr the relativistic gamma factor, εn the
normalized transverse beam emittance, β∗ the beta function at the collision point,
and F the geometric luminosity reduction factor due to the crossing angle at the
interaction point (IP). The knowledge of all these parameters is expected to be
known with a precision of 5%, which is assumed to be achieved after ∼ 1fb−1 of
29
Figure 2.3: LHC grid structure
2.1.3 Beam luminosity
In a particle accelerator, the rate of events produced by collisions is given by:
R = σ × L (2.1)
where σ is the cross section of the considered process and L is the instantaneous
luminosity. The latter factor depends only on beam parameters and, for a Gaussian
beam, it can be written as:
L =
N2pnbfr vγr
4pinβ∗
F (2.2)
where Np is the number of particles per bunch, nb t number of bunches per
beam, frev the revolution frequency, γr the relativistic factor, n the normalized
transverse emittance, β∗ the beta function at the collision point and F the lumi-
nosity reduction factor due to the geometric crossing angle at the interaction point
(IP).
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Figure 2.4: The peak instantaneous luminosity L delivered to ATLAS per day versus
time during the pp runs of 2010, 2011 and 2012.
Figure 2.4 shows the instantaneous luminosity L delivered to the ATLAS ex-
periment during the 2010, 2011 and 2012 pp runs. The instantaneous luminosity
increased with time, reaching a maximum of about 8 × 1033 cm−2s−1 during the
2012 8 TeV pp collision data taking. This high luminosity has been achieved with
beam train of about 1400 bunches per beam (see Figure 2.5), each containing 1011
protons, and spaced of 50 ns in time, giving a collision rate of 80 MHz.
Figure 2.6 shows the total integrated luminosity
∫
Ldt delivered to and recorded
by the ATLAS experiment during the 2010-2012 runs. The pp collisions data col-
lected during the 2012 8 TeV run corresponds 21.3 fb−1 of integrated luminosity
with a loss of 1.5 fb−1 of data due to the data acquisition (DAQ) chain inefficiency.
The high number of colliding bunches, shown in Figure 2.5, and the high instan-
taneous luminosity give rise to a very important phenomenon, called pile-up, that
must be taken into account: with a very intense beam, the probabilities to have
more than one hard scattering interactions per bunch crossing is very high. Figure
2.7 shows that, during the 2012 8 TeV run, the average number of collisions per
bunch crossing was of < µ >= 20.7, which may affect the data taking in several
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Figure 2.5: The number of colliding bunches in ATLAS versus time during the pp runs
of 2010, 2011 and 2012.
Figure 2.6: Cumulative luminosity versus time delivered to (green) and recorded by
ATLAS (yellow) during stable beams and for pp collisions at 7 and 8 TeV centre-of-mass
energy in 2011 and 2012.
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Figure 2.7: Luminosity-weighted distribution of the mean number of interactions per
crossing for the 2011 and 2012 data. This shows the full 2011 and 2012 pp runs.
ways. Thus, dedicated selections and corrections must be performed in order to
reduce the impact of pile-up on the current analysis.
2.2 The ATLAS experiment
The ATLAS (A Toroidal Lhc ApparatuS ) detector is one of four experiments de-
signed to fulfill the LHC research programme by exploiting the full collider poten-
tial.
The ATLAS structure (Figure 2.8) is typical of a multi-purpose experiment at
particle colliders: it consists of a cylindrical geometry section around the beam
axis, called barrel, 42 m long with a radius of about 11 m, which is closed at
the ends by two regions, called end-cap, designed to optimize the detection in
the forward region. The system covers almost the entire solid angle around the
interaction point by means of several detectors of different types:
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Figure 2.8: Diagram of the ATLAS experimental apparatus.
• a inner tracking system, for the measurement of charged particle momenta
and the position of interaction vertices;
• a solenoidal superconducting magnet to provide a uniform magnetic field
along the beam axis;
• an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), for the detection and measurement
of electromagnetic cascades induced by photons and electrons;
• a hadron calorimeter (HCAL), for the detection and measurement of hadron
showers and the study of jet structure;
• a muon spectrometer, which allows the tracking and measurement of pene-
trating muons with a very high precision;
• an air-cored superconducting toroidal magnets to provide the magnetic field
to the muon spectrometer.
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2.2.1 ATLAS reference system
The reference system used in ATLAS (see Figure 2.9) is a right-handed system
in which the x axis points to the center of the LHC ring, the z axis lies on the
beam direction and the y axis is directed upwards. The representation in spherical
coordinates of the reference system can be introduced by defining an azimuthal
angle φ ∈ [−pi, pi], equal to zero along the x axis which increases clockwise while
looking in the positive z direction, and a polar angle θ measured with respect to
the z axis positive direction. The interaction point defines two regions, a “forward”
(z > 0) and a “downward” region (z < 0).
Given a particle with energy E and longitudinal momentum component (parallel
to the z axis) pL, the particle rapidity can be defined as:
y =
1
2
ln
[
E + pL
E − pL
]
(2.3)
The rapidity difference is a relativistic invariant for longitudinal boost transfor-
mations, i.e. for Lorentz transformation along the z axis.
In the ultra-relativistic limit E ≈ pL the rapidity of a particle can be approximated
by the pseudorapidity, defined as:
η = − ln
[
tan
(
θ
2
)]
(2.4)
which is equal to zero for θ = 90◦ and asymptotically increases as θ → 0◦, as
shown in Figure 2.10. An important derived variable, useful in physics analysis
and trigger efficiency studies, is the angular separation in the η-φ plane, defined
as:
∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2. (2.5)
Since LHC is a hadronic collider, in which non-elementary particles composed of
partons (quarks and gluons) are colliding, the effective interaction energy in the
center of mass system is not exactly known, since it depends on the momentum
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XYZ Right handed coordinate system  
            with z in beam direction
Figura 4.3: Sistema di riferimento di coordinate globali utilizzato per ATLAS.
dalle coordinate x e z, con y perpendicolare a tale piano. L’origine del sistema
di coordinate giace nel piano centrale della camera, nel punto medio del lato
che si troverà più vicino al punto d’interazione; nel caso di camere a sagoma
trapezoidale presenti nella zona delle end-cap, l’origine si troverà, dunque,
nel punto medio del lato più corto.
4.2.2 Il sistema magnetico
La figura 4.4 mostra il sistema magnetico superconduttore di ATLAS. Esso
risulta costituito da un solenoide centrale (CS) che fornisce il campo ma-
gnetico al rivelatore interno (Inner Detector), circondato da un sistema di
tre toroidi (uno centrale, gli altri due alle estremità) superconduttori proget-
tati per generare un elevato volume magnetico (ricoprendo la regione |η| < 3)
con una struttura aperta (air-core) per minimizzare il contributo dello scat-
tering multiplo alla risoluzione in impulso.
Tale sistema toroidale genera il campo magnetico presente all’interno dello
spettrometro a muoni.
Le dimensioni complessive del sistema magnetico sono 26 m in lunghezza
e 20 m in diametro. I due toroidi della zona dell’end-cap (ECT, End Cap
Toroid) sono disposti alle estremità della zona cilindrica (BT, Barrel Toroid)
e si allineano con il CS; hanno una lunghezza di 5 m, un diametro esterno di
10.7 m e un diametro interno di 1.65 m.
Il sistema magnetico solenoidale (fornito dal CS) si estende su una lunghezza
Figure 2.9: Global coordinate reference system used in ATLAS.
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Figura 2.3: Pseudorapidità η per alcuni valori dell’angolo polare θ.
Si può dimostrare che la differenza in rapidità è un invariante relativistico sotto
boost longitudinali (ovvero lungo l’asse z).
Nel limite ultra–relativistico E ≈ pL, e la rapidità della particella è approssi-
mabile dalla grandezza
η=− ln
￿
tan
θ
2
￿
,
che prende il no di pseudorapidità; η (vedi fig. 2.3) vale 0 per θ= 45◦ (barrel),
e cresce asintoticamente per θ→ 0 (endcap).
Poiché LHC è un collisore adronico, in cui vengono fatte collidere particelle
non elementari composte da partoni (gluoni e quark), l’energia effettiva dell’in-
terazione nel sistema del centro di massa – che dipende dagli impulsi dei partoni
che effettivamente partecipano alla singola interazione – non è nota con esattezza.
È quindi naturale studiare la cinematica delle interazioni nel piano trasverso xy,
l’unico in cui la cinematica è chiusa (la componente trasversa dell’impulso medio
dei partoni è nulla o comunque trascurabile rispetto a quella longitudinale) e in
cui si può imporre la conservazione dell’energia.
2.2 Magneti
Il sistema di magneti superconduttori di ATLAS (vedi fig. 2.4) si compone di
• un solenoide, avente per asse la direzione dei fasci, posto all’interno del-
l’inner detector nella zona del barrel, il cui campo magnetico assiale da 2 T
Figure 2.10: Pseudorapidity η for some given polar angle values θ.
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Figura 4.4: Geometria delle bobine e delle masse magnetiche. Sono visibili le otto
spire che generano il campo magnetico toroidale nella regione del barrel e quelle
nelle regioni di end-cap. La struttura che genera il campo magnetico solenoidale
è situata all’interno del volume calorimetrico schematizzato con quattro strati di
diverse proprietà magnetiche. L’ultimo strato rappresenta il giogo di ritorno.
di 5.3 m ed ha un diametro interno di 2.4 m. Quest’ultimo è in grado di
fornire al rivelatore interno un campo centrale di 2 Tesla con un picco di 2.6
Tesla sul superconduttore stesso. I picchi nel campo magnetico sui super-
conduttori del BT e degli ECT sono di 3.3 e 4.1 Tesla rispettivamente. Il
rendimento in termini di potere curvante (fig. 4.5) è caratterizzato dall’in-
tegrale
￿
Bφdl, dove Bφ è la componente azimutale del campo e l’integrale
è calcolato lungo la linea retta che congiunge i raggi interno ed esterno dei
toroidi. Il BT fornisce un potere curvante compreso tra 2 e 6 Tesla×m e gli
ECT contribuiscono con un valore che va da 4 a 8 Tesla×m, rispettivamente
negli intervalli di pseudorapidità 0 − 1.3 e 1.6 − 2.7. Il potere curvante è
meno intenso nelle regioni di transizione in cui i due magneti si sovrappon-
gono (1.3 < |η| < 1.6).
La spira del CS è progettata di modo da essere il più sottile possibile in rap-
porto a sicurezza e aﬃdabilità operazionali.
Ognuno dei tre toroidi è formato da otto spire rettangolari assemblate ra-
dialmente e simmetricamente intorno all’asse del fascio. Il sistema di spire
degli ECT è ruotato di 22.5◦ rispetto a quello del BT in modo da generare
una sovrapposizione radiale ed ottimizzare il potere curvante nelle regioni
di interfaccia tra i due sistemi. Le spire sono realizzate con avvolgimenti da
20.5 kA di NbTi superconduttore stabilizzato con alluminio. Infine i magneti
Figure 2.11: Geometry of the coils and magnetic structures. Eight coils which generate
the toroidal magnetic field are visible in the barrel and end-cap regions. The struc-
ture that generates the solenoid magnetic field is located within the calorimetric system
schematically depicted by four layers with differe t magnetic pr perties. The last layer
is the return yoke.
fraction carried by the partons that actually participate to the hard scattering
process. It is therefore natural to study the kinematics of interactions in the
xy transverse plane (the average transverse momentum of parton is negligible
and is invariant for Lorentz transformation along the z axis) where the energy
conservation requirement is still valid.
2.2.2 The magnetic system
Figure 2.11 shows the ATLAS superconducting agnetic system consisting of a
central solenoid (CS), which provides the magnetic field inside the inner detector.
The CS is surrounded by a system of three superconducting toroids (one central
and two at the opposite ends) designed to generate a large magnetic volume (cov-
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ering the region |η| < 3) with an air-cored structure to minimize the contribution
of multiple scattering to the momentum resolution. The toroidal magnetic system
provides the magnetic field to the muon spectrometer.
The magnetic system is 26 m long and has a diameter of 20 m. The two end-
cap toroids (ECT) are located at the ends cylindrical barrel toroids (BT) and are
aligned with the CS. They are 5 m long, with an outer diameter of 10.7 m and an
internal diameter of 1.65 m.
The CS, which is 5.3 m long with a internal diameter of 2.4 m, is able to provide
to the inner detector a central field equal to 2 T with a peak of 2.6 T upon the
superconductor surface. The magnetic field peaks on the BT and ECT supercon-
ductor magnet are equal to 3.9 T and 4.1 T, respectively. The yield in terms of
bending power (see Figure 2.12) is defined through the
∫
Bφdl integral, where Bφ
is the azimuthal component of the field and the integral is calculated along the
straight line from the inner to outer radius of the toroids.
The BT provides a bending power between 2 and 6 T×m whereas the ECTs
contribute with a bending power between 4 and 8 T×m in the 0 < |η| < 1.3 and
1.6 < |η| < 2.7 regions, respectively. The bending power is less intense in the
transition regions in which the two magnets overlap (1.3 < |η| < 1.6). The CS coil
is designed to be as thin as possible in order to ensure high operational safety and
reliability.
Each toroid consists of eight rectangular coils radially and symmetrically assem-
bled around the beam axis. The ECT coil system is rotated by 22.5◦ with respect
to the BT system in order to generate a radial superimposition and optimize the
bending power in the interface regions between the two systems. The coils consist
of 20.5 kA windings of NbTi superconductor compound stabilized with aluminum.
Finally, the magnets are indirectly cooled down by a forced flux of helium with a
temperature of 4.5 ◦K through tubes welded on the windings coat.
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Figura 4.5: (a) Linee di campo magnetico nel piano X-Y; (b) Potere curvante in
funzione di η.
sono indirettamente raﬀreddati da un flusso forzato di elio alla temperatura
di 4.5◦ K attraverso tubi saldati sul rivestimento degli avvolgimenti.
4.2.3 Rivelatori di vertice
La fisica dell’esperimento ATLAS esige misure di alta precisione e necessita
di rivelatori ad elevata granularità, data l’enorme densità di tracce attesa ad
LHC.
Lo schema del rivelatore interno [39] (ID, Inner Detector) è illustrato in
fig 4.6.
Esso combina rivelatori ad alta risoluzione nei raggi più interni con elementi
a tracciamento continuo nei raggi più esterni, il tutto all’interno del solenoide
centrale (CS), che produce un campo magnetico nominale di 2 Tesla.
I rivelatori traccianti a semiconduttore, con tecnologie a pixel e a microstrisce
di silicio (SCT), oﬀrono le caratteristiche migliori, ma il numero totale di
strati di precisione deve essere limitato a causa della gran quantità di mate-
riale di cui sono costituiti (che causa un eﬀetto di scattering multiplo e intro-
duce una degradazione nella risoluzione del parametro d’impatto trasverso)
e a causa dell’elevato costo.
Ogni traccia attraversa tipicamente tre strati di pixel e otto di strisce, mentre
nella zona più esterna un tracciatore a radiazione di transizione (TRT) for-
nisce un elevatissimo numero di punti, circa 36 per traccia, con una quantità
di materiale ed un costo decisamente più bassi rispetto agli SCT.
Le due tecniche consentono di seguire facilmente le tracce e di ricostruire le
(a)
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a tracciamento continuo nei raggi più esterni, il tutto all’interno del solenoide
centrale (CS), che produce un campo magnetico nominale di 2 Tesla.
I rivelatori traccianti a semiconduttore, con tecnologie a pixel e a microstrisce
di silicio (SCT), oﬀrono le caratteristiche migliori, ma il numero totale di
strati di precisione deve essere limitato a causa della gran quantità di mate-
riale di cui sono costituiti (che causa un eﬀetto di scattering multiplo e intro-
duce una degradazione nella risoluzione del parametro d’impatto trasverso)
e a causa dell’elevato costo.
Ogni traccia attraversa tipicamente tre strati di pixel e otto di strisce, mentre
nella zona più esterna un tracciatore a radiazione di transizione (TRT) for-
nisce un elevatissimo numero di punti, circa 36 per traccia, con una quantità
di materiale ed un costo decisamente più bassi rispetto agli SCT.
Le due tecniche consentono di seguire facilmente le tracce e di ricostruire le
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Figure 2.12: (a) Magnetic field lines in the x-y plane. (b) Bending power as a function
of η.
2.2.3 Inn r Detector
The ATLAS physical a alyses demand high precision measurements and require
detectors with high granularity because of the enormous track density expected at
LHC.
The Inner Detector (ID) structure [27, 28] is shown in Figure 2.13. It combines
high-resolution detectors in the innermost layer with continuous tracking elements
in he outermost layer, all of these within the central solenoid (CS), which pro-
duces a nominal magnetic field of 2 T.
The semiconductor tracker detectors, with pixel technologies a d silicon microstrips
(SCT), have the be fea ures, but the total number of precision layers must be
limited because of the large amount of the material of which they are composed
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Figure 1.2: Cut-away view of the ATLAS inner detector.
The layout of the Inner Detector (ID) is illustrated in figure 1.2 and detailed in chapter 4. Its
basic parameters are summarised in table 1.2 (also see intrinsic accuracies in table 4.1). The ID is
immersed in a 2 T magnetic field generated by the central solenoid, which extends over a length of
5.3 m with a diameter of 2.5 m. The precision tracking detectors (pixels and SCT) cover the region
|η | < 2.5. In the barrel region, they are arranged on concentric cylinders around the beam axis
while in the end-cap regions they are located on disks perpendicular to the beam axis. The highest
granularity is achieved around the vertex region using silicon pixel detectors. The pixel layers are
segmented in R−φ and z with typically three pixel layers crossed by each track. All pixel sensors
are identical and have a minimum pixel size in R−φ× z of 50×400 µm2. The intrinsic accuracies
in the barrel are 10 µm (R−φ ) and 115 µm (z) and in the disks are 10 µm (R−φ ) and 115 µm (R).
The pixel detector has approximately 80.4 million readout channels. For the SCT, eight strip layers
(four space points) are crossed by each track. In the barrel region, this detector uses small-angle
(40 mrad) stereo strips to measure both coordinates, with one set of strips in each layer parallel to
the beam direction, measuring R−φ . They consist of two 6.4 cm long daisy-chained sensors with
a strip pitch of 80 µm. In the end-cap region, the detectors have a set of strips running radially and
a set of stereo strips at an angle of 40 mrad. The mean pitch of the strips is also approximately
80 µm. The intrinsic accuracies per module in the barrel are 17 µm (R−φ ) and 580 µm (z) and in
the disks are 17 µm (R−φ ) and 580 µm (R). The total number of readout channels in the SCT is
approximately 6.3 million.
A large number of hits (typically 36 per track) is provided by the 4 mm diameter straw tubes
of the TRT, which enables track-following up to |η |= 2.0. The TRT only provides R−φ informa-
tion, for which it has an intrinsic accuracy of 130 µm per straw. In the barrel region, the straws are
parallel to the beam axis and are 144 cm long, with their wires divided into two halves, approxi-
mately at η = 0. In the end-cap region, the 37 cm long straws are arranged radially in wheels. The
total number of TRT readout channels is approximately 351,000.
– 6 –
Figure 2.13: ATLAS Inner Detector structure.
(which causes multiple scattering scattering and degrades the resolution on the
transverse impact parameter). Also the high cost of this technology limits its use.
Each track typically passes through three pixel layers and eight silicon stripes,
while in the outermost region a transition radiation tracker (TRT) provides a very
high number of track points, about 36 per track, with a low quantity of material
and a very low cost with respect to the SCT.
These two techniques allow to easily reconstruct the charged particl trajectories
with very high precision in both φ and z coordinates.
Th oute most radius of the cavity within the ID is 115 cm long and covers a total
length of 7 m. Mechanically, the detector is divided into three units: a cylindrical
component, extended up to ±80 cm from the interaction point, and two identical
parts in the endcap regions occupying the remaining cylindrical cavity.
In the cylindrical region, the high precision detector layers are arranged in concen-
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Figura 4.7: Vista 3D del rivelatore a pixel.
particelle di vita media breve come adroni B e leptoni τ .
Le prestazioni sugli studi della fisica del quark b, in particolare durante il
periodo di bassa luminosità del collisionatore, saranno notevolmente miglio-
rati in virtù della presenza dello strato cilindrico removibile più interno (di
raggio pari a 4 cm) denominato “B-layer ”.
La segmentazione bidimensionale (in R-φ e z) dei sensori fornisce le misure dei
punti senza alcuna ambiguità (tipica dei rivelatori a strisce bidimensionali)
ma richiede l’uso di tecniche di elettronica avanzate. I chips per la lettura
hanno grosse aree, con circuiti individuali per ogni elemento del pixel, e in-
cludono memorie di transito per immagazzinare i dati durante l’attesa della
decisione del trigger di primo livello.
Il sistema contiene 140 milioni di elementi rivelatori, con un passo di 50µm
nella direzione R-φ e di 300µm in z, e consiste di tre corpi cilindrici aventi
raggi medi di circa 4 cm, 11 cm e 14 cm, e di cinque dischi per ciascun lato,
di raggi compresi tra 11 e 20 cm, che completano la copertura angolare (vedi
figura 4.7).
Il rivelatore è progettato per essere altamente modulare, contenendo ap-
prossimativamente 1500 moduli nei cilindri e 700 moduli nei dischi. Le di-
mensioni dei moduli sono identiche per tutti e due i tipi: 64.2 mm di lunghez-
za per 22.4 mm di larghezza. Lo spessore di ogni strato è circa pari all’1.7%
di una lunghezza di radiazione a incidenza normale. Le risoluzioni spaziali,
mediate sulla distribuzione in pseudorapidità, sono: σ(R − φ) ￿ 12 µm per
tutti i pixel, σ(z) ￿ 66 µm per la regione del barrel e σ(R) ￿ 77 µm per i
dischi.
Figure 2.14: 3D view of the pixel detector.
tric cylinders around the beam axis and contained in a 56 cm long radius, while
the detectors in the endcap regions are mounted on disk perpendicular to the beam
axis.
This type of etector is the most subject t damage caused by radiatio , for which
it needs a relatively frequent substitution in order to maintain high performances.
2.2.3.1 The pixel detectors
The pixel detectors [29] is designed to provide a set of three high-precision mea-
surements in innermost region near to interac ion point. This system significantly
contribute to the resolution of the impact parameter measurement and to the
ability to reconstruct p rticl s with a short average lifetim , as B hadrons an τ
leptons.
The two-dimensional sensor segmentation (i both the r-φ pla and along the z
axis) provides point measurements with no ambiguity but it requires the use of
advanced electronic techniques. The readout chips hav large areas, with individ-
ual circuits for each pixel element including buffers to store data while waiting for
the fir t level trigger decision.
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The system contains about 140 million of detector elements, in steps of 50µm along
the R-φ direction and 300µm along the z axis, and consists of three cylindrical
bodies with an average radius of about 4, 11 and 14 cm respectively, and five discs
for each side with a radius between 11 and 20 cm, which complete the angular
coverage (see Figure 2.14).
The detector is designed to be highly modular and contains about 1500 modules
in the cylinders and 700 the disks modules. The dimensions of the modules are
identical for both types: 64.2 mm in length times 22.4 mm in width. The thickness
of each layer is equal to about 1.7% of a radiation length with a normal incidence.
Space resolutions, averaged over the pseudorapidity range, are: σ(r-φ) ' 12 µm
for all pixels, σ(z) ' 66 µm for the barrel region and σ(r) ' 77 µm for discs.
2.2.3.2 Semiconductor Tracker
The SemiConductor Tracker (SCT) is designed to provide eight precision mea-
surements per track in the intermediate radial region, thus contributing to the
measurement of track momenta, impact parameters and vertex locations, as well
as to the recognition of trajectories through its high granularity.
Eight layers of silicon microstrips are located in the cylindrical region, which pro-
vide the measurement of r-φ and z coordinates. The size of each element is of
6.36× 6.40 cm2 with 768 readout strips in steps of 80 µm.
The readout is first amplified, discriminated and then only signals above a given
threshold are stored in a buffer up waiting for the first trigger level decision. Over-
all, the SCT system contains 61 m2 of silicon detectors, for a total of 6.2 million
of readout channels.
The spatial resolution is of 16 µm in r-φ and 580 µm in z coordinates.
The modules in the cylindrical region are mounted on four carbon fiber cylinder,
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Figura 4.8: Vista 3D del rivelatore TRT. Al centro è posizionato il corpo (barrel)
del TRT e ad ogni estremità i dischi di end-cap.
MeV per gli elettroni, E ∼ 100 GeV per gli adroni più pesanti. I fotoni, emes-
si ad un angolo θ ￿ 1/γ, vengono assorbiti per eﬀetto fotoelettrico dal gas
contenuto nei tubi a deriva con una sezione d’urto σf.e. ∝ Z55.
La sezione cilindrica copre l’intervallo radiale da 56 a 107 cm, con moduli
individuali contenenti un numero di tubi assiali compreso tra 329 e 793. Le
zone di end-cap sono costituite ciascuna da 18 dischi. I primi 14 dischi più
vicini al punto di interazione coprono un intervallo radiale da 64 a 103 cm,
mentre gli ultimi 4 si estendono fino a un raggio più interno di 48 cm.
Il gran numero di tubi per traccia garantisce complessivamente un’accuratez-
za nella misura di almeno 50 µm, mediata su tutti i tubi e includendo un
errore sistematico di circa 30 µm dovuto all’allineamento.
4.2.4 Calorimetria
Il sistema calorimetrico in ATLAS, mostrato in fig. 4.9, è stato progettato
per essere in grado di ricostruire l’energia di elettroni, fotoni, adroni, e getti
adronici, nonché per misure di energia trasversa mancante, di direzione e per
l’identificazione di particelle.
Esso è composto di:
• un calorimetro elettromagnetico (EM), che copre la regione di pseudo-
rapidità |η| < 3.2;
• un calorimetro adronico cilindrico, che copre la regione |η| < 1.7;
• due calorimetri adronici nelle zone di end-cap (HEC), che coprono la
regione 1.5 < |η| < 3.2;
5Ciò motiva la scelta di un gas nobile pesante come lo xeno (Z = 54)
Figure 2.15: 3D view of the TRT detector. The barrel TRT is located in the center with
the endcap discs placed at each end.
which contain the cooling system, with radii of 30.0, 37.3, 44.7 and 52.0 cm. The
endcap modules are mounted on nine discs, up to a maximum of three rings each,
which cover the pseudorapidity range |η| ≤ 2.5. Both the pixel detectors and the
SCT system have been constructed with materials with a low thermic expansion
coefficient and integrated wi h a r bust coolin system o guarantee a very high
stability.
2.2.3.3 Transition Radiation Tracker
The Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT), shown in Figure 2.15, is based on the
use of straw detector with a small diameter and able to operate in the condition of
a high particles flux as expected at the LHC thanks to the detecting wires isolated
within single gas volumes.
The electron identification is achieved by using an uninflammable gas mixture
composed of 70% Xe, 20% CO2 and 10% CF4. The drift tubes are surrounded
by a propylene foam with a porous structure characterized by tiny air bubbles
within the material. At the passage of a ultra-relativistic charged particle, the
electric field on the contact surfaces varies abruptly thus generating the so-called
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transition radiation, which is due to the different dielectric constants of air and
propylene (radiator).
The energy thresholds for the photons emission, are the following: E = 500 MeV
for electrons and E ≈ 100 GeV for the heaviest hadrons. Photons, which are
emitted with an angle θ ' 1/γ, are absorbed for photoelectric effect from the gas
contained in the tubes with a cross section σf.e. ∝ Z5 (from which the choice of a
heavy noble gas as the Xe54).
The cylindrical section covers the radial range from 56 up to 107 cm, with individ-
ual modules containing a number of axial tubes between 329 and 793. The end-cap
regions are each composed of 18 disks. The first 14 discs near to the interaction
point cover a radial range between 64 and 103 cm, whereas the last 4 discs extend
down to a radius of 48 cm.
The large number of tubes per track ensures an overall resolution of at least 50 µm,
averaged over all tubes and including a systematic error of about 30 µm due to
alignment.
2.2.4 Calorimetric system
The ATLAS calorimetric system, shown in Figure 2.16, is designed to fully re-
construct the energy of electrons, photons, hadrons and jets, as well as to allow
the measurement of missing transverse energy and the particle identification. It is
composed of different section:
• an electromagnetic calorimeter (EM), which covers the pseudorapidity range
|η| < 3.2;
• a cylindrical hadron calorimeter (HCAL), which covers the pseudorapidity
range |η| < 1.7;
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Figure 1.3: Cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system.
Calorimeters must provide good containment for electromagnetic and hadronic showers, and
must also limit punch-through into the muon system. Hence, calorimeter depth is an important
design consideration. The total thickness of the EM calorimeter is > 22 radiation lengths (X0)
in the barrel and > 24 X0 in the end-caps. The approximate 9.7 interaction lengths (λ ) of active
calorimeter in the barrel (10 λ in the end-caps) are adequate to provide good resolution for high-
energy jets (see table 1.1). The total thickness, including 1.3 λ from the outer support, is 11 λ
at η = 0 and has been shown both by measurements and simulations to be sufficient to reduce
punch-through well below the irreducible level of prompt or decay muons. Together with the large
η-coverage, this thickness will also ensure a good EmissT measurement, which is important for many
physics signatures and in particular for SUSY particle searches.
1.3.1 LAr electromagnetic calorimeter
The EM calorimeter is divided into a barrel part (|η | < 1.475) and two end-cap components
(1.375 < |η | < 3.2), each housed in their own cryostat. The position of the central solenoid in
front of the EM calorimeter demands optimisation of the material in order to achieve the de-
sired calorimeter performance. As a consequence, the central solenoid and the LAr calorimeter
share a common vacuum vessel, thereby eliminating two vacuum walls. The barrel calorimeter
consists of two identical half-barrels, separated by a small gap (4 mm) at z = 0. Each end-cap
calorimeter is mechanically divided into two coaxial wheels: an outer wheel covering the region
1.375< |η |< 2.5, and an inner wheel covering the region 2.5< |η |< 3.2. The EM calorimeter is
a lead-LAr detector with accordion-shaped kapton electrodes and lead absorber plates over its full
coverage. The accordion geometry provides complete φ symmetry without azimuthal cracks. The
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Figure 2.16: Calorimetric system.
• two hadron calorimeters in the endcap regions (HEC), which cover the pseu-
dorapidity range 1.5 < |η| < 3.2;
• two forward calorimeters (FCAL), which cover the pseudorapidity range
3.1 < |η| < 4.9.
The electromagnetic calorimeter [30] is a lead (Pb) and liquid argon (LAr) detector
with an accordion geometry contained in a cylindrical cryostat, which surrounds
the inner detector cavity. In the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.8, it is preceded by
a pre-sampler with the purpose of correcting the measures for the energy lost in
the upstream calorimeter material (inner detector, cryostats, coils).
The cylindrical hadron calorimeter [31] is divid d into three s ctions, a central
cylinder and two identical extended cylinders, and is based on a sampling tech-
nique by means of pl stic scintillator plates i mersed in an iron absorber. The
same technique is used in the central gap where the intermediate plates calorimeter
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calorimetro intermedio a piastre (ITC).
Per i calorimetri delle zone di end-cap si utilizzano rame (Cu) e argon
liquido, mentre per i calorimetri in avanti si usano argon liquido ed elettrodi
sagomati a barre in una matrice di tungsteno. Anche per le zone di end-cap
sono previsti due criostati progettati per contenere sia i relativi calorimetri
elettromagnetici e adronici che i calorimetri in avanti.
Calorimetro elettromagnetico
Il calorimetro elettromagnetico è composto da una parte cilindrica (|η| <
1.475) e due zone di end-cap (1.375 < |η| < 3.2). La parte cilindrica è
composta di due semicilindri identici separati da una fessura sottile (6 mm)
nel piano z = 0. I calorimetri di end-cap sono invece divisi in un disco interno
(2.5 < |η| < 3.2) e uno esterno (1.375 < |η| < 2.5) coassiale col primo.
Figura 4.10: Struttura del calorimetro elettromagnetico.
Figure 2.17: Structure of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
is located.
For the endcap calorimeters copper (Cu) and liquid argon are used, whereas for
the forward calorimeters is liquid argon and bar-shaped electrodes in a tungsten
matrix are used. Also in the endcap regions, two cryostats are located to hold
both electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters and the forward one.
2.2.4.1 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter consists of a cylindrical (|η| < 1.475) and two
endcap (1.375 < |η| < 3.2) components. The cylindrical component consists of
two identical half-cylinders separated by a thin slit (6 mm) in the z = 0 plane.
The endcap calorimeters are divided into an inner disk (2.5 < |η| < 3.2) and an
external coaxial one (1.375 < |η| < 2.5).
Calorimetric cells are segmented (∆η × ∆φ = 0.025 × 0.025), in correspondence
of readout electrodes. The longitudinal sampling of the showers is obtained by
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repeating 4 times the cell structure along the radial direction. Moreover, the ac-
cordion geometry allows to obtain a complete symmetry in the φ coordinate with
no cracks in the azimuthal direction.
The total thickness amounts to about 25 X0 (where X0 is the radiation length) in
the barrel region and to more than 26X0 in the endcap. Overall, the electromag-
netic calorimeter provides about 190000 readout channels.
The energy resolution for an electromagnetic calorimeter is given by:
σE
E
=
a√
E
⊕ b
E
⊕ c (2.6)
where a is the sampling term (which also includes the statistical fluctuations), b is
the term that takes into account the noise due to electronics and overlapping sig-
nals and c is a constant that takes into account mechanical effects, calibration and
non-uniform sources which involve systematic errors. These parameters determine
the energy resolution, which is equal to σE
E
= 10%√
E[GeV]
⊕ 10% in the energy range
between 2 GeV and 5 TeV.
The angular resolution amounts to about 40 mrad/
√
E[GeV] which allows a good
measurement in η of the showers direction.
2.2.4.2 Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillators
In each region of the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter, 2× 16 scintillator plates
connected to photomultiplier tubes (PMT) are mounted. This scintillator system,
called Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillators (MBTS), is located at |z| = 3.56 m and
is segmented in η (two segments) and φ (eight segments) coordinates, covering the
pseudorapidity range 2.09 < |η| < 3.84.
The MBTS system has been used in the first months of low luminosity data tak-
ing, for the study of the minimum bias event trigger, i.e. interactions with low
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multiplicity and low transverse momentum particles production. The signature for
this kind of events consists of charged particles signal coincidence in one or both
endcap stations.
2.2.4.3 Hadronic calorimeters
The hadronic calorimeters cover the pseudorapidity range |η| < 4.9, which use
different techniques depending on the region in which they operate. The thick-
ness has been chosen to provide a good containment for hadronic showers and to
minimize the number of particles able to pass to the spectrometer; for η = 0, the
thickness amounts to 8 interaction lengths λ which can provide a good resolution
for high energy jets and a good measurement of missing transverse energy EmissT .
The system consists of a central plus two other cylinders, which radially extend
from an internal radius of 2.28 m up to an external radius of 4.25 m. They are
longitudinally segmented into three layers and azimuthally divided into 64 mod-
ules, for a total amount of about 10000 readout channels.
In the cylindrical components, a sampling technique with an iron absorber and
sparkling plates as active material is used. The structure is periodic along z with
sparkling plates 3 mm thick and iron plates of total thickness equal to 14 mm in
a single period.
In the endcap regions, each section of the hadron calorimeter consists of two in-
dependent discs with an external radius equal to 2.03 m. The upstream disk
is composed of copper plates 25 mm thick, while the other, more far from the
interaction point, is composed of plates 50 mm thick. The active component con-
sists of liquid argon. The segmentation of readout calorimetric cells is equal to
∆η ×∆φ ' 0.1× 0.1 in both the barrel and endcap regions.
The forward calorimeter (FCAL) has a particularly complex structure due to the
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high level of radiation in the region where it is located, about 4.7 m away from the
interaction point of interaction. It provides an excellent calorimetric coverage and
ensures a reduced level of background radiation in the muon spectrometer, but
it is more subject to deterioration than the other detectors. It consists of three
sections, the first made of copper, the other two of tungsten, and in each of them
a metal matrix with channels regularly spaced lengthwise and filled with bars and
concentric tubes is present. Also in this case, the active component consists of liq-
uid argon, which fills the gaps between the bars and the tubes. The total number
of readout channels is equal to 3.584.
The energy resolution for a hadronic calorimeter can be written as:
σE
E
=
√
c2int + c
2
samp
E
⊕ a (2.7)
where a accounts for non-Gaussian fluctuations in the electromagnetic component
of the shower, cint accounts for the intrinsic fluctuations in the fraction of the initial
energy that is transformed into sensible energy and csamp accounts for statistical
and sampling fluctuations. The energy resolution is equal to 50%√
E[GeV]
⊕ 3% in the
pseudorapidity range |η| < 3.0 and to 100%√
E[GeV]
⊕ 10% in the pseudorapidity range
3.0 < |η| < 4.9.
2.2.5 The muon spectrometer
The high resolution muon spectrometer is a very important detector since high
momentum muon pairs are among the most clear and simple experimental signa-
tures in many physics searches. It is equipped with an independent trigger system
independently able to perform standalone measurements in a wide range of trans-
verse momentum, pseudorapidity and azimuth angle.
The spectrometer has been designed to be independent from the other detectors
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and to satisfy the following requests:
• a transverse momentum resolution of 1% for the reconstruction of final states
with 2 and 4 muons and for the identification of the muons electrical charge;
• a good pseudorapidity coverage in the range |η| < 3, which guarantees a
good efficiency for the reconstruction of “high-mass objects” decaying into
muons;
• the measurement of the second spatial coordinate φ with a spatial resolution
of 5-10 mm for the oﬄine track reconstruction;
• a good trigger discrimination power;
• a good time resolution in order to ensure the correct identification of the
colliding bunches that generate the event selected by the trigger, i.e. the
bunch-crossing identification.
The spectrometer is present in both the barrel (|η| < 1.05) and the endcap
(|η| > 1.4) regions, as well as in the intermediate transition region.
In the r-φ plane (see Figure 2.18) the muon system is divided into 16 segments
according to the octant symmetry of to the toroidal magnet and, because of the
different coverage in φ, it consists of both small and large sectors.
The operating principle of the spectrometer is based on the deflection of the
muon track while crossing the toroidal magnetic field generated by the three large
magnets (one in the barrel and two in the endcap regions) described in Section
2.2.2.
The position of the detecting devices within the spectrometer is designed to ef-
ficiently exploit the magnets bending power, to covers a wide pseudorapidity
(|η| ≤ 3) and the entire azimuthal angle (0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi) ranges, by using a projective
towers geometry towards the interaction point.
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Figura 4.11: Spettrometro a muoni nella sezione X-Y.
Figura 4.12: Layout dello spettrometro di muoni e disposizione delle diverse
tecnologie di camere all’interno dello spettrometro.
Figure 2.18: Muon spectrometer section in the x-y plane.
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Figure 1.4: Cut-away view of the ATLAS muon system.
1.4 Muon system
The conceptual layout of the muon spectrometer is shown in figure 1.4 and the main parameters
of the muon chambers are listed in table 1.4 (see also chapter 6). It is based on the magnetic
deflection of muon tracks in the large superconducting air-core toroid magnets, instrumented with
separate trigger and high-precision tracking chambers. Over the range |η |< 1.4, magnetic bending
is provided by the large barrel toroid. For 1.6 < |η | < 2.7, muon tracks are bent by two smaller
end-cap magnets inserted into both ends of the barrel toroid. Over 1.4< |η |< 1.6, usually referred
to as the transition region, magnetic deflection is provided by a combination of barrel and end-cap
fields. This magnet configuration provides a field which is mostly orthogonal to the muon trajec-
tories, while minimising the degradation of resolution due to multiple scattering. The anticipated
high level of particle flux has had a major impact on the choice and design of the spectrome-
ter instrumentation, affecting performance parameters such as rate capability, granularity, ageing
properties, and radiation hardness.
In the barrel region, tracks are measured in chambers arranged in three cylindrical layers
around the beam axis; in the transition and end-cap regions, the chambers are installed in planes
perpendicular to the beam, also in three layers.
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Figure 2.19: Layout of the muon spectrometer and the arrangement of the different
chambers within the spectrometer.
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Within the magnetic volume, the precision chambers are arranged in several layers,
to achieve a high spatial resolution for the muon transverse momentum measure-
ment, in combination with layers of trigger chambers, for a fast time response (see
Figure 2.19).
The precision chambers are divided into three stations. In the barrel they are
arranged in three cylinders concentric to the beam axis with radius of about 5, 7.5
and 10 m for the inner, middle and outer stations, respectively, covering a pseu-
dorapidity range |η| < 1. The endcap chambers, with a trapezoidal shape, covers
the pseudorapidity range 1 < |η| < 2.7, and are arranged in four disks concentric
to the beam axis with a distance of 7, 10, 14 and 21 m, respectively, from the
interaction point.
Precision measurements of the muon track are performed in the r (in the transition
and endcap regions) and the z (in the barrel region) projections.
The Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT) chambers [32] covers a wide pseudorapidity
range, providing high precision measurements. At large values of pseudorapidity
and in the innermost region close to the interaction vertex (2 < |η| < 2.7), Cathode
Strip Chambers (CSC) [32] are used, since they offer a finer granularity able to
sustain the high particle rate and the difficult background conditions; the arrange-
ment of these two tracking systems is shown in Figure 2.19.
The trigger system covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.4. In the barrel, Re-
sistive Plate Chambers (RPC) are arranged in three layers, two of which are lo-
cated on both sides of the MDT chambers in the middle station and one above
(below) the MDT in the large (small) sector of the outer station. Along the z
axial coordinate, chambers are segmented into 6 or 7 unit of 2.6 m, following the
MDT chambers segmentation, and are located in the same mechanical structure
to guarantee a good mechanical tolerance and a good alignment with respect to
the absolute ATLAS reference system.
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Figure 6.10: Mechanical structure of aMDT chamber. Three spacer bars connected by longitudinal
beams form an aluminium space frame, carrying two multi-layers of three or four drift tube layers.
Four optical alignment rays, two parallel and two diagonal, allow for monitoring of the internal
geometry of the chamber. RO and HV designate the location of the readout electronics and high
voltage supplies, respectively.
tubes is the precisely-milled end-plug, which also serves as reference for wire positioning. This
method ensures a high precision of relative wire positioning at construction time.
The straightness of the tubes is required to be better than 100 µm. The relative positioning
of wires reached during production, has been verified to be better than 20 µm. The gap between
adjacent tubes filled by glue is 60 µm. A detailed account of MDT chamber construction and
quality assurance is given in [178–183].
In spite of the solid construction of the MDT chambers, deformations are expected to occur
in the various mounting positions in ATLAS and may change in time when thermal gradients are
present. Therefore, an internal chamber alignment system was implemented, which continuously
monitors potential deformations of the frame. The alignment system consists of a set of four
optical alignment rays, two running parallel to the tube direction and two in the diagonal direction
as shown in figure 6.10. The lenses for the light rays are housed in the middle, while LED’s and
CCD sensors are located in the outer spacers. This system can record deformations of a few µm
and is designed to operate during production, installation, and operation of ATLAS. Details of the
in-plane alignment system of the MDT chambers are given in section 6.5.
Due to gravitational forces, chambers are not perfectly straight but suffer a certain elastic
deformation. The BOS chambers for example, with a tube length of 3.77m, have a gravitational
sag of about 800 µm when supported at the two ends in the horizontal position. The wires in
the tubes have only 200 µm sag at their nominal tension of 350 g. In order to re-establish the
centricity of the wires, the sag of the multi-layers can be corrected by the sag-adjustment system,
which applies an adjustable force to the central cross-plate. Using the in-plane alignment system as
reference, deformations can be corrected with a precision of about 10 µm. Thus, for each angle of
installation in the ATLAS detector, the sag of drift tubes and wires can be matched, leading to wire
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Figure 2.20: MDT chambers
In the endcap region, trapezoi al Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) ar used in a ver-
tical arrangement. They are segmented into unit with a 3 m maximum width,
depending on their position and according to the octant geometry of the toroids.
The trigger ch mbers have the purpose to identify the bunch-crossing with a time
resolution of 25 ns. They also provide a measurement of the second spatial co-
ordinate φ, o thogonal to the precision chambers measurement, with a typical
resolution of 5-10 mm.
2.2.5.1 The precision and trigger c ambers
MDT The MDT chambers consists of two multilayer aluminum drift tubes,
mounted on both sides of a rigid spacer frame. Each mul ilayer consists of three
layers of drift tubes for the middle and outer stations and four layers for the inner
station. Each tube has an external dia eter equal to 3 cm and contains a anodic
central wire of 50 µm and a non-flammable gas mixture of 93% Ar and CO2 at a
pressure of 3-5 bar, which ensure the linearity of the drift time, a small Lorentz
angle and a good device lifetime. The tubes are supported by a structure that
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Figura 4.14: Schema del rivelatore CSC.
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Figura 4.15: (a) Schema di principio di una camera RPC a singola gap; (b)
sovrapposizione delle camere lungo la direzione z.
strato di vernice di grafite; gli strati sono collegati uno al sistema di alta
tensione, l’altro a massa.
La grafite è, infine, ricoperta da una pellicola isolante di polietilene (PET)
dello spessore di 200 µm. Gli ioni prodotti dalla ionizzazione primaria, dovuta
all’interazione delle particelle all’interno del volume di gas, vengono accelerati
dal forte campo elettrico (5 kV/mm) presente applicato tra i piani, generando
nuove ionizzazioni.
Il segnale prodotto viene indotto capacitivamente su due piani di strisce di
rame (strip) ortogonali tra loro che forniscono le misure delle coordinate
Figure 2.21: Diagram of a CSC detector.
avoids the deformation used by gravity or temperature and operat s under a pro-
portional regime with a maximum drift time of ≈ 700 ns. They are oriented along
the plane o thogonal to the beam axis, allowing the measurement of the r-η coor-
dinate with a single wire resolution of ≈ 80 µm. The 1194 MDT chambers cover an
overall area equal to 5500 m2 for a total number of about 3.7×104 readout channels.
CSC CSCs are multiwire proportional chambers with a symmetrical cell in which
the anode-cathode distance equals the spacing between the anodes (see Figure
2.21). The gas used is a 30% Ar, 50% CO2 and 20% CF4 mixture. Precision
position measurements along the anodic wire exploit the technique of the center of
gravity of the charge induced by the cascade on one of the two cathodes appropri-
ately segmented into strips with a 5 mm pitch. The transverse coordinate can be
determined by segmenting the second cathode in strips parallel to the anodic wires
or, in alternative, by directly reading the signal of the anodic wires. The maximum
drift time is less than 25 ns, while the resolution on position measurements along
the anodic wires is of the order of 50 µm.
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strato di vernice di grafite; gli strati sono collegati uno al sistema di alta
tensione, l’altro a massa.
La grafite è, infine, ricoperta da una pellicola isolante di polietilene (PET)
dello spessore di 200 µm. Gli ioni prodotti dalla ionizzazione primaria, dovuta
all’interazione delle particelle all’interno del volume di gas, vengono accelerati
dal forte campo elettrico (5 kV/mm) presente applicato tra i piani, generando
nuove ionizzazioni.
Il segnale prodotto viene indotto capacitivamente su due piani di strisce di
rame (strip) ortogonali tra loro che forniscono le misure delle coordinate
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Figure 6.29: Cross-section through a RPC, where two units are joined to form a chamber. Each unit
has two gas volumes supported by spacers (the distance between successive spacers is 100mm),
four resistive electrodes and four readout planes, reading the transverse and longitudinal direction.
The sandwich structure (hashed) is made of paper honeycomb. The φ -strips (measuring the φ
coordinate) are in the plane of the figure and the η-strips are perpendicular to it. Dimensions are
given in mm.
pick-up strips by means of PET films (190 µm), glued to the graphite surfaces. The pick-up strips
outside the PET layers are b nded on polystyrene plates (3mm) and connected to th front-end
electronics. The outside surface of the polystyrene plates carries a copper sheet for grounding. A
readout signal is induced on the strips by the drift motion of the avalanche electrons. The graphite
electrode interposed between the gas gap and the strips does not shield the induction in a significant
way due to the graphite electrode’s high resistivity and the fast rise-time of the signal.
Each RPC unit is thus made of two detector layers (i.e. gas volumes) and four readout strip
panels. The detect r layers are interleaved with three support panels made of light-weight paper
honeycomb (40 kg/m3) and are held in position by a solid frame of aluminium profiles. The two
external support panels interconnected by the aluminium profiles give the required stiffness to the
chamber. The BOL chambers being the largest size ones have a reinforced structure using alu-
minium plates (2mm) and aluminium honeycomb. The total thickness of a RPC unit with two gas
volumes, support panels and aluminium covers is 96mm (106mm for the BOL) and increases to
112mm (122mm for the BOL) if the lateral profiles are included. The two units forming a cham-
ber have an overlap region of 65mm to avoid dead areas for curved tracks. The BMS gas volumes
have no physical segmentation in the transverse (φ ) direction, and thus cover the chamber over
its full length. All other standard chambers, whose size exceeds the maximum length (3200mm)
of the available plastic laminates have gas volumes divided in two segments along the φ direction
with a 9 + 9mm inefficient region in between due to the edge frames. The readout-strip panels
are also segmented in the longitudinal (φ ) direction, including the case of the BMS, in order to get
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(b)
Figure 2.22: (a) Diagram of a RPC with single gap. (b) Position of the RPCs along z
the direction.
RPC The RPCs are gas detectors constituted by a pair of parallel bakelite plates,
a material with resistivity ρ ' 1010 ÷ 1011 Ωcm (s e Figure 2.22), and separated
by a gap of ≈ 2 mm by means of insulating polycarbonate spacers equally dis-
tributed. The volume between the planes is filled with gas m xture composed of
96.7% tetrafluoroethane (C2H2F4), 3.0% isobutane ((CH3)3 CH) and 0.3% sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6). The external surfaces of the two bakeli e planes are covered
by a thin layer of graphite paint, with one layer connected to the high voltage
system, the other to ground. The graphite is in turn covered with an insulating
film of polyethylene (PET) with a thickness of 200 µm. The ions produced by
the primary ionization, caused by the interaction of the particles within the gas
volume, are accelerated by a strong electric field (5 kV/mm) applied to planes gen-
erating new ionizations. The produced signal is capacitively induced on two planes
of copper strips orthogonal to each other, which provide the measurements of η
and φ coordinates. A strip behaves as a transmission line of and allows the signal
to be propagate in two opposite directions with minimal amplitude and timing
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denominate “η” e “φ”.
Una strip si comporta come una linea di trasmissione e permette al segnale
di propagarsi in due direzioni opposte con perdite minime in ampiezza ed
informazione temporale. La carica indotta sulle strip si divide in due parti
uguali: metà del totale raggiunge l’elettronica di front-end ; l’altra metà è
assorbita da una resistenza posta ad un’estremità della striscia di lettura.
Il pitch delle strisce “η” varia nell’intervallo 26.5÷35.3mm, quello delle strisce
“φ” nell’intervallo 26.6 ÷ 30.5 mm. In ATLAS la struttura degli RPC è più
complessa: ogni singola unità RPC è composta da due o quattro sottounità
indipendenti disposte su due layer.
Una camera di trigger consiste in una o due unità RPC assemblate insieme
(fig. 4.16). In quest’ultimo caso le due unità si sovrappongono per evitare
Figura 4.16: (a) Camera di trigger composta dall’assemblaggio di due unità RPC
di ATLAS; (b) Dettaglio della zona di sovrapposizione di due unità RPC.
regioni “morte”. Il numero totale di unità di RPC dello spettrometro a muoni
è di 1088, per un totale di superficie ricoperta di 3500 m2. Tali unità RPC
sono classificate in Unità Standard e Unità Speciali9; queste ultime coprono
meno del 3% dell’area totale. La risoluzione spaziale tipica è dell’ordine di
∼ 1 cm, quella temporale di ∼ 1 ns. Inoltre, per far fronte all’altissimo flusso
di particelle prodotte a LHC, gli RPC opereranno in un regime di basso
guadagno detto “avalanche” che, a diﬀerenza del regime streamer, permette
di tollerare flussi fino a ∼ 1 kHz/cm2.
TGC Le TGC sono simili alle camere multifilo, con la diﬀerenza che la
distanza anodo-anodo è maggiore di quella anodo-catodo. Sono camere che
operano in regime di saturazione e utilizzano fili di diametro uguale a 50µm,
con un pitch di 2 mm, racchiusi tra due catodi di grafite posti a distanza
di 1.4 mm dal piano anodico. Sulle superfici esterne degli strati di grafite
sono installate delle strip parallele ai fili anodici delle MDT, che forniscono il
9Così dette perché ricoprono le regioni dello spettrometro in cui sono presenti inter-
ferenze meccaniche con altre parti del rivelatore (i piedi, le strutture di sostegno delle spire
del toroide, i corridoi per il passagio dei cavi ecc.)
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denominate “η” e “φ”.
Una strip si comporta come una linea di trasmissione e permette al segnale
di propagarsi in due direzioni opposte con perdite minime in ampiezza ed
informazione temporale. La carica indotta sulle strip si divide in due parti
uguali: metà del totale raggiunge l’elettronica di front-end ; l’altra metà è
assorbita d una r sistenza posta ad un’estremità della strisc a i lettura.
Il pitch delle strisce “η” varia nell’intervallo 26.5÷35.3mm, quello delle strisce
“φ” nell’intervallo 26.6 ÷ 30.5 mm. In ATLAS la struttura degli RPC è più
complessa: ogni singola unità RPC è composta da due o quattro sottounità
indipendenti disposte su due layer.
Una camera di trigger consiste in una o due unità RPC assemblate insieme
(fig. 4.16). In quest’ultim caso le due unità si sovrappongono per evitare
Figura 4.16: (a) Camera di trigger composta dall’assemblaggio di due unità RPC
di ATLAS; (b) Dettaglio della zona di sovrapposizione di due unità RPC.
regioni “morte”. Il numero totale di unità di RPC dello spettrometro a muoni
è di 1088, per un totale di superficie ricoperta di 3500 m2. Tali unità RPC
sono classificate in Unità St ndard e Unità Speci li9; queste ultime coprono
meno del 3% dell’area totale. La risoluzione spaziale tipica è dell’ordine di
∼ 1 cm, quella temporale di ∼ 1 ns. Inoltre, per far fronte all’altissimo flusso
di particelle prodotte a LHC, gli RPC opereranno in un regime di basso
guadagno detto “avalanche” che, a diﬀerenza del regime streamer, permette
di tollerare flussi fino a ∼ 1 kHz/cm2.
TGC Le TGC sono simili alle camere multifilo, con la diﬀ renza che la
distanza anodo-anodo è maggiore di quella anodo-catodo. Sono camere che
operano in regime di saturazione e utilizzano fili di diametro uguale a 50µm,
con un pitch di 2 mm, racchiusi tra due catodi di grafite posti a distanza
di 1.4 mm dal piano anodico. Sulle superfici esterne degli strati di grafite
sono installate delle strip parallele ai fili anodici delle MDT, che forniscono il
9Così dette perché ricoprono le regioni dello spettrometro in cui sono presenti inter-
ferenze meccaniche con altre parti del rivelatore (i piedi, le strutture di sostegno delle spire
del toroide, i corridoi per il passagio dei cavi ecc.)
(b)
Figure 2.23: (a) Trigger chamber composed by assembling two RPC unit. (b) Detail of
the ov rlapping region of tw RPC unit
information losses. The charge induced on strips is divided into two equal parts:
one to front-end electronics while the other is absorbed by a resistor located at
one end of the readout strip. The pitch of η-strips varies between 26.5÷ 35.3 mm,
that of φ-strips between 26.6÷ 30.5 mm. Finally, each RPC unity consists of two
or four independent subunit distr buted on two layers. A tr gger chamber consists
of one or two RPC unit assembled together (see Figure 2.23). In the latter case
the two units are overlapped to avoid death regions. The total number of RPC
units in the muon spectrometer is 1088, for a total surface coverage of 3500 m2.
The typical spatial resolution is of the order of ≈ 1 cm, while the time resolution
is of ≈ 1 ns. Furthermore, to face the very high flow of particles produced at the
LHC, the RPCs are able to operate in an avalanche regime with low gain in which,
unlike the st ndard streamer regime, they can tolerate flows up to ≈ 1 kHz/cm2.
TGC The TGC detectors are similar to the multiwire chambers, except for an
anode-to-anode distance greater than the anode-cathode distance. These chambers
operate in a saturation regime and use wires with a diameter equal to 50µm, with
a 2 mm pitch, enclosed by two graphite cathodes with a distance of 1.4 mm from
the anode plane. On the oute surfaces of the graphite layers s rips parallel to the
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Figure 2.24: The event rate at which interesting physics occur (referred to LHC design
parameters) and the processing time of each trigger level
anodic MDT wires are installed, which provide the trigger signal, plus another set
strips orthogonal to the first, which provide the second coordinate measurement.
2.2.6 The ATLAS Trigger
The LHC is designed to provide collisions at a frequency of 40 MHz and, since the
average dimension of an ATLAS event is ≈ 1.5 MB, a recording rate of ≈ 60 TB
per second would be needed, while the current technology allows to record data at
about 300 MB/s. This is not a huge problem, since the interesting physics at LHC
does not occurs at that rate but at lower ones, as shown in Figure 2.24, so the
events to be recorded can be selected without loosing the relevant informations.
This selection is performed online by the ATLAS trigger and data acquisition sys-
tem [33]. The ATLAS trigger is designed to rapidly inspect the events detected by
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Figure 2.25: Main structure of the ATLAS trigger system: it is made of three levels,
each improving the measurement of the previous levels also combining informations from
different subdetectors
the ATLAS detector and choose whether record or discard the event after having
compared its main features with a set of predefined thresholds contained in the
trigger menu.
The ATLAS trigger system has a three level structure: each level refines the mea-
surements of the previous level introducing also new selection criteria and combin-
ing the information from different subdetectors, as shown in Figure 2.25.
The first level of the ATLAS trigger (L1 or LVL1) is completely hardware-based
and it makes use of only the data collected by the calorimetric system and the
muon spectrometer: the L1 trigger only looks for high-pT muons candidates or
calorimetric objects (electrons/photons, jets) by means of fast and rough mea-
surements performed by ad-hoc detectors in the Muon Spectrometer (RPC, TGC)
and simplified object identification in the calorimeter. The L1 is designed to take
a decision on the event in 2.5µs and its output is a list of so-called Regions of
Interest (RoI), which are η−φ regions of the detector in which interesting activity
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has been detected, and the output rate is about 100 kHz.
The second level of the ATLAS trigger (L2 or LVL2) is completely software-based.
It takes as input the RoIs provided by the L1, and refines the measurement into
these regions: data of the precision chambers are used in the Muon Spectrome-
ter (MDT, CSC) as well as the data from the ID, while the measurement of the
calorimetric objects is refined using higher level algorithms. Moreover the data
of the different subdetectors are combined together in order to obtained better
object reconstruction/identification (e.g. the ID and the MS tracks are combined
for the muons, ID and calorimetric informations are combined to discriminate be-
tween electrons and photons). The L2 takes its decision in O(10ms) and its output
rate is about 3 kHz. The third level of the ATLAS trigger (Event Filter, EF) is
completely software-based and forms, together with the L2, the High Level Trig-
ger (HLT). At this stage a full reconstruction of the detector is performed (the
measurement is not restricted to the RoIs), and the algorithms run at the EF are
mostly the oﬄine reconstruction algorithms adapted to the online environment.
The decision of the EF is taken in O(1s) and the output rate is about 400 Hz.
Figure 2.26 shows the total trigger rate for all the three levels as a function of the
instantaneous luminosity: how can be seen the trigger rates are kept stable. This
happens thanks to changes in the prescales and in the trigger menu, where higher
thresholds or quality criteria on the trigger objects are required as the luminosity
increases.
2.2.6.1 Electron Trigger
The electron trigger follows the three level ATLAS trigger structure, in which the
measurements and the selections are refined at each stage.
At the first level the electron trigger makes use only of the calorimeters, and hence
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Figure 2.26: Total trigger rates at each level of the ATLAS trigger
Figure 2.27: The L1 trigger for calorimetric objects in the Electromagnetic calorimeter:
the green area represents the RoI cluster, the yellow area is the region used for the
isolation requirements, and the pink area is the region used for the hadronic isolation.
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no distinction between electrons and photons is possible since they are both iden-
tified as “calorimetric objects”. In particular the L1 trigger measurement is a real
calorimetric measurement even if it is done with reduced granularity (see Figure
2.27): once a relevant amount of energy is detected, the total energy in a little 2×2
cluster is measured (green area), and the isolation with respect to electromagnetic
(yellow area) and hadronic activity (pink area, e.g. due to electrons coming from
heavy quark decay) is computed. If the these three parameters (ET, electromag-
netic and hadronic isolation) fullfill the requirements, then the electromagnetic
calorimeter is accepted as a good calorimetric object and its RoI is propagated to
the L2.
The L2 trigger basically refines the calorimetric measurement, accessing the full
granularity of the calorimeters and studying the shape of the energy deposit (e.g.
pi0/γ separation), and includes the data of the inner tracking system. At this level
a “calorimetric object" may become an electron if an ID track consistent with it is
found. Since the measurements are more precise at this level, tighter conditions on
the quality and the kinematic features of the electron candidates can be required.
At the end of the chain the EF further refines the measurements performed at the
L2 on the electron candidates, running algorithms very similar to the oﬄine ones
and having access to the data of all the subdetectors with full granularity.
Figure 2.28 shows the distribution of the difference between the oﬄine and the
value measured at different trigger levels of the E/p variables for electrons. This
shows how the EF measurement (blue line) is better than the L2 measurement
(red line), since the former is allowed to use reconstruction algorithms very similar
to the oﬄine ones thanks to the large processing time available (see Figure 2.24),
while the latter has to rely on simplified algorithms.
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Figure 2.28: E/p distribution found by the HLT and the oﬄine for the electron trigger.
The distributions are shown for L2 and EF separately
2.2.6.2 Muon Trigger
The L1 muon trigger relies on the temporal and geometric correlation of the hits
left by a muon on the different layers of RPC detectors installed in the muon
spectrometer, as shown in Figure 2.29. When a muon coming from the interaction
point crosses the RPC detectors, it leaves hits on each of them: starting from the
hit on the central station (also known as pivot plane, RPC2 in Figure 2.29) a "cor-
relation window" (several windows are opened for several pT thresholds) is opened
on the RPC1 layer. If a good hit (i.e. hits in both η and φ and in time with the
hit on the pivot plane) is found on the RPC1 layer then a low-pT muon candidate
is found. The same algorithm is applied using the RPC3 plane to look for high-pT
muon candidates. Once a muon candidate is found, the RoI is propagated to the
L2.
At the L2 the muon track is reconstructed for the first time: there are algorithms
which reconstruct the muon tracks in the ID and in the MS separately and then
combine them in order to determine of pT, η and φ. At this level the pT measure-
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Figure 2.29: L1 muon trigger algorithm: a muon coming from the interaction point
leaves hits on the three layers of RPC detectors installed in the muon spectrometer. The
position of the different hits is correlated as a function of the muon pT
ment is not done by a fit, but look-up tables are used: the pT estimation is done
starting from the relation
1
s
= A0 · pT + A1 (2.8)
where s is the sagitta of the muon track and A0 and A1 are two constant val-
ues needed to take into account the magnetic field and the energy loss in the
calorimeters respectively. A look-up table is basically a table whose columns and
rows represent the η − φ segmentation of the ATLAS detector, and in each cell
a (A0, A1) pair is contained. For each muon candidate, given η, φ and s, a fast
estimation of the pT is possible. This method is used since at the L2 there is not
enough time to perform a real fit to precisely measure the track pT. Once the full
track is reconstructed (from the ID to the MS), the calorimetric activity around
it is measured, in order to apply the isolation requirements.
At the EF the muon reconstruction algorithms perform again the operations
performed by the L2 algorithms, but now the full detector with its full granular-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.30: Correlation between the muon pT reconstructed at several trigger levels
(level 2 in (a) and event filter in (b)) and the oﬄine reconstruction.
ity can be accessed, and a real fit of the muon track is performed. Figure 2.30
shows the correlation between the muon pT reconstructed at different trigger levels
and the oﬄine reconstruction: in Figure 2.30(a) the correlation between the L2
stand alone pT is shown, while in Figure 2.30(b) the correlation between the EF
combined pT measurement and the oﬄine one is shown. As can be seen the EF
measurement is much more accurate and precise compared to the one performed
at L2. The corresponding plot for L1 is not shown since at L1 the muon pT is not
really measured, but, as explained above, only a threshold is available.
Chapter 3
Physics objects reconstruction
Reconstruction of pp collisions with the ATLAS detector at the LHC relies on the
oﬄine analysis of the recorded events. Through several dedicated algorithms, all
particles produced in each collision event can be reconstructed, with the obvious
exception of neutrinos which are transparent to the detector. The oﬄine analysis
actually permits to fully reconstruct and identify all physical objects produced
in the collisions by measuring all observable physical quantities in the laboratory
frame, e.g. the particles four-momenta.
3.1 Electrons
3.1.1 Electron reconstruction
Electrons are reconstructed in the central region of the ATLAS detector (|η| <
2.47) as energy deposits (clusters) in the EM calorimeter matched to reconstructed
tracks in the inner detector.
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3.1.1.1 Electron seed-cluster reconstruction
The first step of the reconstruction procedure is based on the division of the η−φ
space of the EM calorimeter into a grid of Nη × Nφ = 200 × 256 towers of size
∆ηtower × ∆φtower = 0.025 × 0.025, according to the granularity of the EM ac-
cordion calorimeter middle layer. Then, the energy of the cells in all longitudinal
layers is summed to obtain the energy of the calorimeter tower. A sliding-window
algorithm [34], with a window size of 3× 5 in the η − φ space, is then applied to
search for seed clusters with a total cluster transverse energy EclusterT > 2.5 GeV.
Finally, a dedicated algorithm is applied to remove cluster duplicates.
Clusters reconstruction in MC simulations shows a very high efficiency for true
electrons: about 95% for electrons with a transverse energy ET of 7 GeV and it
reaches 99% at ET = 15 GeV and 99.9% at ET = 45 GeV.
3.1.1.2 Electron-track candidate reconstruction
Around the seed cluster barycenter, a region-of-interest (ROI) is defined with a
cone-size of ∆R = 0.3 if the cluster passes the loose shower requirements Rη > 0.65
and Rhad < 0.1, where Rη is the ratio of the energy in the 3×7 cells over the energy
in the 7× 7 cells around the electron cluster position and Rhad is the ratio of ET
in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster.
Track reconstruction then proceeds in two steps: pattern recognition and track
fit. The pattern recognition [35] starts from a seed-track consisting of three hits
in different layers of the silicon detector with a transverse momentum pT > 1
GeV. If the seed-track can not be successfully extended to a full track of at least
seven hits by using the pion hypothesis for energy loss at material surface but it
falls within a EM cluster ROI, then the track is re-analyzed to take into account
the hypothesis of a possible energy loss of the electron due to bremsstrahlung.
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The track candidate is then fitted either with the pion or the electron hypothesis
according to the hypothesis used in the pattern recognition. The final matching of
tracks to an EM cluster is realized by requiring either of following two conditions:
• tracks with at least four silicon hits are extrapolated to the middle layer of
the EM accordion calorimeter from the point of the closest approach with
respect to the primary vertex. The tracks must further satisfy the conditions
to be either within 0.2 in φ of the EM cluster on the side the track is bending
towards or within 0.05 on the opposite side and to be within 0.05 in η of the
EM cluster. Tracks with less than four silicon hits (TRT-only) are, instead,
extrapolated from the last measurement point and the condition on the η
difference between cluster and track is not required, since at this stage their
η coordinate is not precisely measured;
• after rescaling the tracks momentum to the measured cluster energy, tracks
must satisfy the same requirements as before but the difference in φ between
cluster and track is lowered to 0.1 value on the side the track is bending
towards. This criterion is applied to recover tracks of low momentum that
potentially suffered significant energy losses before reaching the calorimeter.
The application of the above procedure defines all electron-track candidates. The
track parameters, with the exception of TRT-only tracks, are then re-estimated
using an optimized electron track fitter [36]. These tracks are finally used to per-
form the track-cluster matching to build the electron candidates and to provide
information for particle identification.
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3.1.1.3 Electron-candidate reconstruction
An electron is reconstructed if at least one track is matched to the seed cluster.
The track-cluster matching proceeds as previously described for the electron-track
candidate reconstruction but using the re-fitted tracks. Additionally, TRT-only
tracks must satisfy a looser condition on track-cluster difference in η and a tighter
one in φ: |∆η| < 0.35 (0.2) in the barrel (endcap) TRT and |∆φ| < 0.03 (0.02) on
the (opposite) side the track is bending towards.
The best matched track is chosen as the primary track to determine the kine-
matics and the charge of the electron and to check the electron identification
criteria. To avoid random matches between nearby tracks in case of cascade due
to bremsstrahlung, tracks with at least one hit in the pixel detector are preferred.
The choice of the best matching track relies on two angular variables in the η − φ
plane: the distance ∆R between the cluster barycenter and the extrapolated track
in the middle layer of the EM accordion calorimeter and the same distance calcu-
lated when the track momentum is rescaled to the measured cluster energy before
the extrapolation to the middle layer ∆Rrescaled. Comparing two i and j tracks, if
|∆Rrescaledi −∆Rrescaledj | > 0.01 then the track with the smaller ∆Rrescaled is chosen.
If |∆Rrescaledi −∆Rrescaledj | ≤ 0.01 and |∆Ri−∆Rj| > 0.01 then the track with the
smaller ∆R is chosen. For all other cases in which both ∆R and ∆Rrescaled are
similar, the track with more pixel hits is chosen as primary track and a hit in the
first layer of the pixel detector counts twice to prefer tracks with early hits. All
seed clusters matched to a track at least are treated as electron candidates. Each
electron cluster is rebuilt in all four layers starting from the middle one by using
3 × 7 (5 × 5) cells in η × φ in the barrel (endcaps) region of the EM accordion
calorimeter. The cluster position is adjusted to take into account the deposited
energy distribution.
The cluster energy is then determined from the energy in the three layers of the
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EM accordion calorimeter by applying a correction factor determined by a linear
regression using a multivariate algorithm. The input variables used for both elec-
trons and photons are: the total energy measured in the accordion calorimeter, the
ratio of the presampler energy to the accordion one, the shower depth, the pseudo-
rapidity of the cluster barycenter in the ATLAS coordinate system and the η − φ
positions of the cluster barycenter in the calorimeter coordinate system. Finally,
large samples of collected Z → ee events permit an in-situ energy calibration for
data events whereas an energy smearing is applied to simulated events.
In conclusion, the four-momentum of central electrons (|η| < 2.47) is built by tak-
ing the energy from the cluster and the η − φ directions from the corresponding
track parameters, with the exception of TRT-only tracks for which η−φ directions
are taken from the clusters.
3.1.2 Electron identification
The physics objects built by the electron-candidate reconstruction procedure are
not always signal electron, since many background sources can significantly con-
tribute: hadronic jets erroneously reconstructed as electron (i.e. fake electrons)
as well as real electrons coming from photon conversions, Dalitz decays and semi-
leptonic decays of heavy flavor hadrons. Thus, electron identification procedures
aim to maximize the electron background rejection while keeping a high selection
efficiency for signal electrons. The electron identification in ATLAS is based, in
the |η| < 2.47 central region, on discriminating variables which are used in both
sequential cuts and multivariate analysis (MVA) methods: the longitudinal and
transverse shapes of the electromagnetic showers in the calorimeters, the track
properties in the inner detector and the matching quality between tracks and en-
ergy clusters.
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3.1.2.1 Cut-based identification
The cut-based identification procedures are defined by a set of cuts on discriminat-
ing variables. Going from loose to medium and to tight identification qualities, the
number of the discriminating variables used increases and the cuts are tightened
with respect to the looser selections. Furthermore, in 2012 a new operating point,
called multilepton, has been added to optimize the selection of low energy electrons
in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis, with a similar efficiency to the loose identification
quality but with a better background rejection.
3.1.2.2 Likelihood identification
Multivariate analysis (MVA) methods combine the evaluation of several proper-
ties to make a selection decision. In ATLAS, the MVA identification procedure
is based on the electron likelihood (LH) because of its simple construction and
interpretation. The LH is constructed using the signal and background probabil-
ity density functions (PDFs) of the discriminating variables on which an overall
probability for the object to be signal or background is evaluated. Then, signal
and background probabilities for a given electron candidate are combined into a
discriminant on which a cut is applied. The PDFs for signal and background
used in the electron LH identification are obtained from data and the loose,
medium and very tight LH selections are designed to roughly match the elec-
tron efficiencies of multilepton, medium and tight cut-based selections. The LH
discriminant for the different LH identification qualities are constructed using dif-
ferent sets of variables. For example, the loose LH uses variables mostly useful to
reject light-flavor jets, whereas medium and very tight operating points use ad-
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ditional variables to further reject heavy-flavor jets and electrons from conversions.
3.1.2.3 Electron isolation
In order to enhance the rejection of hadronic jets mis-identified as electrons, in
addition to the identification procedure described above, an isolation requirement
is imposed in many analyses and can be calorimeter or track based:
• calorimetric isolation is imposed with a cut on the sum of the transverse
energy deposited in the calorimeter cells in a cone of ∆R around the electron
EconeT , excluding the contribution within ∆η × ∆φ = 0.125 × 0.175 around
the electron cluster barycenter. Furthermore, the EconeT variable is corrected
for energy leakage from the electron to the isolation cone and for effect of
pile-up events;
• track isolation is imposed with a cut on the sum of the transverse momentum
of the tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV in a cone of ∆R around the electron pconeT ,
excluding the contribution of the electron track itself. Furthermore, the pconeT
variable is constructed using the tracks that come from the primary vertex
associated to the electron track and they must have at least nine silicon hits,
one of which in the innermost pixel layer.
3.1.3 Reconstruction and Identification efficiencies
The reconstruction and identification efficiencies of central region electrons in the
ATLAS detector are determined with a tag-and-probe method. Reconstruction
efficiencies are measured for electrons from Z → ee decays whereas identification
efficiencies are estimated by combining measurements from J/ψ → ee and Z → ee
decays using data-to-MC efficiency ratios. Figure 3.1 shows the combined effi-
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Figure 3.1: Measured combined reconstruction and identification efficiency as a function
of ET (left) and η (right) for the cut-based loose, multilepton, medium and tight selections
(up) and for the loose LH, medium LH and very tight LH selections (bottom),
compared to MC expectation for electrons from Z → ee decay. The lower panel shows
the data-to-MC efficiency ratios. The data efficiency is derived from the measured data-
to-MC efficiency ratios and the MC prediction for electrons from Z → ee decays. The
uncertainties are statistical (inner error bars) and statistical+systematic (outer error
bars).
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ciencies to reconstruct and identify electrons with respect to reconstructed energy
clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter for all identification operating points.
The efficiencies are shown as a function of ET and η. The measured data-to-MC
correction factors are applied to a simulated Z → ee sample. The resulting effi-
ciencies correspond to the measured data efficiencies and can be compared to the
efficiencies of simulated electrons in Z → ee events. For electrons below ET < 15
GeV, the reconstruction efficiency cannot be measured and is taken instead from
MC simulation.
Using the full 2012 dataset of 8 TeV pp collision data, corresponding to 20.3 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity, the electron reconstruction efficiency averaged on η is about
97% for electrons with ET = 15 GeV and reaches about 99% at ET = 50 GeV at
ET = 50 GeV. For electrons with ET > 15 GeV the efficiency varies from 99% at
low η to 95% at high η. Because of the overwhelming background contamination
of the sample, the reconstruction efficiency is not measured below 15 GeV. Finally,
the uncertainty on the reconstruction efficiency is below 0.5% for ET > 25 GeV,
and between about 0.5 - 1.5 % at lower transverse energies.
The averaged identification efficiency for electrons with ET > 15 GeV lies between
96% for cut-based loose selection and 78% for very tight LH selection, with
strong dependences on ET and, for the tighter operating points, on η. The total
uncertainties on the identification efficiency are about 5-6% (1-2%) for electrons
below (above) ET = 25 GeV.
The measured data-to-MC efficiency ratios are close to unity, with deviations larger
than a couple of percent occurring only for low ET or high η regions, and they are
applied as scale factors in analyses.
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3.2 Muons
3.2.1 Muon reconstruction and identification
Muons produced in pp collisions are reconstructed in the ATLAS detector using the
informations from the muon spectrometer (MS) and from the inner detector (ID)
and, to a lesser extent, from the calorimeter. In the MS, tracks are reconstructed
in two steps: first local track segments are searched for within each layer of spec-
trometer and then a full MS track is constructed by combining all track segments
from different layers. The ID provides an independent measurement of the muon
track close to the interaction point constructed by combining hits within the pixel
layer, the SCT and the TRT. Furthermore, the muons pass through the material
between the interaction point and the MS, consisting mostly of calorimeters, and
the information on energy losses can be added to the muon reconstruction chains.
Muon identification is performed by applying several reconstruction criteria, de-
pending on the available informations from the MS, the ID and the calorimeter
system. Four muon reconstruction families are defined:
• Combined (CB) muons represents the main reconstruction and the highest
muon purity type. Track reconstruction is independently performed in the
MS and the ID, then a combined track is built from the matching of a MS
track to an ID track;
• Segment-tagged (ST) muons are used to increase the acceptance when the
muon crosses only one MS layer either because of its low pT or because it falls
in a region with a reduced MS acceptance. If an ID track extrapolated to
the MS matches to at least one local segment in the MDT or CSC chambers
of MS, then a muon tracks is built;
• Calorimeter-tagged (CaloTag) muons are used to recover acceptance in the
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uninstrumented regions of the MS, representing the muon family with the
lowest purity value. If an ID track matches a energy deposit in the calorime-
ter compatible with a minimum ionizing particle, then the track is classified
as a muon track. Anyway, this type identification criteria are optimized for
a pseudorapidity region of |η| < 0.1 and for a transverse momentum range
of 25 . pT . 100 GeV;
• Stand-Alone (SA) muons are used to extend the acceptance to the 2.5 < |η| <
2.7 pseudorapidity range which is not covered by the ID, if they traverse at
least two layers of MS chambers. Thus, the muon track is reconstructed
only in the MS and the track parameters are determined by extrapolating
the trajectory back to the closest point of approach to the beam line.
The reconstruction of CB, ST and SA muons, which uses the MS informations, is
performed by following two different strategies [37] for both the muon reconstruc-
tion in the MS and the ID-MS matching. The first reconstruction chain, called
Staco, performs a statistical combination of the track parameters of the MS and
ID muon tracks using the corresponding covariance matrices. The second chain,
called MuId, performs a global fit of the muon track using the hits from both the
ID and the MS layers.
In addition to the described reconstruction chains, some quality requirements on
the ID tracks are imposed to ensure a good track reconstruction: at least one Pixel
hits, at least 5 SCT hits, at most 2 active Pixel or SCT sensors traversed by the
track but without hits and at least 9 TRT hits in the region of full TRT acceptance
(0.1 < |η| < 1.9).
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Figure 3.2: Muon reconstruction efficiency as a function of η measured in Z → µµ events
for muons with pT > 10 GeV and different muon reconstruction types. CaloTag muons
are only shown in the region |η| < 0.1, where they are used in physics analyses. The
error bars on the efficiencies indicate the statistical uncertainty. The panel at the bottom
shows the ratio between the measured and predicted efficiencies. The error bars on the
ratios are the combination of statistical and systematic uncertainties.
3.2.2 Reconstruction and identification efficiencies
The muon reconstruction efficiency in the ATLAS detector are determined with
a tag-and-probe method applied to Z → µµ and J/ψ → µµ samples, using the
independent measurements of both the ID and MS in the |η| < 2.5 region. Data-
to-MC ratios from Z → µµ sample are instead used in the 2.5 < |η| < 2.7 region
where SA muons only provide a large efficiency.
Figure 3.2 shows the muon reconstruction efficiency as a function of η as measured
from Z → µµ events. Figure 3.3 shows the reconstruction efficiencies for CB,
CB+ST, CaloTag and CB+SA muons as a function of the transverse momentum.
Using data from LHC pp collision data at
√
s = 7−8 TeV, the muon reconstruction
efficiency is close to 99% over most the pseudorapidity range of |η| < 2.5 and for
pT > 10 GeV with a precision at the 1% level. The muon momentum scale has
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Figure 3.3: Reconstruction efficiency for CB (a), CB+ST (b), CaloTag (c) and CB+SA
(d) muons as a function of the pT of the muon, for muons with 0.1 < |η| < 2.5 for CB
and CB+ST muons, for |η| < 0.1 for CaloTag muons and for 2.5 < |η| < 2.7 for CB+SA
muons. The upper plots also show the result obtained with Z → µµ and J/ψ → µµ
events. The inserts on the upper plots show the detail of the efficiencies as a function
of pT in the low pT region. The CaloTag (c) and CB+SA (d) muon efficiencies are only
measured with Z → µµ events. The error bars on the efficiencies indicate the statistical
uncertainty for Z → µµ and include also the fit model uncertainty for J/ψ → µµ. The
panel at bottom in (a), (b) and (c) plots shows the ratio between the measured and
predicted efficiency, the green areas show the pure statistical uncertainty, while orange
areas also include systematic uncertainties. In the (d) plot, the efficiencies are obtained
as the product of scale factor, shown in the lower panel, and the MC efficiency. The error
bars correspond to the statistical uncertainty while the green shaded band corresponds
to the statistical and systematic uncertainty added in quadrature.
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been studied using large calibration sample of J/ψ → µµ, Υ→ µµ and Z → µµ to
correct the MC simulation improving the data-MC agreement. The uncertainties
on the CB muons momentum scale is of 0.05% for |η| < 1 which increases to
. 0.2% for |η| > 2.3. The dimuon mass resolution is ≈ 1.2% (2%) at low-pT
increasing to ≈ 2% (3%) at pT ≈ 100 GeV for |η| < 1 (|η| > 1), with a relative
uncertainties of 3% to 10% depending on η and pT.
3.3 Jets
Jets are collimated sprays of energetic hadrons and they are the dominant final
state objects of pp collisions at LHC. A jet is detected as a group of topologically-
related energy deposit in the ATLAS calorimeters. The first step of jet recon-
struction is the clustering of energy deposits in topological clusters subsequently
clustered into a jet using either the anti-kt [38], the kt or the Cambridge/Aachen
(C/A) [39, 40] jet algorithms. The jet clustering algorithm can be also applied to
other inputs such as inner detector tracks associated with charged particles.
The jet energy is calibrated applying a jet energy scale (JES) estimated from truth
jets, which are created from stable interacting particles in MC using the same clus-
tering algorithm. Furthermore, the calibration has to account for several effects
such as the different scales of the energy measured from hadronic and electromag-
netic showers, dead material, calorimeter leakage, out of calorimeter jet, energy
deposits below noise thresholds and energy deposits from pile-up events.
The jet calibration is derived using a combination of methods based on both MC
simulations and data-driven techniques and the uncertainty on this scaling in data
is one of the major systematics in physics analyses of hadronic decay channels.
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3.3.1 Jet reconstruction
Jet are reconstructed using a clustering algorithm which is able to group energy
deposits produced in the hadronization process of a single parton. Indeed, due to
confinement, quarks and gluons can not exist as single particle and a clustering
method is necessary to reconstruct their four-momentum.
Clustering algorithms A general description of clustering algorithms starts by
introducing distances between two i and j entities dij (particles, pseudojets) and
between entity i and the beam (B) diB, that are defined as:
dij = min
(
k2pt,i , k
2p
t,j
) ∆2ij
R2
diB = k
2p
t,i
(3.1)
where ∆2ij = (yi − yj)2 + (φi − φj)2 and kt,i, yi, φi are respectively the transverse
momentum, the rapidity and the azimuthal angle of i entity. Furthermore, the R
parameter represents the radius of the jet cone whereas the p parameter governs
the relative power of the energy with respect to the geometrical scale ∆ij.The
inclusive clustering algorithm then proceeds by identifying the smallest of the dis-
tances dij and if it is a dij recombining i and j entities whereas if it is diB calling i a
jet and removing it from entities list. The distances are then recalculated and the
procedure repeated until no entities are left. Depending on the choice of p parame-
ter in Eq.(3.1), different algorithm can be defined: the p = 1 choice corresponds to
the kt algorithm which tends to cluster soft entity first; the p = 0 choice, instead,
corresponds to the Cambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm which clusters the near-
est particles regardless of the entity transverse momentum; the choice of p = −1,
finally, corresponds to the anti-kt algorithm which favors hard entities to construct
the clusters.
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In ATLAS, jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [38] with a radius
parameter R of 0.4, 0.6 or 1.0, or the Cambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm [39,40]
with radius parameter R = 1.2 using the FastJet software [41]. The inputs to
the jet algorithm are either stable simulated “truth” particles, energy deposits in
the calorimeter or tracks in the inner detector, and the resulting jets are called
respectively truth jets, calorimeter jets or track jets.
Truth jets are reconstructed applying the same algorithm as calorimeter jets to
simulated truth particles with a lifetime greater than 30 ps, excluding muons and
neutrinos.
Track jets, instead, are built using inner detector tracks which are reconstructed
within the full acceptance of the ID (|η| < 2.5) by applying a sequence of algorithm
to build tracks from individual hits [42]. The baseline algorithm uses 3-point seeds
in the silicon detectors (Pixel and SCT) to form track candidates, subsequently
extrapolated to include TRT measurements. Furthermore, tracks are required to
have a transverse momentum of at least 400 MeV besides further requirements on
impact parameters and number of hits in the different ID layers.
Finally, the inputs to calorimeter jets are topological clusters of adjacent calorime-
ter cells, called topocluster, that contain a significant energy signal above the noise
threshold [34, 43]. Topoclusters are treated as massless particles and are assumed
to originate from the geometrical center of the detector. Initially, topoclusters are
reconstructed at the electromagnetic scale (EM scale) [44,45], which correctly mea-
sures the calorimeter energy deposits of particles produced in the electromagnetic
showers. The EM scale clusters collection are subsequently calibrated to account
for the response of calorimeter hadrons by using a local cluster weighting (LCW)
method: firstly clusters are classified as electromagnetic or hadronic; then the en-
ergy falling outside clustered cells is estimated from how isolated the cluster is;
finally, the amount of energy falling in inactive detector regions is estimated from
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the position and the energy deposited in each layer of the calorimeter [43]. LCW
corrections are determined from MC simulations of charged and neutral pions.
At a first level, the jet flavor is assigned searching for the highest energy parton
that points to the jet, i.e. with ∆R < 0.4 (0.6) for jets with R = 0.4 (0.6). Anyway,
jets identified as originating from heavy quarks (c and b quarks) are considered
separately from jets originating from light quarks or gluons.
3.3.2 Jet Energy Calibration
The calibration of the jet energy can be divided in several steps: first the jet
is corrected to point back to the correct vertex; next the effect of the pile-up is
removed using an area based subtraction process; the energy is then calibrated by
applying the jet energy scale (JES) derived from MC; finally, a global sequential
correction (GSC) is applied to reduce the difference in response between gluon
and quark initiated jets and to correct for jets which are not fully contained in the
calorimeter.
3.3.2.1 Origin correction
Since the ATLAS calorimeters measure the energy of particles, topoclusters require
to be assigned a direction to complete the corresponding four-vector. The jet
reconstruction starts assuming that the jet points at the center of the detector,
although the assumption that the jet originates from the “first primary vertex” is
subsequently considered. Thus, an origin correction is applied to jets by finding the
energy center of the jet and then modifying the jet 4-vector such that the energy
is unchanged but the direction is actually consistent with the primary vertex.
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3.3.2.2 Pile-up correction
The effects of pile-up on jet calibrations are reduced using an area based subtrac-
tion method [46]. The pile-up subtraction procedure is based on the pile-up energy
density ρ in the φ × η plane and the area of the jet A in the same plane. The
event energy density ρ is estimated from the median energy density, defined for
each jet as pT/A, of all jets reconstructed in the central region |η| < 2.0 using a
kt (R = 0.4) reconstruction algorithm. A residual dependence of jet pT on pile-up
is then reduced by applying a correction parameterized in terms of the number of
primary vertices NPV and the average number of interactions per bunch crossing
〈µ〉 to capture both in-time (NPV ) and out-of-time (〈µ〉) pile-up dependences. The
residual corrections are derived by fitting the dependence on NPV (〈µ〉) at fixed
values of 〈µ〉 and by averaging the gradients for different fixed 〈µ〉 (NPV ). The
final pile-up subtracted pcorrT is therefore given by:
pcorrT = p
const
T − ρ× A− α× (NPV − 1)− β × 〈µ〉 (3.2)
where α and β are jet size and algorithm dependent constants derived from MC
and pconstT is the jet pT at the topocluster scale.
3.3.2.3 Jet Energy Scale
The jet energy scale (JES) is derived as a correction which relates the reconstructed
jet energy to the truth jet energy [43]. The JES factors are derived from isolated
jets, i.e. no other reconstructed (truth) jets with pT > 7 GeV (ptruthT > 7 GeV) at
the uncalibrated scale within a cone of ∆R = 1.5 × R (∆R = 2.5 × R), from an
inclusive jet MC sample after the application of pile-up and origin corrections. A
∆R matching method is used to compare reconstructed calorimeter jets to truth
particle jets in simulation. Calorimeter jets are required to geometrically match
the truth jets within a given angular distance ∆R = 0.3 of the calorimeter jet axis.
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Figure 3.4: Energy response as a function of ηdet (the η of the jet relative to the geometric
centre of the detector) for EM (a) and LCW (b) scale anti-kt, R = 0.4 jets before
calibration
Matching is performed in order of decreasing reconstructed jet pT, discarding jets
that have already been matched; ambiguities are resolved by choosing the truth
jet with the highest pT as the match. The jet response is then defined using the
associated particle jet kinematics and is defined as:
R =
〈
pjetT
ptruthT
〉
(3.3)
and the jet calibration is defined as the inverse of the average energy response.
An additional correction in purely the angle of the jet is then applied to resolve
a residual bias in the η distribution with respect to the truth jets. Figure 3.4
shows the average energy response as a function of the pseudorapidity ηdet of the
jet relative to the geometric centre of the detector.
3.3.2.4 Global Sequential Correction
After the application of the corrections described above, there is still a difference
between the closure of quark and gluon initiated jets, as defined by angular match-
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ing to patrons in MC, whereby a difference of up to 8% is observed between the
corresponding response values [47]. The pT closure is defined by the fit of a Gaus-
sian function to the reconstructed jet pT divided by the truth pT after calibration
and the reduction of the difference between the jet responses of quarks and gluons
is important to improve both jet resolution and jet energy scale uncertainties. The
corrections are sequentially applied depending on the topology of energy deposits
in the calorimeter, tracking and muon spectrometer informations but keeping the
mean jet energy response unchanged. The five stages correct the jet energy based
on, in order:
• the fraction of energy deposited in the first layer of the tile calorimeter;
• the fraction of the energy deposited in the third layer of the electromagnetic
calorimeter;
• the number of tracks with pT > 1 GeV associated to the jet;
• the pT-weighted transverse width of the jet measured using tracks with pT >
1 GeV associated to the jet;
• the amount of activity behind the jet as measured in the muon spectrometer.
Only the track-based and muon spectrometer correction steps are applied to LCW
calibrated jets, as calorimeter calibrations have already been included in the local
calibration weighting.
3.3.2.5 In-situ jet energy calibration
Following the MC-based calibration of jets, in-situ techniques employing the bal-
ance of physics objects in the transverse plane are used in the final stage of the
JES calibration. The transverse momentum pT of reference objects, i.e. photons,
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(a) EM+JES (b) LCW+JES
Figure 3.5: Ratio of response measured in data to response measured in data for Z+jet,
γ+jet and multijet balance in-situ analyses. Also shown is the combined correction (black
line) with its associated uncertainty (green band).
Z bosons or other jets, and the jets being calibrated are compared in both data
and MC simulation to measure the ratio:
Rdata
RMC
=
〈
pjetT
prefT
〉
data〈
pjetT
prefT
〉
MC
(3.4)
which defines a residual correction applied to jets reconstructed in data. Firstly,
dijet events are employed to apply an η-intercalibration [48] in which the average
pT for forward jets (0.8 ≤ |η| < 4.5) is equalized to the pT of balancing jets in
the central region (|η| < 0.8). Generally, the η-intercalibration correction factors
are below 2%. The balance of the Z bosons and photons recoiling against jets
is then used to derive in-situ JES corrections for jets with |η| < 0.8 and with
20 ≤ pT ≤ 200 GeV (Z+jet) and 30 ≤ pT ≤ 800 GeV (γ+jet). Finally, high-pT jets
are calibrated using a multi-jet events in which a system of low-pT jets recoil against
a single high-pT jet (multijet balance) [48], covering a range of 300 ≤ pT ≤ 1700
GeV. The observed response agrees in MC and data at the 1% level across the pT
range from 20 GeV up to 2000 GeV and the divergence of the response from unity
in the three methods defines the in-situ calibration which is applied to jets in data.
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3.3.3 Jet Energy Resolution
The precision of the measurement of the jet energy is as important as the central
value of the jet energy scale. The jet energy resolution (JER) is parameterized as
a function of three terms [49]:
σ (pT)
pT
=
N
pT
⊕ S√
pT
⊕ C (3.5)
where N parameterizes the effect of both electronic and pile-up noise, S the
stochastic effect related to the sampling nature of calorimeters and C is a pT
independent constant term. The JER is measured in MC in the same way as
the closure of the jet energy response, by taking the ratio of σR width to the R
mean value of a gaussian fit to the jet energy response distribution over ±1.5 σ,
where σ is the RMS of the gaussian fit. Figure 3.6 shows the individual measure-
ments of the resolution in the central region. For data, the noise term in Equation
(3.5) is estimated using two independent methods, i.e. from random cones in data
collected exactly one turn after a high-pT level 1 calorimeter trigger and from the
distribution of soft jet momenta, subsequently combined to estimate the noise term
in the jet energy resolution. The final JER parameters are determined from the
measurements of the width of dijet balance and the vector boson plus jet balance
combined by fitting the function in Equation 3.5.
3.4 b-tagging
The ability to identify the flavor of a jet, separating a b jet from c and light-flavor
jets (u, d, s and g originated jets), is a crucial tool in many physics analyses [50].
Various b-tagging algorithms have been developed in ATLAS to achieve high b-
tagging efficiencies for real b jets whilst keeping the misidentification efficiency
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(a) R = 0.4, EM+JES (b) R = 0.6, EM+JES
(c) R = 0.4, LCW+JES (d) R = 0.6, LCW+JES
Figure 3.6: The jet resolution as a function of pT for the four different jet collections in
the central region. The three in-situ inputs to the measurement are shown displaying the
compatibility between the measurements. The final fit using the function in Equation
3.5 is included with its associated statistical and total uncertainty.
for c and light-flavour jets at a low level. They range from a relatively simple
algorithms based on impact parameters (IP3D) and secondary vertices (SV1) to
a more refined algorithm exploiting the topology of weak b and c hadrons decays
(JetFitter) [51]. The most discriminating variables resulting from these algorithms
are combined in an artificial neural network, and output weight probabilities are
evaluated separately for b, c and light-flavor jets. Finally, a multivariate tagging
algorithm (MV1) based on these probabilities is used to further enhance the tag-
ging performance.
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3.4.1 Lifetime-based tagging algorithms
The lifetime-based tagging algorithms take advantage of the relatively long lifetime
of hadrons containing a b quark, which is of the order of 1.5 ps (cτ ∼ 450 µm).
For example, a b hadron with pT = 50 GeV will have a significant mean flight
path length 〈l〉 = βγcτ , traveling on average about 3 mm in the transverse direc-
tion before decaying and therefore leading to topologies with at least one vertex
displaced from the primary vertex. Two classes of algorithms aim at identifying
such topologies. A first class, represented by the IP3D algorithm, is based on an
inclusive approach that consists of using the impact parameters of charged-particle
tracks from the b-hadron decay products. The transverse impact parameter d0 is
the distance in the r−φ projection of closest approach of the track to the primary
vertex point. The longitudinal impact parameter z0 is the difference between the z
coordinates of the primary vertex position and of the track at the point of closest
approach in r − φ. The tracks from b-hadron decay products tend to have large
impact parameters which can be distinguished from tracks directly produced in
the primary vertex. The second class is based on the explicit reconstruction of
the displaced vertices and two algorithms use this approach: the SV1 algorithm
attempts to reconstruct an inclusive secondary vertex whereas the JetFitter al-
gorithm aims at reconstruction the complete b-hadron decay chain. Finally the
results of these algorithms are combined in the MV1 tagger to improve the light-
flavor jets rejection and to increase the range of b-jet tagging efficiency.
3.4.1.1 Impact parameter-based algorithms
For the tagging itself, the impact parameters of tracks are computed with respect
to the selected primary vertex. Since the decay point of the b hadron must lie along
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its flight path, the transverse impact parameter is signed to further discriminate
the tracks from b-hadron decay from tracks originating from the primary vertex:
the sign is defined as positive if the track intersects the jet axis in front of the
primary vertex, and as negative if the intersection lies behind the primary vertex.
The jet axis is defined by the calorimeter-based jet direction, but if an inclusive
secondary vertex is found the jet direction is replaced by the direction of the line
joining the primary and the secondary vertices.
The IP3D algorithm relies on both the transverse d0 and longitudinal z0 impact
parameters, as well as their correlation. It is based on a log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
method in which for each track the measurement S ≡
(
d0
σd0
, z0
σz0
)
is compared
to pre-determined two-dimensional probability density functions (PDFs) obtained
from simulation for both the b and light-flavor jet hypotheses. The ratio of prob-
abilities defines the track weight. The jet weight is the sum of the logarithms of
the individual track weights.
3.4.1.2 Vertex-based algorithms
To further increase the discrimination between b jets and light-flavor jets, an inclu-
sive vertex formed by the decay products of the b hadron, including the products
of the possible subsequent charm hadron decay, is used. The algorithm starts from
all tracks that are significantly displaced from the primary vertex and associated
with the jet, and forms vertex candidates for tracks pairs with vertex fit χ2 < 4.5.
Vertices compatible with long-lived particles or material interaction are rejected:
the invariant mass of the track four-momenta is used to reject vertices that are
likely to originate from Ks, Λ decays and photon conversions, while the position
of the vertex in the r− φ projection is compared to a simplified description of the
innermost pixel layers to reject secondary interactions in the detector material.
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Figure 3.7: The vertex mass (a), energy fraction (b) and vertex finding efficiency (c) of
the inclusive secondary vertices found by the SV1 algorithm, for three different flavours
of jets.
All tracks from the remaining two-track vertices are combined into a single inclu-
sive vertex, using an iterative procedure to remove the track yielding the largest
contribution to the χ2 of the vertex fit until this contribution passes a predefined
threshold.
The SV1 tagging algorithm is based on the likelihood ratio formalism and exploits
three of the vertex properties: the vertex mass, i.e. the invariant mass of all tracks
used to reconstruct the vertex assuming that all tracks are pions, the energy frac-
tion, i.e. the ratio of the sum of energies of these tracks to the sum of the energies
of all tracks in the jet, and the number of two-track vertices. In addition, the
∆R between the jet direction and the direction of the line joining the primary
vertex and the secondary vertex is used in the LLR. Some of these properties are
illustrated in Figure 3.7 for b jets, c jets and light-flavour jets.
The JetFitter [37] exploits the topological structure of weak b and c hadron de-
cays inside the jet. A Kalman filter is used to find a common line on which the
primary vertex and the bottom and charm vertices lie, as well as their positions
on this line approximating the b hadron flight path. With this approach, the b
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and c hadron vertices are not merged, even when only a single track is attached to
each of them. In the JetFitter algorithm, the decay topology is described by the
following discrete variables: the number of vertices with at least two tracks, the
total number of tracks at these vertices, and the number of additional single track
vertices on the b hadron flight axis. The vertex information, instead, is condensed
in the following observables: the vertex mass, the energy fraction and the flight
length significance L
σL
, i.e. the average displaced vertex decay length divided by
its uncertainty. The six JetFitter variables defined above are used as input nodes
in an artificial neural network and, since the input variable distributions depend
on the pT and |η| of the jets, also the pT and |η| kinematic variables are included as
two additional input nodes. The JetFitter neural network has three output nodes
Pb, Pc and Pl corresponding to b, c and light-flavor jet hypotheses respectively,
and the network topology includes two hidden layers with 12 and 7 nodes. A dis-
criminating variable to select b jets and reject light-flavor jets is then defined from
the values of the corresponding output nodes: wJetFitter = ln
(
Pb
Pl
)
.
3.4.1.3 Combined tagging algorithm
The vertex-based algorithms exhibit much lower mistake rates than the impact
parameter-based ones, but their efficiency for actual b jets is limited by the sec-
ondary vertex finding efficiency. Therefore, both approaches are combined to define
a more powerful tagging algorithm.
The MV1 neural network is a perceptron with two hidden layers consisting of
three and two nodes, respectively, and an output layer with a single node which
holds the final discriminant variable. The input to the MV1 algorithm consists of
three variables: the two output weights from IP3D and SV1 algorithms and the
discriminant from the IP3D+JetFitter combination. The I3PD+JetFitter algo-
rithm is defined in the same way as the JetFitter algorithm itself but the output
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of the IP3D (a), SV1 (b) and IP3D+JetFitter (c) weights for b,
c and light-flavour jets. These three weights are used as inputs for the MV1 algorithm.
The spikes at wIP3D ≈ −20 and ≈ −30 correspond to pathological cases where the IP3D
weight could not be computed, due to the absence of good-quality tracks. The spike at
wSV1 ≈ −1 corresponds to jets in which no secondary vertex could be reconstructed by
the SV1 algorithm and where discrete probabilities for a b and light-flavour jet not to
have a vertex are assigned. The irregular behavior in wIP3D+JetFitter arises because both
the wIP3D and the wJetFitter distribution (not shown) exhibit several spikes.
weight of the IP3D algorithm is used as an additional input node and the number
of nodes in the two intermediate hidden layers is increased to 14 and 9, respec-
tively. The discriminating variable used in the MV1 algorithm is then defined
as wIP3D+JetFitter = ln
(
Pb
Pl
)
. A specific tuning of the IP3D+JetFitter algorithm to
provide a better discrimination between b and c jets uses wIP3D+JetFitter(c) = ln
(
Pb
Pc
)
as a discriminant. Distributions of the three MV1 input variables are shown in
Figure 3.8 for b jets, c jets and light-flavour jets in simulated tt¯ events, while Fig-
ure 3.9(a) shows the MV1 output weight distribution. Figure 3.9(b) shows the
light-flavour-jet rejection as a function of b-jet tagging efficiency.
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of the tagging weight obtained with the MV1 algorithm, for three
different flavors of jets (a) and light-flavour jet rejection versus b-jet tagging efficiency,
for various tagging algorithm (b).
3.5 Missing Transverse Energy
In a hadron collider event the missing transverse energy is defined as the momen-
tum imbalance in plane transverse to the beam axis, where momentum conserva-
tion is imposed. The transverse momentum imbalance can account for the presence
of undetectable neutrinos as well as new weakly-interacting particles. The missing
transverse energy EmissT is obtained from the negative vector sum of the momenta
of all particles detected in pp collisions.
The EmissT reconstruction [52] uses energy deposits in the calorimeters and muons
reconstructed in the muon spectrometer. The calculations is based on recon-
structed and calibrated physics objects in a specific order: electrons, photons,
hadronically decaying τ -leptons, jets and finally muons. Calorimeter deposits not
associated with any such objects are also taken into account in the EmissT recon-
struction in the so called soft term. The missing transverse energy is then defined
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as:
Emissx(y) = E
miss,e
x(y) + E
miss,γ
x(y) + E
miss,τ
x(y) + E
miss,jets
x(y) + E
miss,SoftTerm
x(y) + E
miss,µ
x(y) (3.6)
where each term is calculated as the negative sum of the calibrated reconstructed
objects, projected onto the x and y directions. The EmissT soft term is calculated
using only energy deposits from topological clusters [34] containing a significant
signal and, to avoid double counting energy, the parameterized muon energy loss
in the calorimeter is subtracted if the combined muon momentum is used [52].
In Eq.(3.6), electrons are calibrated with standard ATLAS electron calibration [45]
and photons are calibrated at the EM scale. The τ -jets are calibrated with the local
cluster weighting (LCW) [52,53] and corrected for the tau energy scale (TES) [54].
The jets are reconstructed with the anti-kt algorithm with distance parameter
R = 0.4 and the LCW+JES calibration is applied. Only jets with calibrated pT
greater than 20 GeV are used to calculate the jet term in Equation 3.6.
Chapter 4
The SM Higgs boson at ATLAS
In 2012, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
[57] reported the observation of a new particle [55,56] at a mass of about 125 GeV.
The discovery made in the search for the SM Higgs boson [18–23] is a milestone
of the spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking, achieved through the Brout-
Englert-Higgs mechanism which predicts the existence of a neutral scalar particle,
commonly known as the Higgs boson. While the SM does not predict the value
of its mass mH , the production cross sections σ and decay branching ratios (BR)
of the Higgs boson can be precisely calculated once the mass is known. There-
fore, precision measurements of the properties of the new particle are critical in
ascertaining whether the newly discovered particle is fully responsible for the elec-
troweak symmetry breaking mechanism and whether there are potential deviations
from the SM predictions.
4.1 Higgs boson phenomenology
In the SM, Higgs boson production at the LHC mainly occurs through the following
processes, listed in order of decreasing cross section at the center-of-mass energies
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Figure 1: Leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via the (a) ggF and (b) VBF production
processes.
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Figure 2: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson production via the (a) qq¯ ! VH and (b,c) gg ! ZH
production processes.
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Figure 3: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson production via the qq¯/gg ! tt¯H and qq¯/gg ! bbH
processes.
TheWH and ZH production processes are collectively referred to as theVH process. Other less important
production processes in the SM that are not directly searched for, but are considered in the combination, are
qq, gg ! bbH (bbH), also shown in Fig. 3, and the production in association with a single top quark (tH)
shown in Fig. 4. The latter proceeds through either the qb! tHq (tHq) (Figs. 4a and 4b) or gb! tHW
(tHW ) (Figs. 4c and 4d) process. The tH process is expected to have a negligible contribution in the SM
but may become important in some BSM scenarios.
Leading-order Feynman diagrams of the Higgs boson decays considered in the combination are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. The decays toW and Z bosons (Fig. 5a) and to fermions (Fig. 5b) proceed through tree-level
processes whereas the H !    decay is mediated byW -boson or heavy quark loops (Fig. 6).
The theoretical calculations of the SM Higgs boson production cross sections and decay branching ratios
have been reviewed and compiled by the LHCHiggs Cross SectionWorkingGroup in Refs. [25–27] and are
summarised with their overall uncertainties in Tables 1 and 2 for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
The SM predictions of the branching ratios for H ! gg, cc and Z  are included for completeness. Though
they are not explicitly searched for, they impact the combination through their contributions to the Higgs
boson width and, at a small level, through their expected yield in certain categories.
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Figure 4.1: Leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via the (a) ggF
and (b) V BF production processes.
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shown in Fig. 4. The latter proceeds through either the qb! tHq (tHq) (Figs. 4a and 4b) or gb! tHW
(tHW ) (Figs. 4c and 4d) process. The tH process is expected to have a negligible contribution in the SM
but may become important in some BSM scenarios.
Leading-order Feynman diagrams of the Higgs boson decays considered in the combination are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. The decays toW and Z bosons (Fig. 5a) and to fermions (Fig. 5b) proceed through tree-level
processes whereas the H !    decay is mediated byW -boson or heavy quark loops (Fig. 6).
The theoretical calculations of the SM Higgs boson production cross sections and decay branching ratios
have been reviewed and compiled by the LHCHiggs Cross SectionWorkingGroup in Refs. [25–27] and are
summarised with their overall uncertainties in Tables 1 and 2 for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
The SM predictions of the branching ratios for H ! gg, cc and Z  are included for completeness. Though
they are not explicitly searched for, they impact the combination through their contributions to the Higgs
boson width and, at a small level, through their expected yield in certain categories.
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Figur 4.2: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson production via the (a)
qq¯ → V H and (b,c) gg → ZH production processes.
of
√
s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV:
• the gluon fusion process (ggF) gg → H, as in Figure 4.1a;
• the vector boson fusion process (V BF) qq¯ → qq¯H, as in Figure 4.1b;
• the associated production with a W boson (WH) qq, qg → WH, as in Figure
4.2a;
• the associated production with a Z boson (ZH) pp → ZH, including the
gg → ZH process (ggZH), as in Figures 4.2a, 4.2b and 4.2c;
• the associated production with a pair of top quarks (tt¯H) qq, gg → tt¯H, as
in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson production via the qq¯/gg →
tt¯H and qq¯/gg → bbH processes.
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Figure 4: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of the Higgs boson production in association with a single top quark:
(a,b) tHq and (c,d) tHW .
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Figure 5: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson decays (a) toW and Z bosons and (b) to fermions.
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Figure 6: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson decays to a pair of photons.
2.2. Signal Monte Carlo simulation
All analyses use MC samples to model the Higgs boson production and decay kinematics, and to estimate
acceptance and selection e ciency. Table 3 summarises the event generators used by ATLAS and CMS
for the
p
s = 8 TeV data analyses.
The main features of the signal simulation are recalled here; for more details, the reader is referred to the
individual publications:
• for ggF and VBF both experiments use P      [30–34] for the event generation, interfaced either
to P     8 [35] (ATLAS) or P     6.4 [36] (CMS) for the simulation of the parton shower, of the
hadronisation, and of the underlying event, referred to in the following as UEPS (underlying event
and parton shower).
• in the case of WH and ZH production, both experiments use leading-order (LO) event generators
for all quark-initiated processes, namely P     8 in ATLAS and P     6.4 in CMS. A prominent
exception is the more sensitive H ! bb decay channel, for which ATLAS uses P     /P     8,
while CMS uses P     /H     ++ [37]. The ggZH production process is also important to
consider, even though it contributes only approximately 8% to the total ZH production cross
7
Figure 4.4: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson decays (a) to W and Z
bosons and (b) to fermions.
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2.2. Signal Monte Carlo simulation
All analyses use MC samples to model the Higgs boson production and decay kinematics, and to estimate
acceptance and selection e ciency. Table 3 summarises the event generators used by ATLAS and CMS
for the
p
s = 8 TeV data analyses.
The main features of the signal simulation are recalled here; for more details, the reader is referred to the
individual publications:
• for ggF and VBF both experiments use P      [30–34] for the event generation, interfaced either
to P     8 [35] (ATLAS) or P     6.4 [36] (CMS) for the simulation of the parton shower, of the
hadronisation, and of the underlying event, referred to in the following as UEPS (underlying event
and parton shower).
• in the case of WH and ZH production, both experiments use leading-order (LO) event generators
for all quark-initiated processes, namely P     8 in ATLAS and P     6.4 in CMS. A prominent
exception is the more sensitive H ! bb decay channel, for which ATLAS uses P     /P     8,
while CMS uses P     /H     ++ [37]. The ggZH production process is also important to
consider, even though it contributes only approximately 8% to the total ZH production cross
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Figure 4.5: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of Higgs boson decays to a pair of photons.
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Production Cross section [pb] Order of
process
√
s = 7 TeV
√
s = 8 TeV calculation
ggF 15.0± 1.6 19.2± 2.0 NNLO(QCD)+NLO(EW)
V BF 1.22± 0.03 1.58± 0.04 NLO(QCD+EW)+ NNLO(QCD)
WH 0.577± 0.016 0.703± 0.018 NNLO(QCD)+NLO(EW)
ZH 0.334± 0.013 0.414± 0.016 NNLO(QCD)+NLO(EW)
bbH 0.156± 0.021 0.203± 0.028 5FS NNLO(QCD)+ 4FS NLO(QCD)
ttH 0.086± 0.009 0.129± 0.014 NLO(QCD)
tH 0.012± 0.001 0.018± 0.001 NLO(QCD)
Total 17.4± 1.6 22.3± 2.0
Table 4.1: SM predictions of the Higgs boson production cross sections together with their
theory uncertainties. The value of the Higgs boson mass is assumed to be mH = 125.09
GeV and the predictions are obtained by linear interpolation from those at 125.0 and
125.1 GeV from Reference [78] except for the tH cross section, which is obtained from
Reference [68]. The ZH cross section includes at NNLO(QCD) both the quark-initiated,
i.e. qq → ZH or qg → ZH, and the gg → ZH contributions. The uncertainties on
the cross sections are evaluated as the quadratic sum of the uncertainties resulting from
variations of QCD scale, parton distribution functions and αS . The uncertainty on the
tH cross section is calculated following the procedure of Reference [79]. The order of the
theory calculations for the different production processes is also indicated.
TheWH and ZH production process are collectively referred to as the V H process,
usually known as Higgsstrahlung. Other less important production processes in the
SM are the qq, gg → bbH (bbH), also shown in Figure 4.3, and the production
in association with a single top quark (tH). The latter proceeds through either
the qb → tHq (tHq) or gb → tHW (tHW ) process. However, the tH process is
expected to have a negligible contribution in the SM.
Leading-order Feynman diagrams of the Higgs boson decays are shown in Figures
4.4 and 4.5. The decays to W and Z bosons (Figure 4.4a) and to fermions (Figure
4.4b) proceed through tree-level processes whereas H → γγ decay is mediated
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Decay channel Branching ratio [%]
H → bb 57.5± 1.9
H → WW 21.6± 0.9
H → gg 8.56± 0.86
H → ττ 6.30± 0.36
H → cc 2.90± 0.35
H → ZZ 2.67± 0.11
H → γγ 0.228± 0.011
H → Zγ 0.155± 0.014
H → µµ 0.022± 0.001
Table 4.2: SM predictions for the decay branching ratios of a Higgs boson with a mass
of 125.09 GeV, together with their uncertainties. The predictions are obtained from
Reference [78].
by W -boson or heavy quark loops (Figure 4.5). The theoretical calculation of
the SM Higgs boson production cross sections and decay branching ratios are
summarized with their overall uncertainties in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for a Higgs boson
mass mH = 125.09 GeV.
To interpret the Higgs boson yields, a signal strength parameter µ is usually used
which is defined as the ratio between the measured Higgs boson rate and its SM
expectation: for a specific production and decay channel i → H → f , the signal
strength for the i production process µi and for the f decay channel µf are defined
as:
µi =
σi
(σi)SM
and µf =
BRf(
BRf
)
SM
(4.1)
where the “SM” subscript refers to the corresponding SM predictions and so, by
definition, µi = 1 and µf = 1 in the SM. Since σi and BRf cannot be separately
measured without additional assumptions, only the product µi × µf can be ex-
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tracted experimentally, leading to a signal strength µfi for the overall i→ H → f
process:
µfi =
σi × BRf
(σi)SM ×
(
BRf
)
SM
= µi × µf (4.2)
Thus, for a given analysis a, the number of signal events nas can be written as:
nas =
∑
i
∑
f
µi (σi)SM × µf
(
BRf
)
SM
× Aaif × εaif × La (4.3)
where the i and f indices indicate the production processes and decay channels
contribution to the considered analysis, Aaif represents the detector acceptance de-
rived from MC simulation of the considered SM processes, εaif si the reconstruction
efficiency within the acceptance and La the integrated luminosity for the given a
analysis.
4.2 Mass measurement
The LHC Collaborations have chosen a model-independent approach to measure
the Higgs boson mass based on the mass spectra of the two decay modes H → γγ
and H → ZZ∗ → 4`. In these two channels the Higgs boson produces a nar-
row mass peak from which the mass can be extracted without assumptions on
the signal production and decay yields. Interference effects are expected between
the Higgs boson signal and SM background processes but the contribution is still
negligible compared to the present experimental resolution.
4.2.1 H → γγ decay channel
The H → γγ channel provides good sensitivity to Higgs boson mass, due to the
excellent mass resolution in the diphoton final state, allowing the observation of
a narrow mass peak over a smooth background which can be determined directly
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Figure 4.6: Invariant mass distribution in the H → γγ analysis for data (7 TeV and
8 TeV samples combined), showing weighted data points with errors and the result of
the simultaneous fit to all categories. The fitted signal plus background is shown, along
with the background-only component of this fit. The different categories are summed
together with a weight given by the signal-to-background ratio in each category. The
bottom panel shows the difference between the summed weights and the background
component of the fit.
from data. The EM calorimeter provides a measurement of the photon energy and
direction, utilizing its longitudinal segmentation. The typical mass resolution is
1.7 GeV for a 125 GeV Higgs boson mass. The main background is continuum
γγ production with smaller contribution, of about 20%, from γ+jet and dijet pro-
cesses. The diphoton invariant mass mγγ is computed using the measured photon
energies and their opening angle estimated from the selected primary vertex and
the photon impact points in the calorimeter. The transverse energy is required to
be ET > 0.35×mγγ for the photon with the highest ET and ET > 0.25×mγγ for the
photon with the second highest ET. This selection leads to a smoother background
distribution compared to using fixed cuts on ET. The combined signal reconstruc-
tion and selection efficiency for the Higgs boson signal at an assumed mass of 125
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GeV is around 40%. In total 94627 (17225) events are selected in the 8 TeV (7
TeV) dataset with 105 < mγγ < 160 GeV. The mass spectra is fitted assuming
the signal-plus-background hypothesis, using an unbinned maximum likelihood fit
with a given background and signal parameterization. Figure 4.6 shows the result
of the simultaneous fit to the data over all categories. All categories are summed
together with a weight given by the signal-to-background ratio in each category.
The fitted parameters of interest for the signal are the Higgs boson mass and the
signal strength and the measured Higgs boson mass in the H → γγ decay channel
is:
mH = 125.98± 0.42 (stat)± 0.28 (syst) GeV = 125.98± 0.50 GeV (4.4)
where the first error represents the statistical uncertainty and the second the sys-
tematic uncertainty. Finally, the mass measurement is performed leaving the
overall signal strength free in the fit and, thus, the measured signal strength µ
normalized to the SM expectation is found to be µ = 1.29± 0.30.
4.2.2 H → ZZ∗ → 4` decay channel
The H → ZZ∗ → 4` channel provides good sensitivity to the measurement of the
Higgs properties due to its high signal-to-background ratio, which is about two in
the signal mass window 120-130 GeV, and its excellent mass resolution.The typical
mass resolution varies from 1.6 GeV fro the 4µ final state to 2.2 GeV for the 4e
final state. For the SM Higgs boson with a mass of about 125 GeV, the dominant
background is the
(
Z(∗)/γ∗
) (
Z(∗)/γ∗
) → 4` process, with a smaller contribution
expected from Z+jets and tt¯ processes. Higgs boson candidates are formed by
selecting a lepton quadruplet, i.e. two same-flavor opposite sign lepton pairs, and,
since multiple quadruplets within a single event are possible, the selection is done
separately keeping only a single quadruplet per channel with lepton pairs compat-
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ible with Z boson mass. For the 8 TeV data, the combined signal reconstruction
and selection efficiency for mH = 125 GeV is 39% for the 4µ channel, 27% for the
2e2µ/2µ2e channel and 20% for the 4e channel. To reduce the impact of the ZZ∗
background on the cited mass, a multivariate discriminant based on a boosted
decision tree (BDT) is used and the Higgs boson mass is extracted applying a
two-dimensional (2D) fit to the quadruplet invariant mass m4` and BDT output.
The measured Higgs boson mass obtained with the 2D method is:
mH = 124.51± 0.52 (stat)± 0.06 (syst) GeV = 124.51± 0.52 GeV (4.5)
where the first error represents the statistical uncertainty and the second the sys-
tematic uncertainty. Finally, the measured signal strength for the inclusive selec-
tion is µ = 1.66+0.45−0.38 consistent with the SM expectation.
4.2.3 Combined mass measurement
The measured masses from the H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ → 4` channels are
combined following a statistical method based on the profile likelihood ratio Λ (α),
defined as:
Λ (α) =
L
(
α,
ˆˆ
θ (α)
)
L
(
αˆ, θˆ
) (4.6)
and which depends on one or more parameters of interest α, e.g. the Higgs bosons
mass mH or the signal strength µ, as well as on the nuisance parameters θ. The
likelihood functions in Equation 4.6 are built using sums of signal and background
PDFs in the discriminating variables, e.g. the γγ mass spectra mγγ or the four-
lepton invariant mass m4` and BDT output distributions. The PDFs are derived
from simulation for the signal and from both data and simulation for the back-
ground and likelihood fits to the observed data are carried out for parameters of
interest. The vector θˆ denotes the unconditional maximum likelihood estimate of
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Figure 4.7: (a) Distribution of the four-lepton invariant mass m4` for the selected candi-
dates in the mass range 80 - 170 GeV for the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV data samples.
Superimposed are the expected distributions of a SM Higgs boson signal for mH = 124.5
GeV normalized to the measured signal strength, as well as the expected ZZ∗ and re-
ducible backgrounds. (b) Distribution of the BDTZZ∗ output versus m4` for the selected
candidates in the 110-140 GeV mass range for the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV data sam-
ples. The expected distribution for a SM Higgs with mH = 124.5 GeV is indicated by
the size of the blue boxes and the total background is indicated by the intensity of the
red shading.
the parameter values and ˆˆθ denotes the conditional maximum likelihood estimate
for given fixed values of the parameters of interest α. Systematic uncertainties and
their correlations are modeled by introducing nuisance parameters θ described by
likelihood functions associated with the estimate of the corresponding effect. the
choice of the parameters of interest depends on the test under consideration, with
the remaining parameters treated as nuisance parameters, i.e. set to the values
that maximizes the likelihood function (“profiled”) for the given fixed values of the
parameters of interest.
For the combined mass measurement, hypothesized values of mH are tested us-
ing the profile likelihood ratio defined in terms of mH and treating µγγ (mH) and
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Figure 4.8: (a) Value of −2 ln Λ as a function of mH for the individual h → γγ and
H → ZZ∗ → 4` channels and their combination, where the signal strengths µγγ and
µ4` are allowed to vary independently. The dashed lines show the statistical component
of the mass measurements. For the H → ZZ∗ → 4` channel, this is indistinguishable
from the solid line that includes that systematic uncertainties. (b) Likelihood contours
−2 ln Λ(S,mH) as a function of the normalized signal yield S = σ/σSM(mH = 125.36
GeV) and mH for the H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ → 4` channels and their combination,
including all systematic uncertainties. For the combined contour, a common normalized
signal yield S is used. The markers indicate the maximum likelihood estimates in the
corresponding channels.
µ4` (mH) as independent nuisance parameters, so as to make no assumptions about
the SM Higgs couplings:
Λ (mH) =
L
(
mH , ˆˆµγγ (mH) , ˆˆµ4l (mH) ,
ˆˆ
θ (mH)
)
L
(
mˆH , µˆγγ, µˆ4l, θˆ
) (4.7)
The resulting combined mass measurement is:
mH = 125.36± 0.37 (stat)± 0.18 (syst) GeV = 125.36± 0.41 GeV (4.8)
where the first error represents the statistical uncertainty and the second the sys-
tematic uncertainty. The statistical observable −2 ln Λ (mH), which behaves as a
χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom, is shown in Figure 4.8(a). Finally,
the profile likelihood ratio Λ (S, mH) as a function of both mH and the normal-
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ized signal yields S is extracted. The normalized signal yield is defined as S =
σ/σSM (mH = 125.36 GeV) which differs from the signal strength µ = σ/σSM (mH)
only for the fixed value of the Higgs boson mass mH . Asymptotically, the test
statistic −2 ln Λ (S, mH) is distributed as a χ2 distribution with two degrees of
freedom. The resulting 68% and 95% CL contours are shown in Figure 4.8(b)
from which no significant correlation between the two fitted variables is observed,
confirming the model-independence of the mass measurement.
4.3 Signal strength measurement
In ATLAS, several analyses has been designed for maximum sensitivities to SM
Higgs boson production from different processes, exploiting in particular the dif-
ferences in kinematics through categorization of the selected events. Thus the
yields of different Higgs boson production processes and decays can be extracted.
The Higgs boson coupling strengths to SM vector bosons and fermions in differ-
ent benchmark models has been probed for the measured Higgs boson mass of
mH = 125.36 GeV. All results have been obtained assuming the Higgs boson has
a narrow total decay width such that its production and decay factorize.
4.3.1 H → γγ
In the H → γγ analysis [58] the Higgs boson signal is measured in events with at
least two isolated and well-identified photon candidates (see Section 4.2.1). The
diphoton candidate events are grouped into twelve exclusive categories separately
for the
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV datasets; the order of categorization is chosen to give
precedence to production modes with the most distinct signatures. Each category
is optimized by adjusting the event selection criteria to minimize the expected
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uncertainty on the signal yield of the targeted production mode.
The first two categories are designed for ttH production based on the topology of
leptonic and hadronic decays of the associated tt¯ pair.The next four categories are
optimized for V H production, targeting one-lepton, dilepton, EmissT and hadronic
signatures of W and Z boson decays. Events from V BF production are identified
by requiring two well-separated and high-pT jets and little hadronic activity be-
tween them.
4.3.2 H → ZZ∗ → 4`
The H → ZZ∗ → 4` analysis [59] has a high signal-to-ratio background and the
Higgs boson candidates are selected by requiring two pairs of isolated, same-flavor
and opposite-charge leptons, as already described in Section 4.2.2.
To measure the rates of different production processes, each H → ZZ∗ → 4`
candidate is assigned to one of four categories depending on event characteristics
beyond the four selected leptons. The V BF category consists of candidates with
two additional jets with dijet massmjj > 130 GeV. The events failing this selection
are considered for the V H-hadronic category, where the dijet mass is required to
be 40 GeV < mjj < 130 GeV. Events failing the V BF and V H-hadronic catego-
rization criteria are considered for the V H-leptonic category with the requirement
of an additional lepton. Finally, the remaining events are assigned to the ggF
category.
4.3.3 H → WW ∗
Analyses targeting the ggF, V BF and V H production modes [60,61] are performed
for the H → WW ∗ decay channel. The ggF and V BF production processes are
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explored through the H → WW ∗ → `ν`ν decay and the V H process is studied in
final states with two or more leptons.
The analysis of the ggF and V BF production processes [60] selects the signal
candidate events by requiring two oppositely charged leptons.Candidates are cat-
egorized according to the number of jets (Njet) and to the flavors of the leptons.
The categorys targeting ggF production include Njet = 0, 1 and ≥ 2 and are fur-
ther divided into the same- and different-flavor leptons for Njet = 0, 1. Only the
different-flavor leptons are considered for Njet ≥ 2. The categories targeting VBF
production require Njet ≥ 2, separately for the same- or different-flavour leptons.
The primary background processes are WW , top quark (tt¯ and Wt), W+jets,
Drell-Yan, and other diboson production. Most of the background contributions
are estimated from data. For the ggF categories, the final signal region is selected
by requiring the dilepton mass m`` < 55 GeV and their azimuthal angular separa-
tion ∆φ`` < 1.8 and the signal is extracted through a combined fit to the transverse
mass distributions of the dilepton plus EmissT system in both the signal and control
regions of different categories and lepton flavours.
The V H analysis [61] is optimized for different lepton multiplicities: opposite-
charge dileptons, same-charge deletions, three and four leptons. Dilepton final
states target V H production with the H → WW ∗ decay with two bosons de-
caying leptonically and the other hadronically. The opposite-charge deletion final
state selects events with two or more jets, with the value of mjj required to be
close to the W and Z boson masses. The same-charge dilepton category accepts
events with either one or two jets. The three-lepton final state targets WH with
H → WW ∗ and has the highest sensitivity of the four final states. The three
leptons are required to have a net charge of ±1 and the event can have at most
one jet. The four-lepton category is designed to accept events from ZH produc-
tion with the H → WW ∗ decay. The net charge of the leptons is required to be
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zero and at least one pair of leptons is required to have the same flavour, opposite
charge, and an invariant mass close to the Z boson mass.
4.3.4 H → ττ
The H → ττ analysis [62] considers both the leptonic (τlep) and hadronic (τhad) de-
cays of the τ lepton. Three sub-channels (τlepτlep, τlepτhad and τhadτhad) are defined
by orthogonal requirements on the number of reconstructed hadronic τ decays and
leptons (electrons or muons) in the event.
Candidate events are divided into boosted and V BF categories. the boosted cate-
gory signal events where the Higgs boson is produced with a large boost, primarily
from the ggF process, and requires the transverse momentum of the reconstructed
Higgs boson candidate to be greater than 100 GeV. The V BF category contains
events with two jets separated in pseudorapidity and targets signal events pro-
duced through the vector boson fusion process.
In all three sub-channels, the most important backgrounds are irreducible Z → ττ
events and events with one or two jets misidentified as τ lepton decay products
(mostly form multijet and W+jets production).
4.3.5 V H with H → bb¯
The H → bb¯ decay mode is predicted in the SM to have the largest branching
ratio (see Table 4.2). In spite of this large branching ratio, an inclusive search for
H → bb¯ is not feasible because of the overwhelming background from multijet pro-
duction. Associated production of a Higgs boson with a vector boson in V , offers
a viable alternative because leptonic decays of the vector boson, W → `ν, Z → ``
and Z → νν can be efficiently used for triggering and background reduction.
The search for associated V H production with H → bb¯ [63] is performed for events
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containing zero, one or two charged leptons. Contributions from W → τν and
Z → ττ decays in which the τ leptons subsequently decay to electrons or muons
are also included. A b-tagging algorithm is used to identify jets from H → bb¯ de-
cays. To improve the sensitivity, the three channels are each split into categories
according to the vector-boson transverse momentum pVT the number of jets, and
the number and quality of the b-tagged jets. Topological and kinematic selection
criteria are applied within each of the resulting categories. The categories pro-
viding most of the sensitivity are those requiring two b-tagged jets and large pVT .
The categories with low sensitivity are used to constrain the contributions of the
dominant background processes.
4.3.6 H → Zγ
The H → Zγ analysis [64] with Z → `` searches for a narrow peak in the re-
constructed ``γ invariant-mass distribution around 125 GeV over a smooth back-
ground. The Z+γ production, Z → ``γ radiative decays and Z+jets events where
a jet is misidentified as a photon dominate the background contributions.
The analysis selects two isolated leptons of same flavor and opposite charge and
one isolated photon. The invariant mass of the dilepton system must satisfy
m`` > mZ − 10 GeV and the three-body invariant mass must be consistent with
the mass of the Higgs boson. To enhance the sensitivity of the analysis, events are
classified into categories with different signal-to-background ratios and invariant-
mass resolutions, based on the pseudorapidity difference ∆ηZγ between the photon
and the Z boson and pTt, the component of the Higgs boson candidate pT that is
orthogonal to the Zγ thrust axis in the transverse plane.
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4.3.7 H → µµ
The H → µµ analysis [65] searches for a narrow peak in the dimuon invariant
mass mµµ distribution over a smooth background, where the width of the signal
is dominated by the experimental resolution. The mass spectrum is dominated by
the continuously falling background due to Z/γ∗ production, with smaller contri-
butions from top quark and diboson production.
The selected events containing a pair of oppositely charged muons are separated
into seven mutually exclusive categories based on the V BF dijet signature, the
muon pseudorapidity ηµ and the transverse momentum of the dimuon system pµµT .
The events with two or more jets that match selections designed for the VBF pro-
cess are accepted in the V BF signal region. This categorisation takes advantage
of the higher momentum resolution for muons reconstructed in the central part of
the detector, and high pµµT for the expected SM signal.
4.3.8 ttH production
Searches for qq¯/gg → tt¯H production have been performed with three analyses
targeting the Higgs boson decays H → bb¯, H → (WW ∗, ττ , ZZ∗)→ leptons and
H → γγ. The search in the H → γγ decay mode uses both √s = 7 and 8 TeV
data, while the other two use only the
√
s = 8 TeV data.
The search for ttH production with H → bb¯ [66] considers two separate selections
optimised for single-lepton and dilepton final states of tt¯ decays. In the single-
lepton channel, events are required to have one isolated electron or muon and at
least four jets. In the dilepton channel, events are required to have two opposite-
charge leptons and at least two jets. In both cases at least two b-tagged jets are
required. Candidate events are categorised according to the jet and b-jet multi-
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plicities with a total of nine (six) categories for the single-lepton (dilepton) final
states.
The ttH search with H → WW ∗, ττ and ZZ∗ decays [67] exploits several multilep-
ton signatures resulting from leptonic decays of vector bosons and/or the presence
of τ leptons. The events are categorised by the number of reconstructed electrons
or muons and hadronic τ candidates. The five channels used in this combination
are: one lepton with two hadronic τ candidates, two same-charge leptons with zero
or one hadronic τ candidate, three leptons, and four leptons.
The ttH search in the H → γγ channel [68] is part of the analysis H → γγ (see
Section 4.3.1).
4.3.9 Global signal strength
The signal-strength parameter is a measure of potential deviations from the SM
prediction under the assumption that the Higgs boson production and decay kine-
matics do not change appreciably from the SM expectations. In particular, the
transverse momentum and rapidity distributions of the Higgs boson are assumed
to be those predicted for the SM Higgs boson by state-of-the-art event generators
and calculations of each production process. This assumption is corroborated by
studies such as the measurements of differential production cross sections and tests
of spin and CP properties of the Higgs boson. Figure 4.9 shows the measurements
of the signal-strength parameter µ from a simultaneous fit to all decay channels
analysed, assuming SM values for the cross-section ratios of different Higgs boson
production processes (or equivalently all µi’s of Equation 4.2 are set to be equal).
Assuming a multiplier common to all decay modes, signal-strength measurements
of individual decay modes can be combined to give a global and more precise
measurement, providing the simplest consistency test with the SM expectation.
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Figure 4.9: The observed signal strengths and uncertainties for different Higgs boson
decay channels and their combination for mH = 125.36 GeV. Higgs boson signals corre-
sponding to the same decay channel are combined together for all analyses, assuming SM
values for the cross section ratios of different production processes. The best-fit values
are shown by the solid vertical lines. The total ±1σ uncertainties are indicated by green
shaded bands, with the individual contributions from the statistical uncertainty (top),
the total (experimental and theoretical) systematic uncertainty (middle), and the signal
theoretical uncertainty (bottom) on the signal strength shown as horizontal error bars.
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Combining all measurements using the profile likelihood ratio Λ (µ) results in a
global signal-strength value of:
µ = 1.18+0.15−0.14 = 1.18± 0.10(stat.)± 0.07(syst.)+0.08−0.07(theo.) (4.9)
where the labels stat., syst. and theo. refer to statistical, systematic, and signal
theoretical uncertainties, respectively. The signal theoretical uncertainty includes
contributions from uncertainties in SM cross sections and branching ratios as well
as in the modelling of the production and decays of the Higgs boson. The theoret-
ical uncertainties of background processes are included in the uncertainty labelled
as systematic uncertainty. This result is consistent with the SM expectation of
µ = 1, with a p-value of 18%. All individual measurements of the signal-strength
parameters are consistent and compatible with the combined value, with a p-value
of 76%.
4.3.10 Individual production processes
The measurements of the signal strengths described above assume the SM predic-
tions of the relative contributions of different Higgs boson production processes
and/or decay channels. Thus they may conceal differences between data and theo-
retical predictions. Therefore, in addition to the signal strengths of different decay
channels, the signal strengths of different production modes are also determined,
exploiting the sensitivity offered by the use of event categories in the analyses of
all channels.
The Higgs boson production modes can be probed with four signal strength param-
eters: µggF, µV BF, µV H and µttH , one for each main production mode, assuming
the SM values of the Higgs boson decay branching ratios. This assumption is
equivalent to set µf = 1 in Equation 4.2. The SM predictions of the signal yields
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Production Signal strength µ at mH = 125.36 GeV
process
√
s = 8 TeV Combined
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV
ggF 1.23+0.25−0.21 1.23
+0.23
−0.20
V BF 1.55+0.39−0.35 1.23± 0.32
V H 0.93± 0.39 0.80± 0.36
ttH 1.62± 0.78 1.81± 0.80
Table 4.3: Measured signal strengths µ at mH = 125.36 GeV and their total ±1σ un-
certainties for different production modes for the
√
s = 8 TeV data and the combination
with the
√
s = 7 TeV data. The
√
s = 7 TeV data do not have sufficient statistical power
to yield meaningful measurements for individual production modes, but are included in
the combination. These results are derived using the SM values of the Higgs boson decay
branching ratios.
are scaled by these four production-dependent parameters.
The best-fit values of these parameters for the
√
s = 8 TeV data separately and
in combination with the
√
s = 7 TeV data are shown in Table 4.3 and in Figure
4.10. The signal strength measurements are in reasonable agreement with the SM
predictions of unity. The signal strength measurements are extrapolated to total
cross-section measurements for each production process, as shown in Table 4.4.
The different cross sections can be summed to obtain an overall extrapolated cross
section for Higgs boson production. The resulting total Higgs boson production
cross sections at the two energies are
σH (7 TeV) = 22.1
+7.4
−6.0 = 22.1
+6.7
−5.3(stat.)
+2.7
−2.3(syst.)
+1.9
−1.4(theo.) pb
σH (8 TeV) = 27.7± 3.7 = 27.7± 3.0(stat.)+2.0−1.7(syst.)+1.2−0.9(theo.) pb
(4.10)
to be compared with the theoretical predictions of 17.4 ± 1.6 pb at √s = 7 TeV
and 22.3± 2.0 pb at √s = 8 TeV.
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Figure 4.10: The best-fit signal-strength values of different production modes determined
from the combined fit to the
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV data. The inner and outer error bars
correspond to 68% CL and 95% CL intervals. Total uncertainties combining statistical,
experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties are shown. The fit assumes the
SM values of the Higgs boson decay branching ratios for mH = 125.36 GeV.
Production process Cross section [pb] at
√
s = 8 TeV
ggF 23.9± 3.6
V BF 2.43± 0.58
V H 1.03± 0.53
ttH 0.24± 0.11
Table 4.4: Measured cross sections of different Higgs boson production processes at√
s = 8 TeV for mH = 125.36 GeV obtained from the signal-strength values of Table 4.3.
Their SM predictions can be found in Table 4.1. The theoretical uncertainties here arise
from the modelling of Higgs boson production and decays. These results are derived
using the SM values of the Higgs boson decay branching ratios.
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4.4 Indirect limits on BSMs
The searches for deviations from rates of Higgs boson production and decay pre-
dicted by the SM are crucial to test theories beyond the Standard Model, as the
2HDM s discussed in Section 1.4. Simultaneous fits of multiple production and
decay channels can be performed to interpret data in various benchmark models,
provideing indirect limits on the BSM parameters.
The ATLAS Collaborations performed indirect searches using up to 4.7 fb−1 of
pp collision data at
√
s = 7 TeV and up to 20.3 fb−1 at
√
s = 8 TeV. For the
determination of the couplings in the visible Higgs boson decay channels, the ex-
perimental inputs include search results and measurements of Higgs boson decays:
h → γγ [58], h → ZZ∗ → 4` [59], h → WW ∗ → 2`2ν [60, 61], h → Zγ [64],
h→ bb [63], h→ ττ [62] and h→ µµ [65] (` = e, µ).
For each production mode j and visible decay channel k, µ is normalized to the
SM expectation for that channel so that µ = 1 corresponds to the SM Higgs boson
hypothesis and µ = 0 to the background-only hypothesis:
µ =
σj × BRk
σj,SM × BRk,SM (4.11)
where σj is the production cross section, BRk is the branching ratio and the sub-
script “SM” denotes their SM expectations.
The likelihood function for the Higgs boson coupling measurements is built as a
product of the likelihoods of all measured Higgs boson channels, where for each
channel the likelihood is built using sums of signal and background probability
density functions in the discriminating variables.
Confidence intervals are extracted by taking tα = −2 ln Λ(α) to follow an asymp-
totic χ2 distribution with the corresponding number of degrees of freedom [67].
For the EW singlet model, a physical boundary imposes a lower bound on the
model parameter under study. The confidence intervals reported are based on the
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profile likelihood ratio where parameters are restricted to the allowed region of
parameter space. This restriction of the likelihood ratio to the allowed region of
parameter space is similar to the Feldman-Cousins technique [70] and provides pro-
tection against artificial exclusions due to fluctuations into the unphysical regime.
However, the confidence interval is defined by the standard χ2 cutoff, leading to
overcoverage near the physical boundaries as demonstrated by toy examples. The
Higgs boson couplings also have physical boundaries in the two-dimensional pa-
rameter space of the 2HDM, which are treated in a similar fashion.
4.4.1 2HDM s indirect limits
The Higgs boson rate measurements in different production and decay modes are
interpreted in each of the four types of 2HDM s discussed in Section 1.4, taking
the observed Higgs boson to be the light CP-even neutral Higgs boson h. This
is done by rescaling the production and decay rates as functions of the coupling
scale factors [ξV , ξu, ξd, ξ`]. These coupling scale factors are in turn expressed as a
function of the underlying parameters, the two angles β and α, using the relations
shown in Table 1.1.
The two parameters of interest correspond to the quantities cos(β −α) and tan β.
The 2HDM possesses an “alignment limit” at cos(β − α) = 0 [71] in which all
the Higgs boson couplings approach their respective SM values. The 2HDM also
allows for limits on the magnitudes of the various couplings that are similar to the
SM values, but with a negative relative sign of the couplings to particular types of
fermions. These limits appear in the regions where cos(β + α) = 0. For example,
in the Type II model the region where cos(β + α) = 0, corresponding to the sign
change α → −α, has a “wrong-sign Yukawa limit” [72, 73] with couplings similar
to the SM values except for a negative coupling to down-type quarks. The case for
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the Flipped model is similar, but with a negative coupling to both the leptons and
down-type quarks. An analogous “symmetric limit” [73] appears in the Lepton-
specific model. Figure 4.11 shows the regions of the [cos(β − α), tan β] plane
that are excluded at a CL of at least 95% for each of the four types of 2HDM s,
overlaid with the exclusion limits expected for the SM Higgs sector. The α and
β parameters are taken to satisfy 0 ≤ β ≤ pi/2 and 0 ≤ β − α ≤ pi without loss
of generality. The observed and expected exclusion regions in cos(β − α) depend
on the particular functional dependence of the couplings on β and α, which are
different for the down-type quarks and leptons in each of the four types of 2HDM s.
There is a physical boundary ξV ≤ 1 in all four 2HDM types, to which the profile
likelihood ratio is restricted. The data are consistent with the alignment limit at
cos(β − α) = 0, where the light Higgs boson couplings approach the SM values,
within approximately one standard deviation or better in each of the models. In
each of the Type II, Lepton-specific, and Flipped models, at the upper right of the
[cos(β−α), tan β] plane where tan β is moderate, there is a narrow, curved region
or “petal” of allowed parameter space with the surrounding region being excluded.
These three allowed upper petals correspond respectively to an inverted sign of the
coupling to down-type fermions (τ lepton and b quark), leptons (τ and µ), or the
b quark. These couplings are measured with insufficient precision to be excluded.
There is no upper petal at high tan β in Type I as all the Yukawa couplings are
identical.
For this analysis, only the range 0.1 ≤ tan β ≤ 10 was considered. The regions of
compatibility extend to larger and smaller tan β values, but with a correspondingly
narrower range of cos(β − α). The confidence intervals drawn are derived from a
χ2 distribution with two parameters of interest, corresponding to the quantities
cos(β −α) and tan β. However, at cos(β −α) = 0 the likelihood is independent of
the model parameter β, effectively reducing the number of parameters of interest
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(a) Type I (b) Type II
(c) Lepton-specific (d) Flipped
Figure 4.11: Regions of the [cos(β − α), tanβ] plane of four types of 2HDM s excluded
by fits to the measured rates of Higgs boson production and decays. The likelihood
contours where −2 ln Λ = 6.0, corresponding approximately to the 95% CL (2 std. dev.),
are indicated for both the data and the expectation for the SM Higgs sector. The cross
in each plot marks the observed best-fit value. The light shaded and hashed regions
indicate the observed and expected exclusions, respectively. The α and β parameters are
taken to satisfy 0 ≤ β ≤ pi/2 and 0 ≤ β − α ≤ pi without loss of generality.
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locally to one. Hence the test-statistic distribution for two parameters of interest
that is used leads to some overcoverage near cos(β − α) = 0.
Chapter 5
The H → ZZ → `±`∓qq¯ channel
This thesis work presents the search for a heavy Higgs boson in the H → ZZ →
``qq¯ channel in the Higgs boson mass range 200 < mH < 1000 GeV. The search
presented here uses ATLAS data from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) taken
during 2012 at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV, corresponding to 20.3± 0.6 fb−1
of integrated luminosity. The present analysis builds on the previously published
analysis of 2011 data for the high-mass (200 - 600 GeV) region [74,75].
Besides the increased integrated luminosity and collision energy, major changes
from the previous analyses include a re-optimized event selection, the inclusion of
the vector boson fusion (V BF) production category and separate selections op-
timized for the case where the Z boson is boosted and the two quarks from the
Z → qq decay are reconstructed as a single jet. The latter selection is important
for Higgs boson masses above about 700 GeV.
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5.1 Data and Monte Carlo samples
All Monte Carlo samples are generated with a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV and
passed through the simulation of the ATLAS detector [76]. In order to have a
sufficient MC statistics, the “ATLFast II” simulation [77] is used for almost all
samples with the exception of the signal and the Z/W+jets Sherpa samples with
pT > 280 GeV. To account for the differences in the distribution of pile-up events
between the MC simulation and data, the MC samples are reweighted according
to the standard procedure.
5.1.1 Data sample
The data used in this analysis were recorded by the ATLAS detector during 2012
proton run and comprise 20.3 ± 0.6 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. The data are
subsequently required to satisfy several conditions ensuring that the ATLAS de-
tector was operational with good efficiency while that data were collected. This
is implanted using a Good Run List (GRL) based on the ATLAS Data Quality
(DQ) flags. The GRL used is the standard ATLAS “All_Good” one.
5.1.2 Signal samples
In the case of a SM-like heavy Higgs, the signal samples can be divided into two re-
gions in Higgs massmH based on the SM Higgs decay width ΓH : 200 GeV < mH <
400 GeV and 400 GeV ≤ mH ≤ 1000 GeV. The distinction is well-motivated
within the SM by theoretical considerations related to the increase of the Higgs
width with the Higgs mass (see chapter 12 of Ref. [78]). At next-to-leading-order
(NLO) in QCD, the line shape of an unstable particle is typically described in
MC generators by a Breit-Wigner (BW) distribution. In the 200 < mH < 400
GeV region, ggF and V BF PowHeg BOX [80–82] samples were generated in 20
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GeV steps with the line shape described by a running BW distribution. However,
for mH > 400 GeV, the Higgs boson line shape is no longer well-described by a
BW distribution. The issue has been addressed in detail in Refs. [83–85]. For
mH ≥ 400 GeV, a more correct description of the Higgs boson line shape, known
as the complex pole scheme (CPS), is used. PowHeg BOX samples using CPS
were generated in 20 GeV steps in the range 400 ≤ mH ≤ 600 GeV and in 50 GeV
steps in the range 600 ≤ mH ≤ 1000 GeV.
Another effect that becomes very large with increasing Higgs boson width, and
thus with the Higgs boson mass in the SM, is the interference between the signal
and the non-resonant ZZ background. This interference strongly affects the pro-
duction cross-section as well as kinematic distributions. It has been shown that
this effect cannot be neglected for mH & 400 GeV [85–87]. The interference effect
is known only at leading order (LO) in QCD and is not included either in the ggF
or in the V BF signal samples. Consequently, to account for the interference effect,
both the ggF and V BF signal samples must be reweighted.
Reference [78] addresses the interference effect including a prescription to com-
pute theoretical uncertainties due to missing higher-order terms in the presently
available estimation. In the case of ggF signal, the interference weights have been
computed using gg2vv [83,88]. These weights are applied to the CPS PoweHeg
samples. For V BF samples, the Repolo (REweighting POwheg events at Leading
Order) tool, provided by the authors of Vbfnlo [78,89,90] is used to weight CPS
PowHeg samples to account for the interference effect as well as to estimate the
sale and modelling uncertainties associated with the procedure.
In addition to the CPS samples, ggF and V BF PowHeg samples with the line
shape described by a BW distribution with width fixed to 1 GeV have been gen-
erated in the range 400 ≤ mH ≤ 1000 GeV at the masses as the CPS samples.
This is referred as the narrow-width approximation (NWA). Because of the narrow
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mH σ× BR [pb] mH σ× BR [pb] mH σ× BR [pb]
[GeV] ggF V BF [GeV] ggF V BF [GeV] ggF V BF
200 0.1699 0.0208 400 0.073609 0.006408 600 0.0199158 0.0024801
220 0.1597 0.0204 420 0.073609 0.006408 650 0.0089709 0.0020394
240 0.1424 0.0185 440 0.0531432 0.0051313 700 0.0091829 0.00253833
260 0.12535 0.01629 460 0.0446391 0.0051103 750 0.00641312 0.00214112
280 0.11258 0.01438 480 0.0373734 0.004199 800 0.00457449 0.00182021
300 0.103507 0.012695 500 0.0314335 0.0038245 850 0.00331632 0.00156764
320 0.098107 0.011238 520 0.0262974 0.0034784 900 0.00244959 0.00244959
340 0.098083 0.009992 540 0.02210424 0.00318184 950 0.00184016 0.00119133
360 0.094103 0.008418 560 0.01867942 0.00292666 1000 0.0014048 0.00105316
380 0.084652 0.007273 580 0.01575684 0.00268686
Table 5.1: Cross section times branching ratio (σ×BR) of H → ZZ for 200 ≤ mH ≤ 400
GeV.
width, the interference effect between signal and continuum backgrounds is negli-
gible over the full mass range [86,87]; thus, interference weights are not applied to
these samples.
The SM signal cross section has been computed to next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) [91–96] in QCD for the ggF process. NLO electroweak (EW) correc-
tions are also applied [97, 98], as well as QCD soft-gluon resummations up to
next-to-next-to-leading logarithms (NNLL) [99]. These calculations are detailed
in Refs. [100–102], and assume factorization between QCD and EW corrections.
Full NLO QCD and EW corrections [103–105] and approximate NNLO QCD cor-
rections [106] are used to calculate the cross sections for V BF signal production.
These cross sections are used for the BW and CPS samples. Table 5.1 shows the
cross sections for both ggF and V BF production processes for each mass point.
For the interpretation of the results in terms of a heavy SM-like Higgs boson, the
CPS samples are used since they reflect the width expected in the SM Higgs boson
case, while for the model-independent narrow-width resonance results the NWA
samples are of course used. For the 2HDM interpretation, it is slightly more com-
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plicated since the natural width of the heavy Higgs boson varies across parameter
space. In this case, the NWA samples are used but a Gaussian smearing is applied
to the reconstructed invariant mass distribution to reflect the natural width at
the given model point, as described in Section 5.9.2, which is significant given the
good invariant mass resolution (see Section 5.6.1). In the EWS interpretation, the
width is scanned in the range ΓH,NWA < ΓH ≤ ΓH,SM in steps of 0.1 × ΓH,SM by
reweighting the SM samples to account for both the width scaling and the rela-
tive interference effect (which of course varies with width). The width weights are
determined using PowHeg with a BW line shape, while the interference is taken
into account using gg2vv (Repolo) in the ggF (V BF) case.
5.1.3 Background samples
Several background processes give rise to final states with signatures similar to the
above signal processes. The dominant background process is Z+jets production
with the Z boson decaying leptonically, with a significant contribution from top
(mainly tt¯) when two b-tagged jets are required. These backgrounds are taken
from MC but corrected to data as described in Section 5.4.
The subdominant contributions from diboson (ZZ/WZ/WW ) production and
W+jets production are taken directly from MC. The small QCD multi-jet back-
ground is derived from data as described in Section 5.4.3. The background pro-
cesses are modelled with several different event generators, as summarized in Table
5.2. The relevant cross section times branching ratio for each process, taken from
the most precise theory calculation available, is also given.
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Process Generator σ× BR Nevents
Vector boson + jets
W → `ν Sherpa 1.4.1 12.07 nb 390M
Z/γ∗ → `` (m`` > 40 GeV) Sherpa 1.4.1 1.24 nb 66M
Z → `` Alpgen 1.16 nb
Top-quark
tt¯ PowHeg 252.89 pb 100M
t-channel AcerMC 87.76 pb 9M
s-channel PowHeg 5.61 pb 6M
Wt-channel PowHeg 22.37 pb 20M
Diboson
WW PowHeg 52.44 pb 10M
WZ (m`` > 20 GeV + 1 boson decaying hadronically) PowHeg 9.241 pb 10M
ZZ (m`` > 20 GeV + 1 boson decaying hadronically) PowHeg 3.171 pb 7.5M
Table 5.2: Monte Carlo generators used for modelling background processes and the
cross-section times branching ratio (σ×BR) used to normalize the different processes at√
s = 8 TeV. Branching ratios correspond to the decays shown.
5.1.3.1 Vector boson (V+jets) production
The W/Z+ ≥ 1b, W/Z+ ≥ 1c and W/Z+ ≥ 1 light jet events are produced with
the Sherpa generator [107] with massive b/c quarks and interfaced with CT10
PDFs. Filters are used to select events containing b−, c− and light-flavoured
hadrons. This allows increasing the statistics of the critical V+heavy-flavor sam-
ples within the available resources. Additional samples are generated with the
vector boson transverse momentum required to be within one of the ranges 40 <
pVT < 70, 70 < pVT < 140, 140 < pVT < 280, 280 < pVT < 500 or pVT > 500 GeV. This
allows for higher statistics in the high pVT (and hence high invariant mass) regions.
For both these reasons, the Sherpa samples are used in preference to the Alpgen
ones, since the latter have insufficient statistics in the high invariant mass region
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and tagged ggF category.
The majority of the V+jets samples are simulated using fast simulation; the ex-
ceptions are the highly-boosted samples without b-hadrons and those in which the
vector boson decays to tau leptons where an accurate description of the detector
response is particularly important.
While the Sherpa generator is used to describe the Z+jets process in the resolved
and merged categories for the ggF analysis, Alpgen is used for the V BF analysis
since it is found to better model the higher jet multiplicities of the V BF events
and related quantities. The Alpgen event generator is interfaced to Pythia for
the hadronization. The Alpgen samples are split depending on both the number
of partons (Np) produced in addition to the Z boson (Np = 0,1,2,3,4,5, where Np
= 5 also includes events with more than 5 partons) and the flavor of the additional
partons (Z+light, Z + cc and Z + bb). Any possible overlap of events between
these samples is removed using the HFOR tool, which vetoes events depending on
the opening angle between the heavy flavour quarks.
5.1.3.2 Top quark pair and single top quark production
Samples of top quark pairs are generated with PowHeg [108–110] interfaced to
Pythia with a filter which requires that at least one W boson top quark daugh-
ter decays into a charged lepton (e, µ, τ). Parton showering and hadroniza-
tion is generated according to the Perugia2011C tune which uses the CTEQL1
PDF. For the single-top processes, s-channel and Wt-channel samples are gen-
erated with PowHeg+Pythia and the t-channel sample is generated with Ac-
erMC+Pythia. All single-top channels use the CTEQL1 PDF and the Peru-
gia2011C tune.
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5.1.3.3 Diboson production
The diboson background includes processes which contain two vector bosons in
the final state (WW , WZ, ZZ). The background from ZZ production, where
one Z boson decays leptonically and the other hadronically, is largely irreducible
since it gives rise to the same final state as the signal process. There is also some
contribution from WZ production where the Z boson decays leptonically and the
W boson decays hadronically; this is reduced via the dilepton invariant mass re-
quirement. The contribution to the background from WW production is minimal.
The PowHeg generator provides a next-to-leading-order (NLO) estimate, relying
on the CT10nlo PDF set and interfacing with the Pythia8 parton shower and
hadronization model. The estimated NLO cross sections are calculated directly
by PowHeg and are used to normalize the different processes. They have been
found to be in good agreement with those determined from MCFM using a config-
uration in which the factorization and renormalization scales of the processes are
set to half the diboson invariant mass and the CT10nlo PDF set is used. For the
processes with one leptonically decaying Z boson, a cut on m`` > 20 GeV is ap-
plied for consistency with the PowHeg samples. For the WW and ZZ processes,
the PowHeg cross section does not include the contributions from gluon-gluon
initiated processes; these are thus computed and added back to the cross section
using the MCFM program. The uncertainties on the cross sections are derived in
a jet-multiplicities dependent way and presented in Section 5.5.2.3.
5.1.3.4 SM Zh, h→ bb production
The SM Zh, h → bb production can potentially contribute to the analysis by
entering into the dijet invariant mass sidebands in the tagged channel. These
events are modelled using Pythia8 for the qq → Zh and PowHeg for gg → Zh.
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5.2 Physics objects selection
The first step in the selection procedure is to identify the basic physics objects
that will form the building blocks of the analysis. The reconstruction of physics
objects follows as closely as possible the recommendations of the respective physics
performance groups in ATLAS.
5.2.1 Muons
Muons are identified using the MuID (STACO) chain for ggF (V BF) channel.
Here, tracks are reconstructed in the muon spectrometer (MS) and are then ex-
trapolated to the beam pipe and an attempt is made to find a matching inner
detector track. If such a match is found, a combined muon (CB) is formed incor-
porating the information from both detectors. To recover muons that did not leave
a full track in the inner detector and muon spectrometer, three additional muon
categories are defined: segment-tagged muons (ST), calorimeter-tagged muons
(CaloTag) and standalone muons (SA) [111]. In the first of these, inner detector
tracks that are not used in the combinations are extrapolated to the muon spec-
trometer and “tagged” as muons if they can be matched to a track segment in the
first station. In the second category, an inner detector track is identified as a muon
if it can be associated to an energy deposit in the calorimeter which is consistent
with being generated by a minimum-ionizing particle. Muons in this category are
used to recover acceptance in uninstrumented regions of the muon spectrometer.
Finally, standalone muons have tracks only in the muon spectrometer. For these
muons, the direction of flight and the impact parameter at the interaction point are
determined by extrapolating the MS track back to the point of closest approach to
the beam line, taking into account the energy loss of the muon in the calorimeters.
Such muons are used to increase the acceptance in |η| beyond the inner detector
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Quality Family Kinematics
CB+ST pT > 7 GeV, |η| < 2.7
Loose CaloTag pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 0.1 (∆R > 0.1 from CB/ST/SA muons)
SA pT > 7 GeV, 2.5 < |η| < 2.7
Medium CB+ST pT > 25 GeV, |η| < 2.5
Table 5.3: Definition of “loose” and “medium” muon quality in terms of the muon family
and kinematic requirements
acceptance. All four muon categories mentioned above are used in this analysis.
Leptons in this analysis are categorized as either “loose” or “medium”; for muons,
these definitions are summarized in Table 5.3.
Following the recommendation of the Muon Combined Performance (MCP)
group, the inner detector track associated with the muon is required to pass a
series of additional requirements based on the number of hits and holes (absence
of hits) in the various layers of the inner detector. Muons from cosmic rays are
suppressed by requiring that the impact parameter with respect to the primary
vertex satisfy |d0| < 0.1 mm and |z0| < 0 mm, where d0 and z0 are the transverse
and longitudinal impact parameters, respectively. To avoid muons associated with
jets, such as those originating from semi-leptonic decays of b-hadrons, muon candi-
dates are required to be isolated by demanding that the sum of the inner detector
track momenta in a cone ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 < 0.2 around the muon (ignoring
the track associated to the muon itself) be less than 10% of that of the muon. The
previous two cuts are not applied to standalone muons which are outside the inner
detector acceptance and, by definition, do not have an inner detector track. The
muon selection is summarized in Table 5.4
The muon momenta in Monte Carlo are smeared to better describe the data and
weights are applied to account for the difference in oﬄine and trigger efficiencies.
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Identification Loose or Medium (see Table 5.3)
Inner detector Npixelhits +N
pixel
dead > 0
NSCThits +N
SCT
dead > 4
Npixelholes +N
SCT
holes < 3
|η| < 1.9: NTRTtot > 5 and 0.1 < NTRToutliers < 0.9×NTRTtot
where NTRTtot = NTRThits +NTRToutliers
Cosmic rejection |d0| < 1 mm (not for SA muons)
|z0| < 10 mm (not for SA muons)
Track isolation
∑
tracks pT (∆R < 0.2) /p
µ
T < 0.1 (not for SA muons)
Table 5.4: Summary of muon selection. Nhits(Nholes) represents the number of hits
(missing hits) in a particular subdetector of the inner tracker, while Ndead refers to the
number of dead sensors crossed by the muon in a particular subdetector.
In addition, the muon isolation efficiency is also corrected.
The pT and η distributions of the muons forming the leptonic Z boson candidate
are shown in Figure 5.1 after the corrections above.
5.2.2 Electrons
Electrons are identified from electromagnetic calorimeter clusters reconstructed
with the standard ATLAS sliding window algorithm [37] that are matched to tracks
in the inner detector, i.e. author “Electron”. The electron candidates are required
to satisfy the “VeryLoose” quality requirements of the ATLAS electron-likelihood
identification. Throughout this analysis, an electron’s transverse momentum is
reconstructed using the cluster energy measured in the calorimeter and its direc-
tion from the associated track. The pseudorapidity η of the electron is taken from
the cluster whenever the candidate’s position with respect to the calorimeter is
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Figure 1: The pT and ⌘ distributions of the two muons forming the leptonic Z boson candidate after the
Z boson mass selection 83 < mµµ < 99 GeV. In this and all subsequent plots the MC is normalized to the
luminosity of the data unless otherwise specified and the backgroud normalisations are taken from the
final fit. The shaded (orange) band in the main (ratio) plot shows the quadratic sum of the MC statistical
uncertainty (indicated by the brown histrogram on the ratio) and shape-dependend systematic uncertainty
on the total MC background.
To ensure the electrons are isolated, it is required that the sum of the inner detector track transverse590
momenta in a cone of  R < 0.2 around the electron (excluding the track associated to the electron itself)591
is less that 10% that of the electron itself.592
Events with LAr calorimeter data integrity errors are flagged and rejected on an event-by-event basis.593
Each electron candidate also has a set of object quality flags; candidates that fail any of the selections in594
the BADCLUSELECTRON mask are rejected [60].595
The electron momenta in Monte Carlo are corrected for both energy calibration and resolution in596
order to better describe the data. In addition, weights are applied to account for the di↵erence in recon-597
struction and identification e ciencies. These corrections follow the egamma group recommendations598
using the packages listed in Table 13 [61, 62]. Because we require two leptons and the electron trigger599
e ciency is very high (relative to o✏ine), we do not apply a trigger e ciency scale factor.600
The electron selection is summarized in Table 13.601
Identification Author: Electron
IsEM: VeryLooseLH
Kinematic cuts ET > 25 GeV (medium), ET > 7 GeV (loose)
|⌘cluster| < 2.47
Cleaning BADCLUSELECTRON quality mask
Track isolation
P
tracks pT( R < 0.2)/peT < 0.1
Energy correction (data) egammaAnalysisUtils-00-04-46
Crack correction (data and MC) egammaAnalysisUtils-00-04-46
Energy smearing (MC) egammaAnalysisUtils-00-04-46
E ciency correction (MC) ElectronEfficiencyCorrection-00-00-43
Table 13: Summary of electron selection and corrections.
The pT and ⌘ distributions of electrons forming the leptonic Z boson candidate are shown in Figure 2602
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Figure 1: The pT and ⌘ distributions of the two muons forming the leptonic Z boson candidate after the
Z boson ma s selection 83 < m µ < 9 GeV. In this and all subsequent plots the MC is normalized to the
luminosity of the data unle s otherwise specified and the backgroud normalisations are taken from the
final fit. The shaded (orange) band in the main (ratio) plot shows the quadratic sum of the MC statistical
uncertainty (indicated by the brown histrogram on the ratio) and shape-dependend systematic uncertainty
on the total MC background.
To ensure the electrons are isolated, it is required that the sum of the i ner detector track transverse590
momenta in a cone of  R < 0.2 around the electron (excluding the track a sociated to the electron itself)591
is le s that 10% that of the electron itself.592
Events with LAr calorimeter data integrity e rors are fla ged and rejected on an event-by-event basis.593
Each electron candidate also has a set of object quality flags; candidates that fail any of the selections in594
the BADCLUSELECTRON mask are rejected [60].595
The electron momenta in Monte Carlo are co rected for both energy calibration and resolution in596
order to better describe the data. In a dition, weights are a plied to a count for the di↵erence in recon-597
struction and identification e ciencies. These co rections follow the egamma group recommendations598
using the packages listed in Table 13 [61, 62]. Because we require two leptons and the electron tri ger5 9
e ciency is very high (relative to o✏ine), we do not a ply a tri ger e ciency scale factor.6 0
The electron selection is summarized in Table 13.601
Identification Author: Electron
IsEM: VeryL oseLH
Kinematic cuts ET > 25 GeV (medium), ET > 7 GeV (l ose)
|⌘cluster| < 2.47
Cleaning BADCLUSELECTRON quality mask
Track isolation
P
tracks pT( R < 0.2)/peT < 0.1
Energy co rection (data) ega maAnalysisUtils- 0-04-46
Crack co rection (data and MC) ega maAnalysisUtils- 0-04-46
Energy smearing (MC) ega maAnalysisUtils- 0-04-46
E ciency co rection (MC) ElectronE ficiencyCo rection- 0- 0-43
Table 13: Summary of electron selection and co rections.
The pT and ⌘ distributions of electrons forming the leptonic Z boson candidate are shown in Figure 2602
(b)
Figure 5.1: The pT and η distributions of the two muons forming the leptonic Z boson
candidate after the Z boson mass selection 83 < mµµ < 99 GeV. In this and all subsequent
plots the MC is normalized to the luminosity of the data and the background are taken
from the final fit. The shaded (orange) band in the main (ratio) plot shows the quadratic
sum of he C statistical uncertainty (indicated by the brown histogram on the ratio)
and the shape-dependent systematic uncertainty on the total MC background.
required, e.g. in the acceptance selection or in the inputs to the smearing and cor-
rection tools described below, but from the track in all other cases (such as in cal-
culation invariant sses). To nsure high reconstruction and trigger efficiencies,
the candidat s ar r quired to lie within th pseu or pidity range |ηclust r| < 2.47
to keep within the region of precision EM measurement and to have a transverse
energy (after energy correction/smearing) ET > 25 GeV (7 GeV) for “medium”
(“loose”) electrons. The “medium” and “loose” definitions for electrons differ only
in the ET requirement; the electron quality requirement for both is “VeryLoose”.
Electrons in the crack region (1.37 < |η| 1.52) are included in the analysis to
maximize the electron reconstruction efficiency.
To ensure the electrons are isolated, it required that the sum of the inner detector
track transverse momenta in a cone of ∆R < 0.2 around the electron (excluding
the track associated to the electron itself) is less than 10% that of the electron
itself.
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Identification Author: Electron
IsEM: VeryLooseLH
Kinematic cuts ET > 25 GeV (medium), ET > 7 GeV (loose)
|ηcluster| < 2.47
Cleaning BADCLUSELECTRON quality mask
Track isolation
∑
tracks pT (∆R < 0.2) /p
e
T < 0.1
Table 5.5: Summary of electron selection.
Events with LAr calorimeter data integrity errors are flagged and rejected on an
event-by-event basis. Each electron candidate also has a set of object quality
flags; candidates that fail any of the selections in the BADCLUSELECTRON mask are
rejected.
The electron momenta in Monte Carlo are corrected for both energy calibration
and resolution in order to better describe the data. In addition, weights are ap-
plied to account for the difference in reconstruction and identification efficiencies.
These corrections follow the egamma group recommendations. Because we require
two leptons and the electron trigger efficiency is very high (relative to oﬄine), a
trigger efficiency scale factor is not applied.
The electron selection is summarized in Table 5.5. The pT and |η| distributions of
electrons forming the leptonic Z boson candidate are shown in Figure 5.2 after the
corrections above. It can be seen that the simulation after the corrections provides
a reasonable description of data.
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Figure 2: The pT and ⌘ distributions of the two electrons forming the leptonic Z boson candidate after
the Z boson mass selection 83 < mee < 99 GeV.
after the corrections above. It can be seen that the simulation after the corrections provides a reasonable603
description of the data.604
6.3 Jets605
Jets are reconstructed from topological clusters [63] using an anti-kT algorithm [64] with a distance606
parameter R = 0.4. The topological clusters are then corrected from the electromagnetic scale to the607
hadronic energy scale using a pT- and ⌘-dependent jet energy scale (JES) determined from Monte Carlo608
simulations [65, 66]. The corrected jets are available as the AntiKt4TopoEMJets jet collection. The609
jet energy scale will be shifted due to the e↵ect of pileup interactions, leading to an additional addi-610
tive o↵set. This is corrected for by applying an o↵set correction using the JetCalibrationTool in611
the ApplyJetCalibration-00-03-18 package. The same package also applies the global sequential612
calibration, which improves the invariant mass resolution by 8%, even though it also changes the back-613
ground shape slightly [54]. Typical RMS values for the dijet invariant mass are around 18 GeV, with614
RMS/mean around 0.17 [67].615
Two di↵erent jet selections are used to separate ggF/VBF production topologies and to reconstruct616
the Higgs boson candidates. The former, refered to as “veto” jets, are required to have |⌘| < 4.5 and617
pT > 20 (30) GeV for |⌘| < 2.5 (2.5 < |⌘| < 4.5). The increased threshold in the forward region618
significantly reduces the contribution from fake jets produced by pile-up. The “signal” jets used to619
reconstruct the Higgs boson are further required to be within |⌘| < 2.5.620
The jets are required to pass the standard “looser” (aka “very loose” aka “loose--”) quality cuts for621
ATLAS jets [68]. In addition, we reject events that contain jets within the LAr hole [68] or pointing to622
the hot tile cell [69].623
Jets originating from pile-up are removed by requiring that at least 50% of the tracks associated with624
the jet (within  R = 0.4 around the jet axis) originate from the primary vertex. This is implemented as a625
cut on the absolute value of the “jet vertex fraction,” |JVF| > 0.5 for jets with pT < 50 GeV and |⌘| < 2.4.626
The jet selection is summarized in Table 14.627
The pT and ⌘ distributions of “veto” jets are shown in Figure 3 for events containing at least 2 signal628
jets. It can be seen that the simulation after the corrections provides a reasonable description of the data.629
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Figure 2: The pT and ⌘ distributions of the t o electrons for ing the leptonic Z boson candidate after
the Z boson ass selection 83 < e < 99 e .
after the co rections above. It can be seen that the si ulation after the co rections provides a reasonable603
description of the data.604
6.3 Jets605
Jets are reconstructed fro topological clusters [63] using an anti-kT algorith [64] ith a distance606
para eter R = 0.4. The topological clusters are then co rected fro the electro agnetic scale to the607
hadronic energy scale using a pT- and ⌘-dependent jet energy scale (JES) deter ined fro onte Carlo608
si ulations [65, 66]. The co rected jets are available as the AntiKt4TopoEMJets jet co lection. The609
jet energy scale i l be shifted due to the e↵ect of pileup interactions, leading to an additional addi-610
tive o↵set. This is co rected for by applying an o↵set co rection using the JetCalibrationTool in6 1
the ApplyJetCalibration-00-03-18 package. The sa e package also applies the global sequential612
calibration, hich i proves the invariant ass resolution by 8 , even though it also changes the back-613
ground shape slightly [54]. Typical R S values for the dijet invariant ass are around 18 e , ith614
R S/ ean around 0.17 [67].615
T o di↵erent jet selections are used to separate ggF/ BF production topologies and to reconstruct616
the iggs boson candidates. The for er, refered to as “veto” jets, are required to have |⌘| < 4.5 and617
pT > 20 (30) e for |⌘| < 2.5 (2.5 < |⌘| < 4.5). The increased threshold in the for ard region618
significantly reduces the contribution fro fake jets produced by pile-up. The “signal” jets used to619
reconstruct the iggs boson are further required to be ithin |⌘| < 2.5.620
The jets are required to pass the standard “looser” (aka “very loose” aka “loose--”) quality cuts for621
TL S jets [68]. In addition, e reject events that contain jets ithin the L r hole [68] or pointing to6 2
the hot tile ce l [69].623
Jets originating fro pile-up are re oved by requiring that at least 50 of the tracks associated ith624
the jet ( ithin  R = 0.4 around the jet axis) originate fro the pri ary vertex. This is i ple ented as a625
cut on the absolute value of the “jet vertex fraction,” |J F| > 0.5 for jets ith pT < 50 e and |⌘| < 2.4.626
The jet selection is su arized in Table 14.627
The pT and ⌘ distributions of “veto” jets are sho n in Figure 3 for events containing at least 2 signal628
jets. It can be seen that the si ulation after the co rections provides a reasonable description of the data.629
(b)
i re 5.2: The pT an η distributions of the two electrons formi g the lepto ic Z boson
candidate after the Z boson mass selection 83 < mee < 99 GeV.
5.2.3 Jets
Jets are reconstructed from topological clusters [34] using an anti-kT algorithm
[38] with a distance parameter R = 0.4. The topological clusters are then cor-
rected from electromagnetic scal to th hadronic energy scale using a pT- nd
η-dependent jet energy scale (JES) determined from Monte Carlo simulations
[112, 113]. The corrected jets are available as the AntiKt4TopoEMJets jet col-
lection. The jet energy scale is shifted due to effect of pileup interactions, leading
to an additio al additive offset. This is corrected for by applying an offset cor-
rection using a de icated tool, i.e. the JetCalibra ionTool. A global sequential
calibration is also applied, which improves the invariant mass resolution by 8%,
even though it also changes the background shape slightly. Typical RMS values
for the dijet invariant mass are around 18 GeV, with RMS/mean around 0.17.
Two differen jet selections are used to separ e ggF/V BF p oducti n opolo-
gies and to reconstruct the Higgs boson candidates. The former, referred to as
“veto” jets, are required to have |η| < 4.5 and pT > 20(30) GeV for |η| < 2.5
(2.5 < |η| < 4.5). The increased threshold in the forward region significantly re-
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Identification Anti-kT R = 0.4 topological jets
Kinematic cuts pT > 20 GeV
|η| < 2.5
Quality Looser quality cuts
Pile-up |JVF| > 0.5
Cleaning Reject events pointing to LAr hole or hot tile cell
Table 5.6: Summary of “signal” jet selection
duces the contribution from fake jets produced by pile-up. The “signal” jets used
to reconstruct the Higgs boson are further required to be within |η| < 2.5.
The jets are required to pass the standard “looser” quality cuts for ATLAS jets. In
addition, events that contain jets within the LAr hole or pointing to the tile cell
are rejected.
Jets originating from pile-ip are removed by requiring that at least 50% of the
tracks associated with the jet (within ∆R = 0.4 around the jet axis) originate
from the primary vertex. This is implemented as a cut on the absolute value of
the “jet vertex fraction” |JVF| > 0.5 for jets with pT < 50 GeV and |η| < 2.4.
The jet selection is summarized in Table 5.6.
The pT and η distributions of “veto” jets are shown in Figure 5.3 for events contain-
ing at least 2 signal jets. It can be seen that the simulation after the corrections
provides a reasonable description of the data.
5.2.3.1 Jet flavour labelling
The flavor of reconstructed MC jets is determined by hadrons within a cone of
R = 0.4 around the jet axis. If there is a B-hadron within this cone the jet is
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Figure 3: The pT and ⌘ distributions of “veto” jets after the Z ! ll boson mass selection, at least two
“signal” jets and EmissT /
p
HT cut. The MC is normalized to the luminosity of the data and the shaded
band shows the systematic uncertainty on the total MC background.
Identification Anti-kT R = 0.4 topological jets
Kinematic cuts pT > 20 GeV
|⌘| < 2.5
Quality Looser quality cuts
Pileup |JVF| > 0.5
Cleaning Reject events pointing to LAr hole or hot tile cell
Energy calibration ApplyJetCalibration-00-03-18
Table 14: Summary of “signal” jet selection.
6.3.1 Jet flavour labelling630
The flavour of reconstructed MC jets is determined by hadrons within a cone of R = 0.4 around the jet631
axis. If there is a B-hadron within this cone the jet is labeled as b; else if there is a D-hadron within the632
cone it is labelled as c. If neither of these is found in the cone, it is labelled as a light jet.633
6.3.2 The identification of b-jets634
Jets which originate from b quarks are identified using algorithms which exploit the long lifetime of635
b hadrons. The b-tagging algorithm MV1c [70, 71, 72] is used, which combines information from an636
impact parameter based algorithm, an inclusive secondary vertex finder, and a b! c hadron decay chain637
fit into a single neural network based discriminant, w, such that jets with higher w are more likely to be638
b-jets. E ciencies and rejection factors determined in semi-leptonic tt¯ events with a jet pT threshold of639
20 GeV for the calibrated operating points are shown in Table 15. This analysis uses the 70% operating640
point to select b-jets.641
The w distribution must be calibrated such that the b-tagging e ciency in MC matches that in data.642
A combinatorical likelihood method [73] has been used in dilepton tt¯ events [74] to calibrate the b-jet643
e ciency. The c and light jet e ciencies were calibrated via D⇤ [75] and dijet [76] samples respectively.644
Previously, the b-tag selection was calibrated only for specific values of the w requirement, but for the645
current analysis, calibration has been performed for the full w distribution of the MV1c tagger, in the646
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Figure 3: The pT and ⌘ distributions of “veto” jets after the Z ! ll boson ma s selection, at least two
“signal” jets and EmissT /
p
HT cut. The MC is normalized to the luminosity of the data and the shaded
band shows the systematic uncertainty on the total MC background.
Identification Anti-kT R = 0.4 topological jets
Kinematic cuts pT > 20 GeV
|⌘| < 2.5
Quality L oser quality cuts
Pileup |JVF| > 0.5
Cleaning Reject events pointing to LAr hole or hot tile cell
Energy calibration A plyJetCalibration- 0-03-18
Table 14: Summary of “signal” jet selection.
6.3.1 Jet flavour labelling630
The flavour of reconstructed MC jets is determined by hadrons within a cone of R = 0.4 around the jet631
axis. If there is a B-hadron within this cone the jet is labeled as b; else if there is a D-hadron within the632
cone it is labelled as c. If neither of these is found in the cone, it is labelled as a light jet.633
6.3.2 The identification of b-jets634
Jets which originate from b quarks are identified using algorithms which exploit the long lifetime of635
b hadrons. The b-ta ging algorithm MV1c [70, 71, 72] is used, which combines information from an636
impact parameter based algorithm, an inclusive secondary vertex finder, and a b! c hadron decay chain637
fit into a single neural network based discriminant, w, such that jets with higher w are more likely to be638
b-jets. E ciencies and rejection factors determined in semi-leptonic t¯ events with a jet pT threshold of639
20 GeV for the calibrated operating points are shown in Table 15. This analysis uses the 70% operating640
point to select b-jets.641
The w distribution must be calibrated such that the b-ta ging e ciency in MC matches that in data.642
A combinatorical likelih od method [73] has b en used in dilepton t¯ events [74] to calibrate the b-jet643
e ciency. The c and light jet e ciencies were calibrated via D⇤ [75] and dijet [76] samples respectively.644
Previously, the b-tag selection was calibrated only for specific values of the w requirement, but for the645
cu rent analysis, calibration has b en performed for the full w distribution of the MV1c ta ger, in the646
(b)
Figure 5.3: The pT and η distributions of “veto” jets after the Z → `` boson mass
selection, at least two “signal” jet and E
miss
T√
HT
cut.
labeled as b; els if there is a D-hadron within the cone it is labelled as c. If
neither of these is found in the cone, it labelled as a light jet.
5.2.3.2 The identification of b-jets
Jets which originate from b quarks are identified using algorithms which exploit
the long lifetime of b hadrons. The b-tagging algorithm MV1c [114–116] is used,
w ich c mbin s information from an mpact parame er based algorithm, a inclu-
sive secondary vertex finder and a b→ c hadro decay chain fit into a single neural
network based discriminant w, such that jets with a higher w are more likely to
be b-jets. Efficiencies and rejection factors determined in semi-leptonic tt¯ events
with a jet pT threshold of 20 GeV for the calibrated operating point are shown in
Table 5.7. This analysis uses the 70% operating point to select b-jets.
Th w distribution must be calibrated such that the b-t gg ng fficiency in MC
matc es that in data. A combinatorial likelihood method has been used in dilep-
ton tt¯ events to calibrate the b-jet efficiency. The c and light jet efficiencies were
calibrated via D∗ and dijet samples respectively. Previously, the b-tag selection
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Operating point b-jet eff. (%) c-jet RF τ -jet RF l-jet RF
80 79.85 3.04 6.40 29.12
70 70.00 5.34 14.90 135.76
60 59.99 10.45 33.92 453.53
50 49.99 26.22 120.33 1388.28
Table 5.7: The efficiencies for the available calibrated operating points for the MV1c
algorithm. These values has been determined in semi-leptonic tt¯ events with a jet pT
threshold of 20 GeV. RF stands for “rejection factor”, which is defined as the reciprocal
of the efficiency.
was calibrated only for specific values of the w requirement, but for the current
analysis, calibration has been performed for the full w distribution of the MV1c
tagger, in the binning given in Table 5.7. This is referred to as continuous or
pseudo-continuous. This allows using the shape of the MV1c distribution to con-
strain the normalization of the various light and heavy flavour components of the
Z+jets background (see Section 5.4.1.1). The MV1c algorithm is used in prefer-
ence to the previous MV1 algorithm since it has better charm rejection and thus
allows to better constrain the Z + c-jet background.
The data-to-MC calibration scale factors above were derived with respect to Pythia6
for b-jets and Pythia8+EvtGen for c-jets. However, as may be expected, the
b-tagging efficiency has been found to be generator dependent and consequently
MC-to-MC scale factors has been derived to take this dependence into account.
These correction factors, along with an associated systematic uncertainty (see Sec-
tion 5.5.1.6), are applied in the current analysis to correct the MC efficiency from
that in the MC used to measure the scale factors to the specific MC generators
used in the analysis.
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5.2.3.3 Truth tagging
Due to the powerful discrimination of the MV1c algorithm against non-b-jets, it
is difficult to produce enough simulated MC events to have reasonable statistics
after requiring 2 b-tagged jets for events without b-jets. A method known as “truth
tagging” is therefore used in 2 b-tag events in which neither of the selected jets is
a truth-matched b-jet. Truth tagging is a method by which a random MV1c value
above the operating point is generated for a given jet. This is done by creating a
“random efficiency” obtained from sampling a cumulative distribution built from
the tagging efficiency above the operating point and assigning the MV1c value
corresponding to the random efficiency generated to the jet in question. The effi-
ciencies used to build the cumulative distribution are parameterized as a function
of the flavour, transverse momentum and pseudorapidity of the given jet as well
as the process type. After the generation of a random MV1c value, every jet will,
by construction, satisfy the loose b-jet cut, so the event is then weighted by the
efficiency of each jet to actually pass the b-jet selection being used. For events in
which one of the leading two jets matches (is close in ∆R to) a b-hadron from the
Monte Carlo truth information, this procedure is not used; instead, the original
MV1c w values of each jet are used directly. Such events are to have been “direct
tagged”.
The truth tagging method ignores correlations in the tagging efficiencies of jets in
the same event. For events with two c-jets, a bias in the tagging efficiency as a
function of ∆R (cc) has been observed and a correction has been derived, which is
applied along with an associated uncertainty (see Section 5.5.1.6).
Truth tagging is only applied to the dominant Z+jets background.
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5.2.3.4 Energy corrections to the selected b-jets
Two corrections are applied to selected signal b-jets. The first, “muon-in-jets”,
corrections accounts for energy lost due to semi-leptonic decays of b-hadrons to
muons. If a muon is identified within ∆R < 0.4 of a b-tagged jet with pT > 4 GeV
and passes the inner detector hit requirements for muons, then its four-momentum
is added to that of the jet, after subtracting off the energy the muon deposited in
the calorimeter. If more than one such muon is found, the one closest to the jet is
used. This improves the dijet invariant mass distribution on top of the GSC.
The second, “pT-reco”, correction compensates for a bias on reconstructed jet en-
ergy. Due to energy mismeasurements, jets can migrate up or down in pT; but
where the true jet spectrum is rising, they will more often migrate down, and vice-
versa if the spectrum is falling. After this correction is applied, the signal dijet
mass resolution improvement from the GSC compared to only using the EM+JES
calibration is 3.5%.
5.2.3.5 Jet mass
The “merged”, i.e. boosted, channel of this analysis is explained in Section 5.3.3.2.
In this channel the mass of a single anti-kT R = 0.4 jet is used to discriminate
between signal and background: the former is expected to give a peak atmZ over a
smooth background in themj spectrum, as shown in Figure 5.13. In order to have a
reliable jet mass (and hence to have the possibility to use it to discriminate between
signal and background), this variable needs to be calibrated. The calibration has
been carried out studying the jet mass response, i.e. the mreco
mtruth
as a function of
several variables and in both QCD and signal samples. Deviations of the jet mass
response from unity were found as high as 15% for pT around 200 GeV and even
bigger for lower pT. Once the calibration is applied, the jet mass response is very
near to 1 in the whole kinematic range. Figure 5.4 shows an example of the impact
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6.3.4 Energy corrections to the selected b-jets679
Two corrections are applied to selected signal b-jets. The first, “muon-in-jets,” correction accounts for680
energy lost due to semi-leptonic decays of b-hadrons to muons. If a muon is identified within  R < 0.4681
of a b-tagged jet with pT > 4 GeV and passes the inner detector hit requirements for muons, then its682
four-momentum is added to that of the jet, after subtracting o↵ the energy the muon deposited in the683
calorimeter. If more than one such muon is found, the one closest to the jet is used. This improves the684
dijet invariant mass distribution on top of the GSC calibration.685
The second, “pT-reco,” correction compensates for a bias on reconstructed jet energy [67]. Due to686
energy mismeasurements, jets can migrate up or down in pT; but where the true jet spectrum is rising,687
they will more often migrate down, and vice-versa if the spectrum is falling. After this correction is688
applied, the signal dijet mass resolution improvement from the GSC calibration compared to only using689
the EM+JES calibration is 3.5%.690
6.3.5 Jet mass691
The “merged” (i.e. boosted) channel of this analysis is explained in section 7.3.2. In this channel the692
mass of a single anti-kT R = 0.4 jet is used to discriminate between signal and background: the former693
is expected to give a peak at mZ over a smooth background in the mj spectrum, as shown in figure 13. In694
order to have a reliable jet mass (and hence to have the possibility to use it to discriminate between signal695
and background), this variable needs to be calibrated. The calibration has been carried out studying the696
jet mass response (i.e. the mrecomtruth ratio) as a function of several variables and in both QCD and signal697
samples. Deviations of the jet mass response from unity were found as high as 15% for pT around698
200 GeV, and even bigger for lower pT. Once the mass calibration i applied, he jet mass response is699
very near to 1 in the whole kinematic range. Fig. 4 shows an example of the impact of the jet mass700
calibration. The mass calibration is applied to all the jets taken into account in the merged channel of the
(a) uncalibrated mass (b) calibrated mass
Figure 4: An example of the jet mass response before (left) and after (right) the mass calibration. The
jet mass response is shown for jets with di↵erent pT ranges, 0.6 < |⌘| < 0.8 and as a function of m/pT.
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6.4 Missing transverse energy703
Missing transverse energy, EmissT , caused by the presence of neutrinos in an event, is an important char-704
acteristic to help separate signal from background. Since the H ! ZZ ! ``qq signal has little genuine705
EmissT , an upper limit on E
miss
T is applied to reduce the background from tt¯ events.706
The METRefFinal variable is used, including all the standard terms: RefEle, RefGamma, RefTau,707
RefJet, MuonTotal, and SoftTerm. Each of these terms, with the exception of RefGamma and RefTau,708
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6.3.4 Energy corrections to the selected b-jets679
Two co rections are applied to selected signal b-jets. The first, “muon-in-jets,” co rection accounts for680
energy lost due to semi-leptonic decays of b-hadrons to muons. If a muon is identified within  R < 0.4681
of a b-tagged jet with pT > 4 GeV and pa ses the inner detector hit requirements for muons, then its682
four-momentum is added to that of the jet, after subtracting o↵ the energy the muon deposited in the683
calorimeter. If more than one such muon is found, the one closest to the jet is used. This improves the684
dijet invariant ma s distribution on top of the GSC calibration.685
The second, “pT-reco,” co rection compensates for a bias on reconstructed jet energy [67]. Due to686
energy mismeasurements, jets can migrate up or down in pT; but where the true jet spectrum is rising,687
they wi l more often migrate down, and vice-versa if the spectrum is fa ling. After this co rection is6 8
applied, the signal dijet ma s resolution improvement from the GSC calibration compared to only using689
the E +JES calibration is 3.5 .690
6.3.5 Jet a s691
The “merged” (i.e. boosted) channel of this analysis is explained in section 7.3.2. In this channel the692
ma s of a single anti-kT R = 0.4 jet is used to discriminate between signal and background: the former693
is expected to give a peak at mZ over a smooth background in the mj spectrum, as shown in figure 13. In694
order to have a reliable jet ma s (and hence to have the po sibility to use it to discriminate between signal695
and background), this variable needs to be calibrated. The calibration has been ca ried out studying the696
jet ma s response (i.e. the mrecomtruth ratio) as a function of several variables and in both QCD and signal697
samples. Deviations of the jet ma s response from unity were found as high as 15 for pT around698
200 GeV, and ven bigg r for lower pT. Once the ma s calibration is applied, the j t ma s response is6 9
very near to 1 in the whole kinematic range. Fig. 4 shows an example of the impact of the jet ma s7 0
calibration. The ma s calibration is applied to a l the jets taken into account in the merged channel of the
(a) uncalibrated ma s (b) calibrated ma s
Figure 4: An example of the jet ma s response before (left) and after (right) the ma s calibration. The
jet ma s response is shown for jets with di↵erent pT ranges, 0.6 < |⌘| < 0.8 and as a function of m/pT.
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i sing transverse energy, Emi sT , caused by the presence of neutrinos in an event, is an important char-704
acteristic to help separate signal from background. Since the H ZZ ``qq signal has li tle genuine705
Emi sT , an upper limit on E
mi s
T is applied to reduce the background from t¯ events.706
The METRefFinal variable is used, including a l the standard terms: RefEle, RefGamma, RefTau,707
RefJet, MuonTotal, and SoftTerm. Each of these terms, with the exception of RefGamma and RefTau,708
(b) calibrated mass
Figure 5.4: An example of the jet mass response before (left) and after (right) the mass
calibration. The jet mass response is shown for jets with different pT, 0.6 < |η| < 0.8
and as a function of mpT
of the jet mass calibration. The mass calibration is applied to all the jets taken
into account in the merged channel of the analysis.
5.2.4 Missing transverse energy
Missing transverse energy EmissT , caused by the presence of neutrinos in an event,
is an important characteristic to help separate signal from background. Since the
H → ZZ → ``qq signal has little genuine EmissT , an upper limit on EmissT is applied
to reduce the background from tt¯ events.
The METRefFinal variable is used, including all standard terms described in Sec-
tion 3.5. Each of these terms, with the exception of γ and τ terms, is recalculated
from each object synchronizing all corrections and systematic variations for the
objects described above. For the γ and τ terms, the precalculated terms in the
AOD/D3PD are used. Specific corrections for the jet-egamma overlap have also
been used.
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5.2.5 Overlap removal
Since it may happen that the same tracks or calorimeter energy deposits are used
in multiple reconstructed objects, one must careful to avoid double-counting. This
is called “overlap removal”.
After all above selections are applied, jets belonging to the “veto” collection within
∆R < 0.4 of an electron are removed. Next, fake jets caused by misreconstructed
muon energy deposits in the calorimeter are removed. For jets within ∆R < 0.4
of a muon, the JVF variable is recalculated without the muon track. The jet is
removed if this “corrected” JVF is less than 0.5 or if it happens to have just a
single associated track with pT > 1 GeV. Next, any muon within ∆R < 0.4 of a jet
with pT < 20 GeV is removed. This procedure removes muons from semi-leptonic
decays of heavy flavour hadrons, which are likely to have low pT, while keeping
events in which a muon deposits significant energy in the calorimeter and fakes a
jet or a muon from the Z boson happens to fall on top of the jet. It was seen to
yield a significant increase (∼ 10%) in the reconstruction efficiency for ZH → ``bb
events, which have a similar topology to the signal here at high p``T . As the final
step of this procedure, any electron within ∆R < 0.2 of a non CaloTag muon is
removed; for CaloTag muons, the muon is removed instead.
The overlap removal procedure is summarized in Table 5.8.
5.3 Event selection
The event selection has been optimized in order to maximize the expected sig-
nificance of the signal over the background. Trigger requirements and a set of
preselection cuts are applied first, then a dilepton system compatible with the
Z → `` process is selected. The analysis is then split into two categories, one
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Case Order Keep µ Keep e Keep jet
∆R(j, e) < 0.4 1 - Yes No
∆R(j, µ) < 0.4 2 Ntrk ≤ 1 or JVF(no µ) < 0.5 - Ntrk > 1 and JVF(no µ) ≥ 0.5
or pµT > 20 GeV
∆R(µ, e) < 0.2 3 if not CaloTag µ if CaloTag µ -
Table 5.8: Overlap removal hierarchy and the order in which the ambiguity is checked.
Ntrk is the track multiplicity of ghost-matched tracks that have pT > 1 GeV and are
compatible with the first primary vertex.
designed to select signal events produced by gluon-gluon fusion and the other se-
lecting events produced by vector boson fusion. In both, the hadronically-decaying
Z boson is selected by requiring that the leading two jets have an invariant mass
close to that of a Z boson. This is called “resolved” category. In the high-mass
region (mH ≥ 700 GeV) of the ggF analysis, a separate “merged” category is used
in which the Z → qq decay is reconstructed as a single, high-mass jet. This re-
covers some of the efficiency loss in the events where the Z boson has a large boost.
5.3.1 Trigger and preselection
Events are selected using the single and deletion triggers with the lowest avail-
able pT thresholds that were operated without a preschool throughout 2012. For
single electrons, the trigger requirement is a logical OR of e24vhi_medium1 and
e60_medium1, while the dielectron trigger is 2e12Tvh_loose1. For muons mu24i_tight
and mu36_tight are used as single muon triggers and the dimuon trigger is 2mu13.
One or both of the leptons selected in the oﬄine analysis, as described in Section
5.2.1 and in Section 5.2.2, must be matched to trigger leptons for single- and dilep-
ton triggers respectively.
After the trigger selections, a “preselection” is made to ensure good data qual-
ity. Data events must pass the standard “All_Good” GRL requirement outlined
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in Section 5.1.1. Next, any data events that are incomplete, corrupted or have
problems in the calorimetric system noted by the flags larError, tileError and
coreFlags or TileTripReader are removed.
The primary vertex must have at least three associated tracks with pT > 150 MeV.
Mismeasured jets, arising from hardware problems, cosmic-ray showers and LHC
beam conditions, can give rise to fake EmissT in the event. To avoid this, a MET
cleaning procedure is applied: if an isolated low-quality jet, i.e. characterized as
bad by the “Looser” criteria, with pT > 20 GeV is found, the event is rejected. In
addition, events with jets falling in the LAr hole or pointing to hot tile cells are
rejected.
5.3.2 Z → `` selection
The first step of the selection is to identify a Z → `` candidate. There must be two
same-flavour, isolated leptons, one of which must pass the “medium” requirements
and the other the “loose” requirements, as described in Section 5.2.1 and in Section
5.2.2 for muons and electrons respectively. If there are two muons, they must have
opposite sign, but this requirements is not applied for electrons due to their higher
rate of charge misidentification. The event is rejected if there are any additional
leptons passing the “loose” selection criteria. The invariant mass of the deletion
system m`` must be consistent with the Z boson mass: 83 < m`` < 99 GeV. This
requirements suppress background without a resonant lepton pair, i.e. top quark
and multijet production. The dilepton mass spectrum is shown in Figure 5.5 for
events with at least two jets after the EmissT significance requirement below.
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Figure 5: Dilepton mass spectrum for events with   2 jets after the EmissT requirement in the (a) untagged
electron, (b) tagged electron, (c) untagged muon, and (d) tagged muon categories of the resolved ggF
channel.
jets (as defined in 6.3). This reduces contamination from top-quark events that contain neutrinos in the771
final state, and is tighter in the tagged channel due to the larger top background. EmissT significance is772
used as opposed to a cut on EmissT itself since it was found to provide a roughly constant e ciency versus773
mH , while the e ciency of the latter decreases significantly asmH increases (see Appendix D). The EmissT774
significance distribution, as well as the distribution of EmissT itself, is shown in Figure 6 for events with at775
least two jets after the m`` requirement.776
The analysis next requires at least one jet with pT > 45 GeV; this reduces the Z + jets background.777
The analysis is then split into three categories: the resolved ggF category, the merged ggF category, and778
the VBF category. The selections for each of these categories are summarized in Table 17.779
7.3.1 Resolved ggF category780
Over most of the mass range considered in this analysis (mH . 700 GeV), the Z ! qq¯ decay results in781
two well-separated jets that can be individually resolved. For this category, events are selected containing782
at least two “signal” jets as defined in Section 6.3 in addition to the Z ! `` candidate described above.783
The distribution of the number of signal jets is shown in Figure 7 after the m`` and EmissT /
p
HT cuts.784
The MC simulation (dominated by sherpa Z + jets) is seen to underestimate the data at high multiplicity.785
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Figure 5: Dilepton mass pectrum for events with   2 jets after the EmissT requirement in the (a) untag ed
el ctron, (b) tag ed el ctron, (c) untag ed muon, and (d) tag ed muon categories of the resolved g F
chan el.
jets (as defined in 6.3). This reduces contamination from top-quark events that contain eutrinos in the771
final sta e, and is tighter in the tag ed chan el due to the larger top background. EmissT significance is772
used as op osed to a cut on EmissT itself since it was found to provide a roughly constant e ciency versus773
mH , while the  ciency of the latter decreases ignificantly asmH increases (see Ap endix D). The EmissT774
significance distribution, as well as the distribution of EmissT itself, is hown in Figure 6 for events with at775
least two jets after the m`` requirement.776
The analysi next requires at least one jet with pT > 45 GeV; this reduces the Z + jets background.77
The analysi is then split into three categories: the resolved g F category, the merged g F category, and778
the VBF category. The sel ctions for each of these categories are sum arized in Table 17.779
7.3.1 Resolved g F category780
Over most of the mass range consider d in this analysi (mH . 70 GeV), the Z ! q ¯ decay results in781
two well-separ ted jets that can be individually resolved. For this category, events are sel cted containi g782
at least two “signal” jets as defined in Section 6.3 in ad ition to the Z ! `` candi ate described above.783
The distribution of the number of signal jets is hown in Figure 7 after the m`` and EmissT /
p
HT cuts.784
The MC simulation (dominated by sherpa Z + jets) is een to under stimate the dat t high multiplic ty.785
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Figure 5: Dilepton mass spectrum for events with   2 jets after the EmissT requirement in the (a) untagged
electron, (b) tagged electron, (c) untagged muon, and (d) tagged muon categories of the resolved ggF
channel.
jets (as defined in 6.3). This reduces contamination from top-quark events that contain neutrinos in the771
final state, and is tighter in the tagged channel due to the larger top background. EmissT significance is772
used as opposed to a cut on EmissT itself since it was found to provide a roughly constant e ciency ver u773
mH , while the e ciency of the latter decreases significantly asmH increases (see Appendix D). The EmissT774
significance distribution, as well as the distribution of EmissT itself, is shown in Figure 6 for events with at775
least two jets after the m`` requirement.776
The analysis next requires at least one jet with pT > 45 GeV; this reduces the Z + jets background.777
The analysis is then split into three categories: the resolved ggF category, the merged ggF category, and778
the VBF category. The selections for each of these categories are summarized in Table 17.779
7.3.1 Resolved ggF category780
Over most of the mass range considered in this analysis (mH . 700 GeV), the Z ! qq¯ decay results in781
two well-separated jets that can be individually resolved. For this category, events are selected containing782
at least two “signal” jets as defined in Section 6.3 in addition to the Z ! `` candidate de cribed above.783
The distribution of the number of signal jets is shown in Figure 7 after the m`` and EmissT /
p
HT cuts.784
The MC simulation (dominated by sherpa Z + jets) is seen to underestimate the data at high multiplicity.785
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Figure 5: Dilepton mass pectrum for events with   2 jets after the EmissT requirement in the (a) untag ed
el ctron, (b) tag ed el ctron, (c) untag ed muon, and (d) tag ed muon categories of the resolved g F
chan el.
jets (as defined in 6.3). This reduces contamination from top-quark events that contain eutrinos in the771
final sta e, and is tighter in the tag ed chan el due to the larger top background. EmissT significance is772
used as op osed to a cut on EmissT itself since it was found to provide a roughly constant e ciency versu773
mH , while the  ciency of the latter decreases ignificantly asmH increases (see Ap endix D). The EmissT774
significance distribution, as well as the distribution of EmissT itself, is hown in Figure 6 for events with at775
least two jets after the m`` requirement.776
The analysi next requires at least one jet with pT > 45 GeV; this reduces the Z + jets background.77
The analysi is then split into three categories: the resolved g F category, the merged g F category, and778
the VBF category. The sel ctions for each of these categories are sum arized in Table 17.779
7.3.1 Resolved g F category780
Over most of the mass range consider d in this analysi (mH . 70 GeV), the Z ! q ¯ decay results in781
two well-separ ted jets that can be individually resolved. For this category, events are sel cted containi g782
at least two “signal” jets as defined in Section 6.3 in ad ition to the Z ! `` candi ate described above.783
The distribution of the number of signal jets is hown in Figure 7 after the m`` and EmissT /
p
HT cuts.784
The MC simulation (dominated by sherpa Z + jets) is een to under stimate the dat t high multiplic ty.785
(d) µµ channel, 2 b-tagged jets
Figure 5.5: Dilepton mass spectrum fro eve ts with ≥ 2 jets after the EmissT requirement
in the (a) untagged electron, (b) tagged electron, (c) untagged muon and (d) tagged
muon categories of the resolved ggF channel.
5.3.3 H → ZZ → ``qq sel ction
Once he Z → `` decay is de ified, a EmissT significance requirement E
miss
T /GeV√
HT/GeV
<
6 (3.5) is appli d for the untagged (tagged) channel, where HT is the sum of the
selected lep ns and “v to” jets, as describ d n S ction 5.2.3. his reduces con-
tamination from top quark events that contain neutrinos in the final state and
is tighter in t t gged ha n l ue to the larger top background. EmissT signifi-
cance is used as opposed to a cut on Em ssT itself since it was found to provide a
roughly const nt efficiency versus mH , whil the effici ncy of the latter decreases
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Figure 6: EmissT distribution for events with   2 jets after the m`` cut in the (a) untagged and (b) tagged
(resolved) ggF category. The same for EmissT significance in figures (c) and (d).
This feature is also seen in other 8 TeV analyses (e.g. HSG5 ZH ! ``bb, A ! ZH ! ``bb, ...).786
A discrepancy was seen in the published ATLAS 7 TeV Z+jets cross-section measurement [79] but it787
is di cult to compare exactly since they use di↵erent kinematic cuts and a di↵erent sherpa setup. A788
preliminary Njet plot from the ongoing 8 TeV SM measurement also sees a slope at the level of 20% [80]789
(again with di↵erent selections). However, this analysis is dominated by events with two or three jets;790
this population is well-described by the MC simulation, and the discrepancy that exists is just within791
the systematic uncertainty. A test was performed by reweighting the Njet distribution in MC to match792
data and found to have negligible impact on the expeced limit as shown in Appendix G. A relatively793
large fraction (21%) of signal events contains b-jets, coming from Z ! bb, while those are rare in the794
Z(! ``) + jets process that forms the dominant background. This feature is exploited by dividing the795
two leptons plus two jets sample into a “tagged” subchannel, containing events with two b-tags, and796
an “untagged” subchannel, containing events with less than two b-tags. Any events with more than797
two b-tags are rejected. Further splitting the 0 and 1 b-tagged events into separate subchannels did798
not increase the significance. The distributions of the MV1c b-tagging discriminant (in the pseudo-799
continuous binning) and the resulting number of b-jets are shown in Figure 8. Note the good description800
of the MV1c distribution after the “flavour fit” (see Section 8.1.1.1).801
The candidate Z ! j j decay is selected as follows. In the tagged subchannel, the two b-tagged jets802
(a) < 2 b-tagged jets
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Figure 6: EmissT distribution for ev nts with   2 jets after the m`` cut in the (a) untagged and (b) tagged
(resolved) ggF category. The same for EmissT significance in figures (c) and (d).
This feature is also seen in other 8 TeV an lyse (e.g. HSG5 ZH ! ``bb, A ! ZH ! ``bb, ...)786
A discrepancy was seen in the published ATLAS 7 TeV Z+jets cross-section measurement [79] but i787
is di cult to compare xactly since they use di↵er nt kinematic uts and a di↵er nt sherpa setup. A788
preliminary Njet plot from the ongoing 8 TeV SM measurement also sees a slope at the l v l of 20% [80]789
(ag in with di↵er nt selections). Howev r, this an lysis dominated by ev nts with two r three jets;790
this po ulation is well-described by the MC simulation, and the discrepancy that exists is just within791
the sy tematic uncertainty. A test was performed by reweighting the Njet distribution in MC to match792
data nd found to have negligible impact on the xpec d limit as shown in Appendix G. A relatively793
large fraction (21%) of signal ev nts contains b-jets, coming from Z ! bb, while those are ra e in the794
Z(! ``) + jets process that forms the domina t background. This feature is exploited by dividing the795
two leptons plus two jets sample into a “tagged” subchannel, containi g ev nts with two b-tags, and796
an “untagged” subchannel, containi g ev nts with less than two b-tags. Any ev nts with more than797
two b-tags are rejected. Further splitt ng the 0 and 1 b-tagged ev nts into separ te subchannels di798
not increase the significance. The distributions of the MV1c b-tagging discrimina t (in the pseudo-799
continuo s binni g) and the r sulting number of b-jets are shown i Figure 8. Note he good escription800
of the MV1c distribution after the “flavour fit” (see Section 8.1. . ).801
The candi ate Z ! j j decay is selected as follows. In the tagged subchannel, the two b-tagged jets802
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Figure 6: EmissT distribution for events with   2 jets aft r the m`` cut in the (a) untagged and (b) tagged
(resolved) ggF category. The same for EmissT significance in figures (c) and (d).
This fe ture is also s e in other 8 TeV analyses (e.g. HSG5 ZH ! ``bb, A ! ZH ! `` b, ...).786
A iscrepancy w s s en in the publis d ATLAS 7 TeV Z+jets cross-section m asurem nt [79] but it787
is di cult to compare exactly si ce th y use di↵erent kinematic cuts and a di↵erent sh rpa setup. A788
preliminary Njet plot from the ongoing 8 TeV SM measurement lso sees a slope at the level of 20% [80]789
(again with di↵er nt s lections). However, this analysis is dominated by events with two or three jets;790
t is populatio is well-described by the MC simulation, and the discrepancy that exists is just within791
the systematic uncertainty. A test w s perform d by reweighting the Njet distribution in MC to match792
data nd found to have egligible impact on the expeced limit as shown in Appendix G. A relatively793
large fraction (21%) of signal events contai s -jets, comi g from Z ! bb, while those are rare in t794
Z(! ``) + jets pr c ss that forms the dominant background. This feature is exploited by dividing the795
two leptons plus two jets sample into a “tagged” subc nel, c ntaining events with two b-tags, and796
an “unta g d” sub hannel, containing events with less th n two b-tags. Any ev nts with more than797
two b-tags are rejected. Further splitting the 0 and 1 b-tagged events into sep r te subc annels id798
t i crease the significance. The distributions of th MV1c b-ta ging discriminant (in th seudo-799
continuous binning) and the resulting number of b-jets are shown in Figure 8. Note the good description800
of the MV1c istribution aft r the “flavour fit” (see Section 8.1.1.1).801
The candidate Z ! j j decay is selected as follows. In the tagged subchannel, the two b-tagged jets802
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Figure 5.6: EmissT distribution for events with≥ 2 jets after them`` cut in the (a) untagged
and (b) tagged resolved ggF category. The same for EmissT significance in figures (c) and
(d)
significantly as mH increases. The EmissT significance distribution, as well as the
distribution of EmissT itself, is shown in Figure 5.6 for events with at least two jets
after the m`` requirement.
The analysis nex requi e at least one jet with pT > 45 GeV; t is re uces t
Z+jets background. The analysis is then split into three categories: he resolve
ggF category, the merged ggF and the V BF category.
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Figure 8: Distribution of (a) MV1c b-tagging discriminant (in the pseudo-continuous binning) for all
signal jets and (b) number of b-tagged jets after the m`` and EmissT /
p
HT cuts.
are selected. For events with no b-tagged jets, the two jets with the largest pT are chosen. If there is a803
signal event with exactly one b-tagged jet, then it is likely that this was a Z ! bb decay in which one of804
the b jets was not identified. So for events with one tagged jet, the tagged jet and the leading untagged jet805
are chosen for the candidate Z ! j j decay. Dijet mass distributions for the two subchannels are shown806
in Figure 9. In all cases, the dijet mass must satisfy 70 < mj j < 105 GeV in order to be consistent with807
Z boson decay. The mj j range is larger than the m`` range because the jet energy resolution is worse than808
that of leptons.809
After the mj j cut, the H ! ZZ candidate mass is reconstructed by forming the invariant mass of the810
`` j j system, m`` j j. The Higgs boson mass resolution is improved by imposing a Z mass constraint on the811
invariant mass of the two jets, since the reconstructed Z ! j j mass resolution is worse than the intrinsic812
Z width. A simple approach is chosen such that each jet vector is scaled by mZ/mj j; more complicated813
kinematic fit approaches did not give a significant improvement in sensitivity.814
Once the `` j j candidate is found, an optimized kinematic selection is applied. Several variables were815
investigated and the most sensitive ones found to be the transverse momenta of the selected jets, the pT816
of the dilepton system (pT``), and the azimuthal angle between the two leptons (  ``). The selection was817
optimized as a function of the Higgs candidate mass as detailed in Appendix A.1 and the best significance818
Figure 5.7: Number of “signal” jets after m`` and
EmissT√
HT
5.3.3.1 Resolved ggF category
Over most of the mass range considered in this analysis (mH . 700 GeV), the
Z → qq¯ decay results in two well-separated jets that can be individually resolved.
For this category, events are selected containing at least two “signal” jets as defined
in Section 5.2.3 in addition to the Z → `` candidate described above. The distri-
bution of the number of signal jets is shown in Figure 5.7 after the m`` and EmissT
significance cuts. The MC simulation, which is dominated by Sherpa Z+jets, is
seen to underestimate the data at high multiplicity. A discrepancy was seen in
the ATLAS 7 TeV Z+jets cross section measurement [117] but it is difficult to
compare exactly since a different kinematic and a different Sherpa setup is used.
However, th presen analysis is dominated by events with two or three jets; is
population is well-described by the MC simulation and the discrepancy that exists
is just within the systematic uncertainty. Furthermore, a test was performed by
reweighting the Njet distribution in MC to match data and found to have a negligi-
ble impact on the expected limit. A relatively large fraction (21%) of signal events
contains b-jets, coming fr m Z → bb, wh le those are rare the Z(→ ``)+je s
process that forms the dominant background. This feature is exploited by dividing
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Figure 8: Distribution of (a) MV1c b-tagging discriminant (in the pseudo-continuous binning) for all
signal jets and (b) number of b-tagged jets after the m`` and EmissT /
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HT cuts.
are selected. For events with no b-tagged jets, the two jets with the largest pT are chosen. If there is a803
signal event with exactly one b-tagged jet, then it is likely that this was a Z ! bb decay in which one of804
the b jets was not identified. So for events with one tagged jet, the tagged jet and the leading untagged jet805
are chosen for the candidate Z ! j j decay. Dijet mass distributions for the two subchannels are shown806
in Figure 9. In all cases, the dijet mass must satisfy 70 < mj j < 105 GeV in order to be consistent with807
Z boson decay. The mj j range is larger than the m`` range because the jet energy resolution is worse than808
that of leptons.809
After the mj j cut, the H ! ZZ candidate mass is reconstructed by forming the invariant mass of the810
`` j j system, m`` j j. The Higgs boson mass resolution is improved by imposing a Z mass constraint on the811
invariant mass of the two jets, since the reconstructed Z ! j j mass resolution is worse than the intrinsic812
Z width. A simple approach is chosen such that each jet vector is scaled by mZ/mj j; more complicated813
kinematic fit approaches did not give a significant improvement in sensitivity.814
Once the `` j j candidate is found, an optimized kinematic selection is applied. Several variables were815
investigated and the most sensitive ones found to be the transverse momenta of the selected jets, the pT816
of the dilepton system (pT``), and the azimuthal angle between the two leptons (  ``). The selection was817
optimized as a function of the Higgs candidate mass as detailed in Appendix A.1 and the best significance818
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are sel cted. For events with no b-tagged jets, the two jets with the largest pT are chosen. If ther is a803
signal event with exactly one b-tagged jet, hen it s likely that this was a Z ! bb decay in which one of804
the b jets was not identified. So for events with one tagged jet, he tagged jet and the leading untagged jet805
are chosen for the candi ate Z ! j j decay. Dijet mass distributions for the two subchannels are shown806
in Figure 9. In all case , the dijet mass must satisfy 70 < mj j < 105 GeV in order to be consi tent with807
Z bos n decay. The mj j range is larger than the m`` range because the jet energy resolution is worse than808
that of leptons.809
After the mj j cut, he H ! Z candi ate mass is reconstructed by forming the invariant mass of the810
`` j j system, m`` j j. The Higgs bos n mass resolution is improved by imposing a Z mass constraint on the811
invariant mass of the two jets, since the reconstructed Z ! j j mass resolution is worse than the intrinsic812
Z width. A simple approach is chosen such that each jet vector is caled by mZ/mj j; more complicated813
kinematic fit approaches di not give a significant improvement in sensitiv ty.814
Once the `` j j candi ate is found, an optimized kinematic sel ction is applied. Several variables wer815
investigated and the most sensitive ones found to be the transverse momenta of the sel cted jets, the pT816
of the dilepton system (pT``), and the azimuthal angle between the two leptons (  ``). The sel ction was817
optimized as a function of the Higgs candi ate mass as detailed in Appendix A.1 and the best significance818
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of (a) MV1c b-tagging discriminant (in the pseudo-continous
binning) for all “signal” jets and (b) number of b-tagged jets after the m`` and
EmissT√
HT
t two lept ns plus two jets sample i to a “tagged” subchan el, contai i g ev n s
with two b-t gs, nd an “untagged” ubchannel, containing ev n s with le s than
two b-tags. Any events with more than two b-tags are rejected. Further split-
ting the 0 and 1 b-tagged events into separate sub channels did not increase the
significance. The distributions of the MV1c b-tagging discriminant in the pseudo-
co tinuous binning and the result g u ber of b-jets are shown in Figure 5.8.
The candidate Z → jj decay is selected as follows. In the tagged subchannel,
the two b-tagged jets are selected. For events with no b-tagged jets, the two jets
with the largest pT are chosen. If there is a signal event with exactly one b-tagged
jet, then this is likely that this was a Z → bb decay in which one of the b-jets was
not identified. So for events with one tagged jet, the tagged jet and the leading
untagged jet are chosen for the candidate Z → jj decay. Dijet mass distributions
for the two subchannels are shown in Figure 5.9. In all cases, the dijet mass must
satisfy 70 < mjj < 105 GeV in order to be consistent with Z boson decay. The
mjj range is larger than the m`` range because the jet energy resolution is worse
than that of leptons.
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Figure 9: Dijet mass distribution for the (left) untagged and (right) tagged ggF category (top) before
and (bottom) after the optimized cuts in Equation (1). Here and subsequently x indicates either a tagged
or untagged jet and x j represents the two jets in the untagged channel, which combines 0 and 1 b-tag
events.
found for this selection:819
p jT > 0.1 ⇥ m`` j j for untagged,
p``T > min[ 54.04 + 0.455 ⇥ m`` j j, 275] for untagged (1)
> min[ 79.18 + 0.439 ⇥ m`` j j, 275] tagged, (2)
  `` < 3.22 ⇥ 108/m`` j j3.50 + 1 for untagged,
where all kinematic quantities involved are expressed in GeV. The p jT and   `` cuts are not applied in the820
tagged channel since they were found to give no improvement in significance after the p``T requirement821
in this case. This selection is applied as a function of reconstructed m`` j j mass rather than nominal Higgs822
mass (mH) since the latter forces the main Z+jets background to peak under the Higgs signal, which is823
undesirable since any uncertainties in the size and shape of the background distribution will have a large824
e↵ect. In addition, using m`` j j allows using a single background shape for all mH hypotheses.825
The e ciency of the complete selection including the optimized cuts is 9.9% for the 0+1-tag channel826
and 1.3% for the 2-tag subchannel for a plain Standard Model like gluon-fusion signal sample with827
mH = 400 GeV. Considering a gluon-fusion NWA signal sample with mH = 900 GeV, the corresponding828
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Figure 9: Dijet mass distribution for the (left) untagged and (right) tagged ggF category (top) before
and (bottom) after the optimized cuts in Equation (1). Here and subsequently x indicates either a tagged
or untagged jet and x j represents the two jets in the untagged channel, which combines 0 and 1 b-tag
events.
found for this selection:819
p jT 0.1 ⇥ m`` j j for untagged,
p``T > min[ 54.04 + 0.455 ⇥ m`` j j, 275] for untagged (1)
> min[ 79.18 + 0.439 ⇥ m`` j j, 275] tagged, (2)
  `` < 3.22 ⇥ 108/m`` j j3.50 + 1 for untagged,
where all kinematic quantities involved are expressed in GeV. The p jT and   `` cuts are not applied in the820
tagged channel since they were found to give no improvement in significance after the p``T requirement821
in this case. This selection is applied as a function of reconstructed m`` j j mass rather than nominal Higgs822
mass (mH) since the latter forces the main Z+jets background to peak under the Higgs signal, which is823
undesirable since any uncertainties in the size and shape of the background distribution will have a large824
e↵ect. In addition, using m`` j j allows using a single background shape for all mH hypotheses.825
The e ciency of the complete selection including the optimized cuts is 9.9% for the 0+1-tag channel826
and 1.3% for the 2-tag subchannel for a plain Standard Model like gluon-fusion signal sample with827
mH = 400 GeV. Considering a gluon-fusion NWA signal sample with mH = 900 GeV, the corresponding828
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Figure 5.9: Dijet mass distribution for the (left) untagged and (right) tagged ggF cat-
egory (top) before and (bottom) after the optimized cuts in Equation 5.1. Here and
subsequently x indicates either a tagged or untagged jet and xj represents the two jets
in the untagged channel, which combines 0 and 1 b-tag events.
After the mjj cut, the H → ZZ candidate mass is reconstructed by forming
the invariant mass of h ``jj system m``jj. e Higgs bo on m ss resolution
is improved by mposi g Z m ss st ai t on the inva iant mass of the two
jets, si ce th reco structed Z → jj mass resolution is wo se than th intrinsic
Z width. A simple approach is h sen such that each jet vector is sc led by mZ
mjj
;
more complicated kinematic fit approaches did not give a significant im rovement
in sensitivity.
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Once the ``jj candidate is found, an optimized kinematic selection is applied.
Several variables were investigated and the most sensitive ones found to be the
transverse momenta of the selected jets, the pT of the deletion system p``T and the
azimuthal angle between the two leptons (∆φ``). The selection was optimized as
a function of the Higgs candidate mass and the best significance found for this
selection:
pjT > 0.1×m``jj for untagged
p``T > min[−54.04 + 0.455×m``jj, 275] for untagged
p``T > min[−79.18 + 0.439×m``jj, 275] for tagged
∆φ`` <
3.22× 108
m3.50``jj
+ 1 for untagged
(5.1)
where all kinematic quantities involved are expressed in GeV. The pjT and ∆φ`` are
not applied in the tagged channel since they were found to give no improvement
in significance after the p``T requirement in this case. This selection is applied as a
function of reconstructed m``jj mass rather than nominal Higgs mass mH since the
latter forces the main Z+jets background to peak under the Higgs signal, which
is undesirable since any uncertainties in the size and shape of the background dis-
tribution will have a large effect. In addition, using m``jj allows using a single
background shape for all mH hypotheses.
The efficiency of the complete selection including the optimized cuts is 9.9% for
the 0+1-tag subchannel and 1.3% for the 2-tag subchannel for a plain SM like
gluon-gluon fusion signal sample with mH = 400 GeV. Considering a ggF NWA
signal sample with mH = 900 GeV, the corresponding efficiencies are 6.3% and
0.8% for the 0+1-tag and 2-tag subchannels respectively. Figure 5.10 shows
these efficiencies as a function of mH . The median significance, defined in [69]
as
√
2[(S +B) ln(1 + S
B
)− S] (where S and B are the number of signal and back-
ground events respectively), is also shown in Figure 5.11. The fraction of events
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e ciencies are 6.3% and 0.8% for the 0+1-tag and 2-tag subchannels respectively. Figure 10 shows these829
e ciencies as a function of mH . The median significance3 is also plotted in Figure 11. The fraction of830
events in each jet tag subchannel after the complete selection is shown in Table 18.
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Figure 10: Total selection e ciency versus mH for di↵erent b-tag selections.
831
7.3.2 Merged (boosted) ggF category832
For large Higgs boson masses, namely mH   700 GeV, the Z bosons coming from the Higgs boson833
decay are highly boosted, so the opening angle between the Z boson decay products in the lab frame is834
small. Since the jets have a finite size (R = 0.4 in this analysis), a boosted Z boson decaying to quarks835
may give rise to jets that overlap each other. Such events will be rejected by the selection described836
above (Section 7.3.1), which requires two separated jets with mj j consistent with the Z boson mass.837
The “merged” category attempts to recover this e ciency loss by looking for a Z ! qq¯ decay that is838
reconstructed as a single jet.839
3The median significance is given by Equation (97) of [81]. For S ⌧ B, as we have here, the median significance is
well-approximated by S/
p
B.
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e ciencies are 6.3% and 0.8% for the 0+1-tag and 2-tag subchannels respectively. Figure 10 shows these829
e ciencies as a function of mH . The median significance3 is also plotted in Figure 11. The fraction of830
events in each jet tag subchannel after the complete selection is shown in Table 18.
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For large Higgs boson masses, namely mH   700 GeV, the Z bosons coming from the Higgs boson833
decay are highly boosted, so the opening angle between the Z boson decay products in the lab frame is834
small. Since the jets have a finite size (R = 0.4 in this analysis), a boosted Z boson decaying to quarks835
may give rise to jets that overlap each other. Such events will be rejected by the selection described836
above (Section 7.3.1), which requires two separated jets with mj j consistent with the Z boson mass.837
The “merged” category attempts to recover this e ciency loss by looking for a Z ! qq¯ decay that is838
reconstructed as a single jet.839
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Figure 10: Total selection e ciency versus mH for di↵erent b-tag selections.
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For large Higgs boson mas es, namely mH   700 GeV, the Z bosons coming from the Higgs boson83
decay are highly boosted, so the opening angle betwe n the Z boson decay products in the lab frame is834
smal . Since the jets have a finite size (R = 0.4 in this analysis), a boosted Z boson decaying to quarks835
may give rise to jets that overlap each other. Such events wil be rejected by the selection described836
above (Section 7.3.1), which requires two separated jets with mj consistent with the Z boson mas .837
The “merged” category at empts to recover this e ciency los by looking for a Z qq¯ decay that is838
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Figure 5.10: Total selection efficiency versus mH for different b-tag selections.
in each j t ta subchann l after the complet sel ction is shown in Table 5.9.
5.3.3.2 Merged (boosted) ggF category
For larg Higgs b son mas es, nam ly mH ≥ 700 GeV, the Z bosons coming from
the Higgs boson decay are highly boosted, so the opening angle between the Z
boson decay products in the laboratory frame is small. Since the jets have finite
size (R = 0.4 in this analysis), a boosted Z boson decaying to quarks may give
rise to jets that overlap each other. Such events will be rejected by the selection
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Figure 11: Median significance versus mH for di↵erent b-tag selections, calculated from MC simulation
for a total integrated luminosity of 20 fb 1. In addition to the standard selection cuts, m`` j j is required to
lie within a symmetric window around the MC input mH; the width of the window is set to accept 90%
of the signal. Cross-sections are from Section 5; NWA samples are used for mH > 400 GeV.
mH No tags 1 tag 2 tags
220 78.1 13.9 8.0
300 74.9 14.2 10.9
400 74.7 13.1 12.2
500 73.7 13.4 12.8
600 73.8 14.2 11.9
700 73.3 14.5 12.2
800 74.4 13.8 11.8
900 76.1 12.5 11.4
1000 74.4 13.9 11.7
Table 18: Fraction of events (in percent) in each jet tag bin for di↵erent mH .
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Figure 1 : Median significance versus mH for di↵erent b-tag selections, calculated from MC simulation
for a total integrated luminosity of 20 fb 1. In ad it on to the standard selection cuts, m`` j j is required to
lie within a symmetric window around the MC input mH; the width of the window is set o ac ept 90%
of the signal. Cros -sections are from Section 5; NWA samples are used for mH > 40 GeV.
mH No tags 1 tag 2 tags
2 0 78.1 13.9 8.0
30 74.9 14.2 10.9
40 74.7 13.1 12.2
50 73.7 13.4 12.8
60 73.8 14.2 1 .9
70 73.3 14.5 12.2
80 74.4 13.8 1 .8
90 76.1 12.5 1 .4
10 74.4 13.9 1 .7
Table 18: Fraction of events (in percent) in each jet ag bin for di↵erent mH .
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Figure 11: Median significance versus mH for di↵erent b-tag selections, calculated from MC simulation
for a total integrated luminosity of 20 fb 1. In addition to the standard selection cuts, m`` j j is required to
lie within a symmetric window around the MC input mH; the width of the window is set to accept 90%
of the signal. Cross-sections are from Section 5; NWA samples are used for mH > 400 GeV.
mH No tags 1 tag 2 tags
220 78.1 13.9 8.0
300 74.9 14.2 10.9
400 74.7 13.1 12.2
500 73.7 13.4 12.8
600 73.8 14.2 11.9
700 73.3 14.5 12.2
800 74.4 13.8 11.8
900 76.1 12.5 11.4
1000 74.4 13.9 11.7
Table 18: Fraction of events (in percent) in each jet tag bin for di↵erent mH .
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Figure 1 : Median significance versus mH for di↵erent b-tag selections, calculated from MC simulation
for a total integrated luminosity of 20 fb 1. In ad it on to the standard selection cuts, m`` j j is required to
lie within a symmetric window around the MC input mH; the width of the window is set o ac ept 90%
of the signal. Cros -sections are from Section 5; NWA samples are used for mH > 40 GeV.
mH No tags 1 tag 2 tags
2 0 78.1 13.9 8.0
30 74.9 14.2 10.9
40 74.7 13.1 12.2
50 73.7 13.4 12.8
60 73.8 14.2 1 .9
70 73.3 14.5 12.2
80 74.4 13.8 1 .8
90 76.1 12.5 1 .4
10 74.4 13.9 1 .7
Table 18: Fraction of events (in percent) in each jet ag bin for di↵erent mH .
(d) 2 tags
Figure 5.11: Median sig ific nce versus mH for differ nt b-tag selecti ns, calcul ted from
MC simulation f r a t tal integrat d luminosity of 20 fb−1. In addition to the standard
selection cuts, m``jj is required to lie within a symmetric window around the MC input
mH ; the width of the window is set to accept 90% of the signal. Cross sections are from
Section 5.1; NWA samples are used for mH > 400 GeV
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mH [GeV] No tags [%] 1 tag [%] 2 tags [%]
220 78.1 13.9 8.0
300 74.9 14.2 10.9
400 74.7 13.1 12.2
500 73.7 13.4 12.8
600 73.8 14.2 11.9
700 73.3 14.5 12.2
800 74.4 13.8 11.8
900 76.1 12.5 11.4
1000 74.4 13.9 11.7
Table 5.9: Fraction of events (in percent) in each jet tag bin for different mH
described in the previous Section 5.3.3.1, which requires two separated jets with
mjj consistent with the Z boson mass. The “merged” category attempts to recover
this efficiency loss by looking for a Z → qq¯ decay that is reconstructed as a single
jet.
The merged analysis is performed when the standard analysis fails; that is, when
the selected dijet system has a mass that is not consistent with the Z boson mass.
But since the dijet mass sidebands are used to study the modelling of the Z+jets
background (see Section 5.4), the merged analysis is applied when the dijet mass
is neither in the dijet mass signal region (70 - 105 GeV) nor in the sidebands region
(50 - 70 GeV and 105 - 150 GeV). The merged analysis also accepts events con-
taining only a single high-pT jet in addition to the Z → `` candidate. Such events
are called “monojet” events. The dilepton mass spectrum for monojet events is
shown in Figure 5.12. the merged category also imposes an explicit requirements
of a large boost for the leptonically-decaying Z boson: p``T > 280 GeV.
For this category, the leading jet is chosen as the candidate Z → qq¯ decay; the
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Figure 12: Dilepton mass spectra for monojet events; i.e., events containing only a single “good” jet in
addition to the leptonic Z decay. (a) Electrons; (b) Muons.
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Figure 13: Invariant mass of the leading jet in events selected by the merged analysis, after the mass
calibration and the kinematic selection.
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(b)
Figur 5.12: Dilepton mass spectra for m jet events, i.e. events containing only a
single “good” jet in addition to the leptonic Z decay, for (a) electrons and (b) muons.
invariant mass distribution for such jets is shown in Figure 5.13. The leading jet
is required to satisfy the following kinematic requirements: pT > 200 GeV and
m
pT
> 0.05. These requirements have been studied within the jet mass calibration
process and they are needed in order to restrict to a kinematic region in which the
jet mass response is properly understood and in which it can be calibrated.
Unlike in the resolved category, the merged analysis does not split events into
subchannels based on the number of b-tagged jets. Such a split was studied and
found not to be optimal because the b-tagging efficiency for merged jets is poor,
yielding extremely poor statistics in the final sample.
Figure 5.13 shows that a peak in the leading jet invariant mass distribution near
the Z boson mass is expected for the signal, while the dominant Z+jets back-
ground does not give rise to such a peak.
As mentioned above, events in which the leading two jets have an invariant mass
within either the signal region or in the control region sidebands are excluded fro
the merged category. For events with the dijet mass in the sidebands, the leading
jet usually has a low mass; thus, this requirement does not result in a significant
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calibration and the kinematic selection.Figure 5.13: Invariant mass of the leading jet in events selected by the merged analysis,
after the mass calibration and the kinematic selection.
efficiency loss in the merged category.
Similarly, events that pass the dijet mass requirement in the resolved analysis but
which fail the optimized final selection could be considered for the merged cate-
gory. However, in such events, the leading jet also predominantly has low mass;
thus, they would not contribute significantly to the merged category.
A final requirements on the invariant mass of the leading jet 70 < mj < 105 GeV is
made in order to separate the expected signal peak from non-resonant background.
After this selection, the three-body mass m``j is used as a discriminating variable.
The overall efficiency of the merged selection is 5.3% on a NWA signal sample with
mH = 900 GeV, considering only the gluon-gluon fusion process. This selection is
exclusive of the resolved category, so this is the net increase in efficiency, i.e. the
total signal efficiency for the ggF signal sample with mH = 900 GeV is improved
by ' 100%.
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Figure 14: Distribution of the invariant mass (left) and pseudorapidity gap (right) for the VBF tag-jet
pair. In the VBF channel, Alpgen is used for the Z + jets background.
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Figure 15: Distribution of EmissT significance (left) and the invariant mass of the dijet pair forming the
Z ! qq¯ candidate in the VBF category (right).
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Figure 14: Distribution f the invariant mass (left) and pseudorapidity gap (right) for the VBF tag-jet
pair. In the VBF channel, A pgen is used for the Z + jets background.
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Figure 15: Distribution f EmissT significan e (l ft) and the invariant mass of the dijet pair fo ming the
Z ! qq¯ candidate in the VBF category ( ight).
(b)
igure 5.14: Distributi n of the invariant mass (left) an pseudorapidity gap ( ight)for
the V BF “tag jet” pair. In the V BF c ann l, Alpgen ge erator is used for the Z+jets
background.
5.3.3.3 VBF category
The V BF process, in addition to the jets from the Z → jj decay, contains two jets
close to the beam pipe, i.e. with high |η|, in opposite dir ctions. These dditional
jets are called “tag jets”. Hence, the selection in this category, after the m`` and
EmissT significance cuts, requires at least four veto jets as described in Section 5.2.3.
The selection in the V BF category thus begins by requiring two non-b-tagged jets
with ηjet1 × ηjet2 < 0. If more than one such pair is found, then the one with
the highest invariant mass is selected. Distributions of the invariant mass of the
selected of the selected “tag jet” pair mjj,tag and the pseudorapidity gap between
them ∆ηjj,tag are shown in Figure 5.14. In order to reduce the Z+jets background,
the “tag jet” pair must have mjj,tag > 500 GeV and ∆ηjj,tag > 4. These cuts were
optimized for maximum significance.
Once a “tag jet” pair has been identified, the Z → qq¯ decay is reconstructed in
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Figure 14: Distribution of the invariant mass (left) and pseudorapidity gap (right) for the VBF tag-jet
pair. In the VBF channel, Alpgen is used for the Z + jets background.
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Figure 15: Distribution of EmissT significance (left) and the invariant mass of the dijet pair forming the
Z ! qq¯ candidate in the VBF category (right).
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(b)
Figure .15: Distribution of EmissT significance (l ft) and the invariant mass of the dijet
pair forming the Z → qq¯ candidate in the V BF category (right)
exactly the same manner as for the ggF resolved analysis (see Section 5.3.3.1),
except that the jets used for the “tag jet” pair are excluded. Due to the limited
statistics in this category, splitting the analysis based on the number of b-tagged
jets did not improve the significance of the results; hence an inclusive analysis is
performed. The reconstructed dijet invariant mass is shown in Figure 5.15.
The cut optimization outlined in Section 5.3.3.1 for the ggF category was also
performed for the V BF category. The same selection was found to be close to
optimal for the V BF category too within limited statistics. Hence the m``jj-
dependent cuts of Equation (5.1) are applied for this category. In addition, a cut
on the total transverse momentum of the selected leptons and jets ptotT was found
to give a marginal improvement to the sensitivity with respect to the Z+jets
background and also an improved separation between the ggF and V BF signal
processes. The ptotT distribution is shown in Figure 5.16. A cut of ptotT < 40 GeV
was found to be optimal. However, since the effect of this variable is marginal,
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Figure 16: Distribution of ptotT in the VBF category.
Figure 5.16: Distribution of ptotT in the V BF category.
this selection is not applied.
5.4 Backgrounds
The Monte Carlo simulations that model the various backgrounds to this analy-
sis, described in Section 5.1.3, may not describe the data accurately. These back-
grounds are studied by defining in data several control regions (CRs) that separate
out the main backgrounds and are mostly signal free. The normalization of the
backgrounds is performed along with the signal extraction by including these CRs
in the final combine profile likelihood fit as described in Section 5.8; this correctly
accounts for correlations.
In summary, the shape and the normalization of the Z+jets background is cor-
rected from data while the top background shape is taken from MC but normalized
to the data in the CRs; the multijet background is taken from purely data-driven
method while all other minor background are taken entirely from MC simulations.
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5.4.1 Z+jets background
The dominant background in this analysis is the Z+jets production. It can be
studied in data using the sidebands (SBs) of the mjj distribution, which provide
an almost pure sample of Z+jets events. The “ZCR” is defined following the nom-
inal, except that the mjj requirement is replaced by either 50 < mjj < 70 GeV
(low-mass SB) or 105 < mjj < 150 GeV (high-mass SB). These SBs are chosen
to keep the kinematics similar to the signal region (SR) but to allow sufficient
statistics to study the background. The two SBs are usually combined together,
but individual SBs are used to check for systematic effects.
In all channels, the SBs are used to determine scale factors to normalize the MC
yields in the SR. In addition, they are used to correct the modelling of the jet
angular separation and the pT of the leptonic Z candidate in the resolved ggF
channel, while in the VBF channel they are used to correct the m``jj discriminant.
5.4.1.1 Z+jets in the resolved ggF channel
To accurately model the Z+jets background, one must determine the relative
fractions of Z+light-, c- and b-jets, i.e. the “flavour composition”, which will not
necessarily be predicted correctly by the MC generator. In addition, the ability
of the MC simulation to correctly model the Z+jets background distribution is
likely to vary for the different flavour components and thus they should be studied
separately as far as possible. To facilitate this, separate CRs are defined for events
containing untagged and tagged events. Table 5.10 gives a breakdown of the flavour
composition of the ZCR in the 0-, 1- and 2-tag case.
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Process 0-tag [%] 1-tag [%] 2-tag [%]
Z + l 83 22 4.4
Z + c 13 16 6.3
Z + b 2 46 69
tt¯ 0.11 3.2 17
Table 5.10: Sample composition for Z+jets modelling studies after background normal-
ization. Here, Z + b = Zbb + Zbc + Zbl refers to Z+jets MC events with at least one
jet labelled as b, Z + c = Zcc + Zcl refers to events with no jets labelled as b-jet but
at least one labelled as c and Z + l refers to events with no jets labelled as b or c. The
small remaining fraction is made up by the other small backgrounds: diboson, multi-jet
and W+jets.
Flavour composition As mentioned above, the simulation can not be assumed
to correctly predict the relative flavour composition of the Z+jets background;
hence, the composition must be denied from data using the SBs for untagged and
tagged events. Since the MV1c discriminant is designed to separate between the
various flavors, and in particular to distinguish b-jets from both light- and c-jets
(unlike MV1), its distribution provides the natural variable to constrain the Z+jets
flavour composition. This is now possible due to the pseudo-continuous calibration
of MV1c described in Section 5.2.3.2 and provides a significant improvement over
the previous 7 TeV analysis, where this was not available. In order to correctly
take into account the correlations with the various systematic uncertainties this so
called “flavour fit” is performed as part of the final profile likelihood fit described
in Section 5.8. The input distribution is the sum of the MV1c weight for the two
signal jets in the untagged and tagged SBs; this sum uses the central value of the
MV1c bin and as such has a unique value for each combination of the signal jet’s
MV1c weights. This fit also takes into account the overall normalization of the
Z+jets MC simulation to data.
The flavour fit is only applied in the resolved ggF category, which is split into
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untagged and tagged categories. Since the V BF and merged ggF categories are
inclusive in the number of b-tagged jets due to limited statistics, they are not sen-
sitive to the flavour composition and hence only the overall Z+jets normalization
is determined from data.
Signal jets in Z+jets MC are labelled as described in Section 5.2.3.1 to define
event categories Z + bb, bc, bl, cc, cl, ll. In some cases categories are combined:
Z + b = Zbb + Zbc + Zbl refers to events with at least one jet labelled as b,
Z + c = Zcc + Zcl refers to events with no jets labelled as b but at least one
labelled as c, and Z + l refers to events with no jets labeled as b or c.
∆φjj and p``T modelling It has been observed in several analyses, in particular
V (H → bb), that Sherpa does not model well the azimuthal separation of the
jets from the hadronic Z or W decay ∆φjj. This is also seen by the Sherpa
authors when comparing to ATLAS 7 TeV W+jets data [118]. In addition, this
discrepancy is found to be dependent on p``T . No such discrepancy is observed for
∆φ``.
The ∆φjj distributions for the 0, 1 and 2 b-tag SBs are shown in Figure 5.17, split
into two p``T regions, p``T < 120 GeV (low p``T) and p``T > 120 GeV (high p``T). It can
be seen that there is a clear discrepantcy for both the 0 and 1 b-tag categories at
low p``T , while there no obvious discrepancy at high p``T or in the 2 b-tag category
within statistics. This suggests that, at low p``T , a correction is needed for the
Z+light jet background, which is non negligible in the 1 b-tag sample, but not for
the Z+heavy-flavour component.
A correction is derived for this discrepancy by fitting with a linear function
a(1 + b∆φjj) the ratio of the data to the Z+jets background for low p``T 0 b-tag
events, after subtracting the small non-Z background from MC simulation. This is
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Figure 17: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1, and 2 b-tag events for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) before the correction described in the text; the discrepancy in the low-pT`` 0
and 1 b-tag regions can clearly be seen.
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Figure 17: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1 and 2 b-tag ev nts for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) before the correction described in the t xt; he discrepancy in the low-pT`` 0
and 1 b-tag regions can clearly be seen.
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Figure 17: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1, and 2 b-tag events for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) before the correction described in the text; the discrepancy in the low-pT`` 0
and 1 b-tag regions can clearly be seen.
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Figure 17: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1 and 2 b-tag ev nts for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) before the correction described in the t xt; the discrepancy in the low-pT`` 0
and 1 b-tag regions can clearly be s en.
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Figure 17: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1, and 2 b-tag events for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) before the correction described in the text; the discrepancy in the low-pT`` 0
and 1 b-tag regions can clearly be seen.
(e) 2-tag, p``T < 120 GeV
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Figure 17: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1 and 2 b-tag ev nts for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) before the correction described in the t xt; he discrepancy in the low-pT`` 0
and 1 b-tag regions can clearly be seen.
(f) 2-tag, p``T > 120 GeV
Figure 5.17: Normalized ∆φjj distributions and data/MC ratios for 0-, 1- and 2-tag
events for low p``T (left) and high p
``
T (right) before the correction described in the text;
the discrepancy in the low p``T 0 and 1 b-tag regions can clearly be seen.
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Figure 18: Linear fit to the (data  MCbkg)/MCZ+jets ratio for 0 b-tag events at low pT``. Here “bkg”
refers to the non-Z background.
Figure 5.18: Linear fit to the Data−MCbkgMCZ+jets ratio for 0 b-tag events at low p
``
T . Here “bkg”
refers to the non-Z background.
shown in Figure 5.18 for the combined SBs, although similar results are obtained
for both SBs separately.
Since the 0 b-tag category is almost pure Z+light-jets, this function is used to
reweight the Z+light-jets MC sample. After the ∆φjj correction (see Figure 5.19),
the 0 b-tag region is found to be reasonably described. The 1 b-tag region is also
significantly improved, although there still some slope present at this point.
A systematic uncertainty of half the applied correction is assigned to the Z+light-
jet simulation at low p``T , while the full correction is taken as a systematic uncer-
tainty in the Z+b/c-jet case where no correction is applied. For the high-p``T region,
where no correction is applied, a linear fit is performed to the data/MC ratio in
the 0 b-tag subchannel and the statistical uncertainty on the fitted slope applied
as a systematic uncertainty for all Z+jets flavours. The systematic uncertainties
for the Z+light-jet and Z + b/c-jet events are treated us uncorrelated.
After the Z+light-jets ∆φjj correction, the description of the p``T distribution in
the SBs, shown in Figure 5.20, is studied. For 0 b-tag events, it is found that after
the ∆φjj correction is applied, the p``T distribution is well-described by the simula-
tion. However, there is a clear discrepancy seen in the 1 and 2 b-tag distributions,
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Figure 19: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1, and 2 b-tag events for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) after the    j j correction described in the text but before the pT`` correction.
It can be seen at this point that there is still a discrepancy in the low-pT`` 1 b-tag region.
(a) 0-tag, p``T < 120 GeV
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Figure 19: The normalized   j j distributions and at /MC ratios for 0, 1, and 2 b-tag ev nts for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) after the   j j correction described in the text but before the pT`` correction.
It can be seen at this point that ther is still a discrepancy in the low-pT`` 1 b-tag region.
(b) 0-tag, p``T > 120 GeV
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Figure 19: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1, and 2 b-tag events for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) after the    j j correction described in the text but before the pT`` correction.
It can be seen at this point that there is still a discrepancy in the low-pT`` 1 b-tag region.
(c) 1-tag, p``T < 120 GeV
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Figure 19: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1 and 2 b-tag ev nts for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) after the    j j correction described in the t xt but before the pT`` correction.
It can be seen at this point that ther is still a discrepancy in the low-pT`` 1 b-tag region.
(d) 1-tag, p``T > 120 GeV
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Figure 19: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1, and 2 b-tag events for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) after the    j j correction described in the text but before the pT`` correction.
It can be seen at this point that there is still a discrepancy in the low-pT`` 1 b-tag region.
(e) 2-tag, p``T < 120 GeV
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Figure 19: The normalized    j j distributions and data/MC ratios for 0, 1 and 2 b-tag ev nts for low pT``
(left) and high pT`` (right) after the    j j correction described in the t xt but before the pT`` correction.
It can be seen at this point that ther is still a discrepancy in the low-pT`` 1 b-tag region.
(f) 2-tag, p``T > 120 GeV
Figure 5.19: Normalized ∆φjj distributions and data/MC ratios for 0-, 1- and 2-tag
events for low p``T (left) and high p
``
T (right) after the correction described in the text but
before the p``T correction. It can be seen at this point that there is still a discrepancy in
the low p``T 1 b-tag region.
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indicating that a p``T correction is needed for the Z+heavy-flavour simulation. Due
to the limited statistics in the 2 b-tag subchannel, a correction is derived from
the 1 and 2 b-tag distributions combined by fitting the ratio of the data to the
Z+heavy-flavour background with a + b log p``T ; both the Z+light-jet and small
non-Z background from MC simulation are subtracted from data. This resulting
parameterization is shown in Figure 5.21 for the combined SBs. This is used to
correct the Z + c/b simulation. A systematic uncertainty of half the correction
is assigned to the entire Z+jet simulation but decorated between Z+light-jet and
Z + c/b-jet.
The ∆φjj and p``T distributions in the combined SB for all b-tag categories after
both corrections are shown in Figure 5.22; Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show the corre-
sponding plots for the low- and high-mjj SBs, respectively. A good description of
the data is observed for all distributions, including ∆φjj in the 1 b-tag region.
mjj modelling A mismodelling of the mjj distribution does not directly affect
the m``jj discriminant, since the dijet invariant mass is constrained to the Z boson
mass when reconstructing m``jj. However, the modelling of this variable is still
important since it affects the extrapolation of the Z+jets background normaliza-
tion and flavour composition fits, described previously, from the ZCR to the SR.
The full mjj spectrum is shown in Figure 5.25 and is seen to be reasonably de-
scribed. Consequently, no correction is applied, but a systematic uncertainty on
the shape is derived by reweighting the Z+jets MC such that it covers by eye any
residual data/MC disagreement in the mjj SB. The reweight used is a linear pa-
rameterization of the form a(mjj×10−3−b) and is also shown in Figure 5.25. This
uncertainty is somewhat conservative in the 0 b-tag case (see Figure 5.25(a)), but
was chosen to allow the same uncertainty to be applied across all b-tag categories.
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Figure 20: The normalized pT`` distributions and data/MC ratios for (a) 0, (b) 1, and (c) 2 b-tag events
before the correction described in the text; the discrepancy in the 1 and 2 b-tag regions can clearly be
seen.
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Figure 21: Fit to the (data   MCbkg)/MCZ+heavy-flavour ratio for 1 and 2 b-tag events combined. Here
“bkg” refers to the Z+light-jet and non-Z background.
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Figure 20: The normalized pT`` distributions and at /MC ratios for (a) 0, (b) 1, and (c) 2 b-tag ev nts
before the correction described in the text; the discrepancy in the 1 and 2 b-tag regions can clearly be
seen.
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Figure 21: Fit to the (dat   MCbkg)/MCZ+heavy-flavour ratio for 1 and 2 b-tag ev nts combined. Her
“bkg” ref rs to the Z+light-jet and non-Z background.
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Figure 20: The normalized pT`` distributions and data/MC ratios for (a) 0, (b) 1, and (c) 2 b-tag events
before the correction described in the text; the discrepancy in the 1 and 2 b-tag regions can clearly be
seen.
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Figure 21: Fit to the (data   MCbkg)/MCZ+heavy-flavour ratio for 1 and 2 b-tag events combined. Here
“bkg” refers to the Z+light-jet and non-Z background.
(c) 2-tag
Figure 5.20: The normalized p``T distributions and data/MC ratios for (a) 0, (b) 1 and
(c) 2 b-tag events before the correction described in the text; the discrepancy in the 1
and 2 b-tag regions can clearly be seen.
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Figure 20: The normalized pT`` distributions and data/MC ratios for (a) 0, (b) 1, and (c) 2 b-tag events
before the correction described in the text; the discrepancy in the 1 and 2 b-tag regions can clearly be
seen.
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Figure 21: Fit to the (data   MCbkg)/MCZ+heavy-flavour ratio for 1 and 2 b-tag events combined. Here
“bkg” refers to the Z+light-jet and non-Z background.
Figure 5.21: Fit to t e Data−MCbkgMCZ+heavy−flavour ratio for 1 and 2 b-tag events combined. Here
“bkg” refers to the Z+light-jet and non-Z background.
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Figure 22:    j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
combined SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including
those associated with these corrections.
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Figure 2 :   j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
combined SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including
those associated with these corrections.
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Figure 22:    j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
combined SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including
those associated with these corrections.
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Figure 2 :   j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
combined SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including
those associated with these corrections.
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Figure 22:    j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
combined SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including
those associated with these corrections.
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Figure 2 :   j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
combined SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including
those associated with these corrections.
(f)
Figure 5.22: ∆φjj (left) and p``T (right) distributions for (a, c) 0, (b, d) 1 and (e, f) 2
b-tag events in the combined SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the
systemic uncertainties including those associated with these corrections.
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Figure 23:    j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
low-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with these corrections.
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Figure 23:   j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
low-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands how the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with these corrections.
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Figure 23:    j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
low-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with these corrections.
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Figure 23:   j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
low-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands how the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with thes corrections.
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Figure 23:    j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
low-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with these corrections.
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Figure 23:   j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
low-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands how the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with thes corrections.
(f)
Figure 5.23: ∆φjj (l ft) a d p``T (right) distributions for ( , c) 0, (b, d) 1 and (e, f) 2
b-tag events in the low-mjj SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the
systemic uncertainties including those associated with these corrections.
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Figure 24:    j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
high-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with these corrections.
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Figure 24:   j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
high-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands how the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with these corrections.
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Figure 24:    j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
high-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with these corrections.
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Figure 24:   j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
high-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands how the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with these corrections.
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Figure 24:    j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
high-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with these corrections.
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Figure 24:   j j (left) and pT`` (right) distributions for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events in the
high-mj j SB after the corrections in the text. The bands how the systematic uncertainties including those
associated with these corrections.
(f)
Figure 5.24: ∆φjj (left) and p``T (right) distributions for (a, c) 0, (b, d) 1 and (e, f) 2
b-tag events in the high-mjj SB after the corrections in the text. The bands show the
systemic uncertainties including those associated with these corrections.
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m``jj modelling Figure 5.26 shows the finalm``jj discriminants in the ZCR after
the application of all corrections described in this section and after applying the
Z+jets normalization, including the relative flavour composition, from the final
combined fit. The distributions are shown both before and after the optimized
selection of Eq. 5.1. The data are well described by the MC simulation within the
assigned uncertainties, including those on the modelling described above. Conse-
quently, no further correction or uncertainty is applied.
5.4.1.2 Z+jets in the merged category
As in the resolved category, the Z+jets process is the dominant background in
the merged category, as can be seen from Figure 5.13. Similarly to the resolved
category, this background is studied in a control region obtained in the sidebands
of the mj distribution, away from the signal region defined in Section 5.3.3.2. The
sideband is defined in the 30 < mj < 70 GeV range. Distributions of the three-
body mass spectra for this sideband are shown in Figure 5.27. These plots show
that the MC simulation correctly reproduces the shape of the data distribution
and therefore no additional shape correction is needed. However, there is a dis-
agreement in the normalization between data and MC simulation and therefore a
scale factor (SF) is determined from the ratio of the data to MC simulation, after
subtracting the residual contribution from other backgrounds (top quark, multijet
and diboson). The result is SF = 0.899 ± 0.020 for 30 < mj < 70 GeV. These
uncertainties are statistical only. The effect of applying the scale factors can be
seen in Figure 5.27. The final normalization of the Z+jets background is actually
taken from the final fit explained in Section 5.8.
Figure 5.28 shows the pT spectrum of the leading jet in the merged regime. In this
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Figure 25: The fullmj j distribution in data, after subtracting the non-Z background determined fromMC
simulation, compared to the nominal (solid line) Z+jets MC expectation (after    j j and pT`` corrections),
along with their ratio. The signal region is blinded (as indicated by the black bandstring). The dashed
lines show the Z+jets MC distribution after the downward and upward shape variation described in the
text. Note, since these lines indicate the MC simulation after the reweight in the two directions, they just
represent the shape variation and not an uncertainty band. As such it should be made clear that the region
where the two lines cross does not correspond to a vanishing uncertainty but rather just to the pivot point.
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Figure 25: The fullmj j distribution in data, after subtracting the non-Z background determined fromMC
simulation, compared to the nominal (solid line) Z+jets MC expectation (after    j j and pT`` corrections),
along with their ratio. The signal region is blinded (as indicated by the black bandstring). The dashed
lines show the Z+jets MC distribution after the downward and upward shape variation described in the
text. Note, since these lines indicate the MC simulation after the reweight in the two directions, they just
represent the shape variation and not an uncertainty band. As such it should be made clear that the region
where the two lines cross does not correspond to a vanishing uncertainty but rather just to the pivot point.
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Figure 25: The fullmj j distribution in data, after subtracting the non-Z background determined fromMC
simulation, compared to the nominal (solid line) Z+jets MC expectation (after    j j and pT`` corrections),
along with their ratio. The signal region is blinded (as indicated by the black bandstring). The dashed
lines show the Z+jets MC distribution after the downward and upward shape variation described in the
text. Note, since these lines indicate the MC simulation after the reweight in the two directions, they just
represent the shape variation and not an uncertainty band. As such it should be made clear that the region
where the two lines cross does not correspond to a vanishing uncertainty but rather just to the pivot point.
(c) 2-tag
Figure 5.25: The full mjj distribution in data, after subt ac ing the non-Z background
determ ned from MC simulation, compared to the ominal (solid line) Z+jets MC ex-
pectation (after ∆φjj and p``T corrections), along with their ratio. The signal region is
blinded (as indicated by the black bandstring). the dashed lines show the Z+jets MC
distribution after the downward and upward shape variation described in the text. Note,
since these lines indicate the MC simulation after the reweight in the two directions, they
just represent the shape variation and not an uncertainty band. As such it should be
made clear that the region where the two lines cross does not correspond to a vanishing
uncertainty but rather just to the pivot point.
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Figure 26: m`` j j distribution for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events, after the corrections in the
text, before (left) and after (right) the optimized selection. The systematic uncertainty bands include the
uncertainties associated with these corrections.
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Figure 26: m`` j j distribution for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events, after the corrections in the
text, before (left) and after (right) the optimized selection. The systematic uncertainty bands include the
uncertainties associated with these corrections.
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Figure 26: m`` j j distribution for (a,c) 0, (b,d) 1, and (e,f) 2 b-tag events, after the correct ons in
text, before (left) and after (right) the optimized selection. The systematic uncertainty bands include the
uncertainties associated with these corrections.
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Figure 5.26: m``jj distribution for (a, c) 0, (b, d) 1 and (e, f) 2 b-tag eve ts, aft r
the corrections in the text, before (left) and after (right) the optimized selection. The
systematic uncertainty bands include the uncertainties associated with these corrections.
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(a) 30 < mj < 70 GeV, before scale factor.
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(b) 30 < mj < 70 GeV, after scale factor.
Figure 27: Three-body mass distributions (m`` j) obtained in the mj sideband. The plots on the left are
before the application of the scale factor, and the ones on the right are after.
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Figure 28: pTspectrum of the leading jet in the merged regime.
(a) 30 < mj < 70 GeV, before scale factor
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Figure 27: Three-body mass di tribut ons (m`` j) obtained in the mj sideband. The plots n the left are
befor th applicat on of the scale factor, and the ones on the right are fter.
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Figure 28: pTs ectrum of the leading jet in he m rged r gime.
(b) 30 < mj < 70 GeV, after scale factor
Figure 5.27: Three-body m ss distributi s (m``j) obtain d in the mj sideband before
(left) and after (right) the application of the scale factor described in the text.
channel pjT and p
Z
T are equivalent to each other (a part from the resolution). The
good data-MC agreement in this plot shows that no other corrections are needed
for the Z+jets background.
5.4.1.3 Z+jets in the VBF category
The Z+jets process is also the dominant background in the V BF category, as can
be seen from Figure 5.15. Its normalization is estimated from the data using the
same mjj sideband Z+jets control regions as for the resolved ggF category. Due
to limit statistics, the control regions are defined at an earlier stage of the V BF
event selection, specifically right after the identification of the two candidate jets
associated from the decay of the Z boson.
The normalization of the final distribution is derived as part of the final profile
likelihood fit as describ d in Section 5.8. The sys ematic unc rtainty associated
to the extrapolation of the normalization between the control region and the sig-
nal region, is estimated following the procedure described previously. As in the
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(a) 30 < mj < 70 GeV, before scale factor.
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(b) 30 < mj < 70 GeV, after scale factor.
Figure 27: Three-body mass distributions (m`` j) obtained in the mj sideband. The plots on the left are
before the application of the scale factor, and the ones on the right are after.
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Figure 28: pTspectrum of the leading jet in the merged regime.Figure 5.28: pT spectrum of the leading jet in the merged regime.
resolved ggF channel, the reweight used in the V BF case is also a linear parame-
terization of the form a(mjj × 10−3 − b) and is shown in Figure 5.29.
The Z+jets control region is used to derive a correction to the MC simulation in
order to improve the modelling of the m``jj distribution. The correction is derived
directly from the binned ratio of the data, after subtracting the small contributions
from the other background processes, to the MC Z+jets distribution. In order to
reduce the effect of statistical fluctuations, the binning is set such that all bins
have a statistical uncertainty of less than 10%. The derived shape correction is
then propagated to the signal region and to the later stages of the selection. Fig-
ure 5.30 shows the agreement of the MC simulation to data after this correction
has been applied. The entirety of the shape variation obtained by applying this
correction is taken as a systematic uncertainty for this category.
The variables that were used for the shape reweighting of the ggF category
were also tested as reweighting variables for the Z+jets background in the V BF
category. However, this category uses the Alpgen MC generator, as it better
describes the multijet final state; as a consequence, the variables used to reweight
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Figure 29: m`` j j distribution for the control region of the Z+jets background, in the VBF channel, before
(a) and after (b) the optimized selection.
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Figure 30: The ratio of the full mj j distribution in data, after subtracting the non-Z background de-
termined from MC simulation, over the nominal Z+jets MC expectation. The signal region is blinded.
The dashed lines show the reweight factors applied to the Z+jets MC distribution in order to acquire the
up/down systematic variations associated to the normalization from the Z + jets control region.
Figure 5.29: The ratio of the full mjj distribution in data, after subtracting the non-Z
background determined from MC simulation, over the nominal Z+jets MC expectation.
The signal region is blinded. The dashed line show the reweight factors applied to the
Z+jets MC distribution in order to acquire the upward/downward variations associated
to the normalization from the Z+jets control region.
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Figure 29: m`` j j distribution for the control region of the Z+jets background, in the VBF channel, before
(a) and after (b) the optimized selection.
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Figure 30: The ratio of the full mj j distribution in data, after subtracting the non-Z background de-
termined from MC simulation, over the nominal Z+jets MC expectation. The signal region is blinded.
The dashed lines show the reweight factors applied to the Z+jets MC distribution in order to acquire the
up/down systematic variations associated to the normalization from the Z + jets control region.
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Figure 29: m`` j j distribution f r the contr l region of the Z+jets background, i the VBF channel, b for
(a) and fter (b) the optimized s lection.
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Figure 5.30: m``jj distribution for he control region of the Z+jets background, in the
V BF chann l, before (a) and af er (b) the optimized selection.
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the Z+jets background in the ggF category did not provide a better description
of the background than the above approach.
5.4.2 Top quark background
Top quark production is a significant background in the 2 b-tag ggF subchannel.
This background is dominated by tt¯ decays in which both W bosons decay into
leptons, and the two leptons and two b-jets from top quark decay have invariant
masses that happen to be close to the Z boson mass. The contribution from single
top production, primarilyWt, is very small: in the 2 b-tag subchannel only 3.3% of
the top quark background is from a single top process and 85% of that comes from
Wt production. Another sort of top quark background has leptons that originate
from the decay of the b-jet daughters of top quarks. This background is reduced
by the isolation requirements described in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The presence
of neutrinos in the leptonic tt¯ decays leads to large values of EmissT ; hence, requir-
ing low values of missing energy (see Section 5.3.3) also reduces this background
considerably.
A sample dominated by top quark events is obtained by selecting events with
opposite-flavour, i.e. eµ, same-sign leptons. The remaining parts of the nominal
selection are then applied, including the m`` requirement. Since top quark pro-
duction is a small background in all except the tagged subchannel, the “Top2CR”
is defined primarily for 2 b-tagged events. However, in order to cross-check the
results with higher statistics, the 1 b-tag sample, “Top1CR”, is also studied. Here
a E
miss
T√
HT
> 3.5 requirement is applied to obtain a sample dominated by tt¯ decay.
Figure 5.31 shows the mjj and m``jj distributions in the top quark control sample
for 1 and 2 b-tag events. The data are reasonably described by MC simulation and
hence no corrections are applied.
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Figure 31: The (a,b) mj j and (c,d) m`` j j distributions for the top control region (CR) in the subchannels
with 1 (left) and 2 (right) b-tagged jets.
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Figure 31: The (a,b) mj j and (c,d) m`` j j distributions for the top control region (CR) in the subchannels
with 1 (left) and 2 (right) b-tagged jets.
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Figure 5.31: The (a, b) mjj and (c, d) m``jj distributions for the top control region (CR)
in the subchannels with 1 (left) and 2 (right) b-tagged jets.
The unfolded 7 TeV ATLAS tt¯ measurement shows that the top quark pT dis-
tribution in MC simulation is hard than that observed in data. This difference
between data and MC is used to correct the tt¯ MC and half or double the correc-
tion applied as a systematic uncertainty (see Section 5.5.2.2)
The normalization of the top quark background is determined in the final profile
likelihood fit described in Section 5.8 using the m``jj distribution in the 2 b-tag eµ
CR as input.
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5.4.3 Multi-jet background
Multi-jet events in which two jets are mistakenly identified as leptons form a back-
ground if the two misidentified leptons have an invariant mass compatible with
the Z boson mass. Photon conversions contribute in the case of electrons, while
in-flight pion decays add to muon channel. In addition to “fake” leptons, true
leptons from semi-leptonic decay of heavy flavour hadrons may contribute in both
electron and muon channels.
The multi-jet background in the electron channel is estimated from data. The
shape of the background is obtained from a sample dominated by multi-jet events
and then subsequently normalized to the signal selection. A data sample domi-
nated by multi-jet events is obtained by reversing the track isolation cut of the
two electrons. The remaining analysis selections are applied and the resulting data
histograms are used as templates to describe the shape of the multi-jet background
in the various distributions.
Although the templates describe the shape of the multi-jet background, they must
be normalized to take into account the difference in efficiency between the two elec-
tron selections. The normalization is estimated by fitting the di-electron invariant
mass distribution after applying the nominal section up to the requirement of ≥ 2
jets. the is performed over the range 40 < mee < 150 GeV using three components:
• the multi-jet template derived from data using the loosened electron selec-
tion;
• the Z → ee background distribution from the MC simulation using the
nominal electron selection;
• the sum of all other background distributions from the MC simulation using
the nominal electron selection.
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Only the normalization of the multi-jet template and Z → ee background are
allowed to vary (the other background are fixed). The fit is performed sepa-
rately for events with 0, 1 and 2 b-tagged jets and the scale factors obtained are
2.36±0.02(stat.), 1.89±0.04(stat.) and 2.22±0.20(stat.), respectively. Due to the
low statistics and the large contribution from top quark background in the 2 b-tag
subchannel, this scale factors has a large uncertainty. Due to the smaller back-
ground in the 0 b-tag subchannel, this scale factor is used for all b-tag subchannels
and a 50% uncertainty assigned to account for the difference. The results of the
fit can be seen in Figure 5.5, where the QCD is seen to reasonably model the data
in the mee sidebands.
The residual small multi-jet background in the eµ TopCR is taken from the
opposite-sign eµ data, which also accounts for the small W+jets background in
that region.
The multi-jet background in the muon channel was investigated by comparing the
data and MC simulation in the mµµ sidebands (see Figure 5.5) and found to be
negligible.
5.4.3.1 Multi-jet background in the merged category
The multi-jet background in the merged category is estimated in the same way as
for the resolved category; the estimate is carried out separately for the monojet
and the multiple jet subsamples. Since this category is not subdivided based on
the number of b-tagged jets, the events containing two or more jets are fit inclu-
sively. The result of the fit in the monojet subchannel is shown in Figure 5.12,
which shows overall good data-MC agreement.
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5.4.4 Diboson background
Since no suitable data control region can be defined for the diboson background,
this background is estimated directly from MC simulation as described in Section
5.1.3.3 with the uncertainties described in Section 5.5.
5.4.5 W+jets background
The W+jets background is found to be negligible except in the top control region,
for which the small contribution is taken from same-sign eµ data events.
5.4.6 SM Zh, h→ bb production
The SM Zh, h → bb production, taken from MC simulation as described in Sec-
tion 5.1.3.4, is found to be negligible, contributing to the mjj SB in the tagged
channel at the level of 0.5%. Of course, in the BSM Higgs scenarios probed here
the coupling may not be the SM values. However, it has been measured to be
µbb = 0.52 ± 0.32 (stat.) ± 0.24 (syst.), compatible with the SM prediction.
Hence this background is included in the limit fit with the SM strength and a
symmetric 50% uncertainty to cover the measured value.
5.5 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties can be divided into two categories: the uncertainties on
the measurement itself, described in Section 5.5.1, and those associated with the
modelling of the signal and background processes, described in Section 5.5.2.
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Except where explicitly specified, the systematic uncertainties are treated as fully
correlated across all categories and subchannels.
5.5.1 Experimental systematic uncertainties
The experimental uncertainties originate from efficiency corrections and/or the
calibrations of simulated objects. The majority of these uncertainties have been
provided by the combined performance groups for the relevant objects. To eval-
uate some of these uncertainties, the smoothing procedure described in Section
5.5.1.7 has been used to minimize the effects of limited MC statistics.
The largest uncertainties of this type in this analysis are those on the jets, as can
be seen in Section 5.8.7.
5.5.1.1 Luminosity and pile up
The uncertainty on the integrated luminosity is ±2.8% and is applied to the signal
and to the backgrounds estimated from MC simulation (only the diboson back-
ground).
An uncertainty due to the modelling of the additional pile-up interactions is ap-
plied following the official guidelines.
5.5.1.2 Electrons
The electron reconstruction and identification efficiencies are corrected and have
relatively small associated uncertainties O(1%). Since the trigger efficiency is very
high, no uncertainty is applied for it. Each efficiency correction weight is shifted
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coherently to evaluate one systematic variation for the combined effect. The as-
sociated nuisance parameter is ElecEffic. Uncertainties on the electron energy
and resolution corrections, ElecE and ElecEResol respectively, are evaluated sep-
arately by shifting the electron energies up and down and rerunning the event
selection.
5.5.1.3 Muons
The muon trigger, reconstruction and identification [111] efficiencies are corrected
and have relatively small associated uncertainties O(1%). each efficiency correction
weight is shifted coherently to evaluate one systematic variation for the combined
effect. The associated nuisance parameter is MuonEffic. Uncertainties on the res-
olution smearing from the inner detector and muon system component of the muon
reconstruction [111], MuonEResolID and MuonEResolMS respectively, are evaluated
separately by shifting the smearing up and down and rerunning the event selection.
5.5.1.4 Jets
The experimental uncertainties relating to jets are uncertainties on the energy
scale, resolution and JVF cut efficiency.
The jet energy scale uncertainty A detailed discussion of the JES and its
associated uncertainty is found in [119]. As discussed in Section 5.2.3, the so-
called GSC calibration is used. the jet energy scale has been broken down into 54
nuisance parameters:
• 47 for the various in-situ JES calibration analyses. These are combined by
an eigenvector decomposition into 6 parameters, JetNP1-JetNP1. This does
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not allow for correlations between 7 TeV and 8 TeV analyses but here only
8 TeV dataset is analyzed;
• two for η inter-calibration, specifically comparisons of Pythia and Her-
wig and the statistical component of this comparison, JetEtaModel and
JetEtaStat. It arises from potential mismodelling of the additional radia-
tion that may affect the pT and η of the dijet system;
• one for the MC non-closure, JetNonClos, relative MC12a/Pythia8 with
full simulation, since other MC generators do not fully satisfy closure. The
calibration was derived on MC12a and any given MC sample can be classified
as MC12a, Pythia8 or AFII;
• four for pile-up, three of which are µ/NPV dependent and the last of which
is dependent on the event energy density ρ, JetMu, JetNPV, JetPilePt and
JetPileRho.
Four additional components are included for flavour and kinematic uncertainties:
• one for differences in (truth) b-jet response that are seen across different MC
simulations, JetFlavB;
• one for µ and ν energies from b-hadron decay (truth b-jets only), JetBE;
• one for the unknown mixture of light-quarks and gluons (non-truth b-jets
only), JetFlavComp_X;
• one for the difference in response between light-quarks and gluons assessed
from MC comparisons (non-truth b-jets only), JetFlavResp_X.
The b-jet energy scale uncertainty is ∼ 1 − 2%. The flavour composition and re-
sponse above are separated for different processes as the quark/gluon mixture can
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be different in each (X = Wjets, Zjets, Top or signal/VV). The quark/gluon
mixture of non-b-jets is assumed to be 50% with 100% uncertainty; thus the effect
of this uncertainty is maximal. After including all sources of uncertainty, the total
fractional systematic uncertainty on the JES ranges from ∼ 3% at 20 GeV to ∼ 1%
for a 1 TeV jet.
The jet energy resolution uncertainty Two systematic uncertainties are ap-
plied:
• one for jet resolution, JetEResol;
• one for b-jet resolution (truth b-jets only), BJetReso.
Good jet energy resolution (JER) is important for this analysis since it allows a
narrow mjj window, thus reducing Z+jets background. The range for the rela-
tive JER is from ∼ 25% at 20 GeV to ∼ 5% near 1 TeV. The resolution is found
to be well-described by MC simulation when validated by in-situ analyses using
the dijet balance and bisector methods. The relative uncertainty was determined
from the observed differences between data and MC simulation in the resolution as
determined by those in-situ studies as well as from uncertainties on the methods
themselves. This is known to be an overestimate; therefore, constraints in the pro-
file likelihood can be expected. The effect of both JER uncertainties is obtained
in this analysis by smearing the jet pT according to a Gaussian distribution cen-
tered at 1, with a width equal to the true resolution plus the value of the relative
uncertainty given by the jet’s pT and, for the general JER uncertainty, the η as
well. The effect on the final variable is then symmetrized to obtain a two-sided
uncertainty.
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Jet vertex fraction uncertainty The JVF efficiency uncertainty, JetJVF, is
obtained from differences between data and MC simulation in Z+jets events. The
cut value is nominally 0.5 and varied between 0.47 and 0.53 to evaluate the uncer-
tainty.
Jet mass scale uncertainty The jet mass scale uncertainty is of crucial impor-
tance when the single jet mass is used as a discriminant variable as in the merged
regime of this search. This uncertainty is usually evaluated studying the so called
“double ratio”, i.e. Rmtrackcalo = r
m,data
trackcalo
rm,MCtrackcalo
where rm,Xtrackcalo =
mXcalo
mXtrack
(X = data or MC).
The value of this uncertainty of course is a function of pT, m and η of the jet. In
order to account for this uncertainties in this analysis a flat 10% value is assumed,
as it contains the variations of the double-ratio in the considered phase space. An
example of this can be seen in Figure 5.32 where Rmtrackcalo , rm,datatrackcalo and r
m,MC
trackcalo
are shown.
Another source of uncertainty on the jet mass scale comes from the different
topology that characterizes the jets coming from the decay of a boosted boson
with respect to those coming from hadronization of a single parton. It has been
shown that this effect can be accounted fro with an additional 10%.
The final value for the JMS uncertainty is hence derived by summing in quadrature
the two values obtained, thus leading to a JMS uncertainty of 14%.
5.5.1.5 Missing transverse energy
All systematic variations of object energies are propagated to the EmissT calcu-
lation. Uncertainties on EmissT itself come from variations of he energy scale,
METScaleSoftTerms, and resolution, METResoSoftTerms, of calorimeter clusters
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well as from uncertainties on the methods themselves. This is known to be an overestimate; therefore,1217
constraints in the profile likelihood can be expected. The e↵ect of both JER uncertainties is obtained in1218
this analysis by smearing the jet pT according to a Gaussian distribution centred at 1, with a width equal1219
to the true resolution plus the value of the relative uncertainty given by the jet’s pT and, for the general1220
JER uncertainty, the ⌘ as well. The e↵ect on the final variable is then symmetrized to obtain a two-sided1221
uncertainty.1222
9.1.4.3 Jet vertex fraction uncertainty1223
The JVF e ciency uncertainty is obtained from the di↵erences between data and MC simulation in1224
Z + jets events. The cut value is nominally 0.5 and is varied between 0.47 and 0.53 to evaluate the1225
uncertainty [89] [JetJVF].1226
9.1.4.4 Jet mass scale uncertainty1227
The jet mass scale uncertainty is of crucial importance when the single jet mass is used as a discriminant1228
variable as in the merged regime of this search. This uncertainty is usually evaluated studying the so1229
called “double ratio”, i.e. Rmtrackcalo =
rm,datatrackcalo
rm,MCtrackcalo
, where rm,Xtrackcalo =
mXcalo
mXtrack
, X = data or MC. The value of1230
this uncertainty of course is a function of pT, m and ⌘ of the jet, but the full study is still being finalised.1231
In order to account for this uncertainty in this analysis a flat 10% value is assumed, as it contains the1232
variations of the double-ratio in the considered phase space. An example of this can be seen in fig. 321233
where Rmtrackcalo , rm,datatrackcalo ands r
m,MC
trackcalo are shown.
Figure 32: Rmtrackcalo , rm,datatrackcalo ands r
m,MC
trackcalo used to parametrise the uncertainty on the jet mass scale.
1234
Another source of uncertainty on the jet mass scale comes from the di↵erent topology characterize1235
the jets coming from the decay of a boosted boson with respect to those coming from hadronisation of a1236
single parton. It has been shown that this e↵ect can be accounted for with an additional 10%.1237
The final value for the JMS uncertainty in hence obtained by summing in quadrature the two values1238
obtained, thus leading to a JMS uncertainty of 14%.1239
Figure 5.32: Rmtrackcalo , rm, atatrackcalo and r
m,MC
trackcalo used to parameterized the uncertainty on
the jet mass scale.
which have not been associated wi h a r constructed object, the so-called “soft
terms”.
5.5.1.6 Flavour tagging
As discussed in Section 5.2.3.2, the MV1c discriminant is used to separate light-
and heavy-flavour jets. In MC simulation, jets are matched to truth jets and on
that basis labelled as “b”, “c” and “light”. Scale factors have been derived for each
flavour as a function of jet pT and MV1c output to correct the MC efficiency to
that of data. Representative scale factors with associated uncertainties are shown
in Figure 5.33. These uncertainties include experimental components (i.e. JES),
theoretical components (i.e. the top quark pT spectrum in tt¯ events), and a sta-
tistical component from the data in each pT ×MV1c (×η for light jets) bin. As
for the JES uncertainty, this collection of uncertainties is made more manageable
by performing an eigenvector decomposition. Only the leading ten (15 for c-jets)
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9.1.5 Missing transverse energy1240
All systematic variations of object energies are propagated to the EmissT calculation. Uncertainties on E
miss
T1241
itself come from variations of the energy scale [METScaleSoftTerms] and resolution [METResoSoftTerms]1242
of calorimeter clusters which have not been associated with a reconstructed object (the so-called “soft1243
term”).1244
9.1.6 Flavour tagging1245
As discussed in Section 6.3.2, the MV1c discriminant is used to separate light- and heavy-flavor jets.1246
In MC simulation, jets are matched to truth jets and on that basis labelled as “b,” “c,” or “light.” Scale1247
factors have been derived for each flavour as a function of jet pT and MV1c output [77] to correct the1248
MC e ciency to that of data. Representative scale factors with associated uncertainties are shown in1249
Figure 33. These uncertainties include experimental components (i.e. JES), theoretical components (i.e.1250
the top quark pT spectrum in tt¯ events), and a statistical component from the data in each pT⇥MV1c (⇥⌘1251
for light jets) bin. As for the JES uncertainty, this collection of uncertainties is made more manageable1252
by performing an eigenvector decomposition. Only the leading ten (15 for c-jets) components are kept.1253
The remaining nuisance parameters are neglected; they were found to have an e↵ect of less than 1% on1254
the analysis.1255
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Figure 33: The final MC-to-data calibration scale factors for the MV1c b, c-jet, and |⌘| < 1.2 light-jet
calibration for a representative jet pT bin. The data results are compared to MC expectations. Error bars
show statistical uncertainties, while the bands include systematic uncertainties as well. From Ref. [77].
On top of the flavour tagging eigenvector uncertainties described above, an additional systematic1256
uncertainty is applied on the MC-to-MC dependent corrections used to take into account the generator1257
dependence of the scale factors described in Section 6.3.2. This uncertainty is taken to be half the ap-1258
plied correction for each MC generator. [SysBTagCSherpa (SysBTagCPythia8) and SysBTagBSherpa1259
(a)
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9.1.5 Mis ing transverse energy1240
All systematic variations of object energies are propagated to the EmissT calculation. Uncertainties on E
miss
T1241
itself come from variations of the energy scale [METScaleSoftTerms] and resolution [METResoSoftTerms]1242
of calorimeter clusters which have not be n as ociated with a reconstructed object (the so-called “soft1243
term”).1244
9.1.6 Flavour tag ing1245
As discus ed in Section 6.3.2, the MV1c discriminant is used to separate light- and heavy-flavor jets.1246
In MC simulation, jets are matched to truth jets and on that basis labelled as “b,” “c,” or “light.” Scale1247
factors have be n derived for each flavour as a function of jet pT and MV1c output [7 ] to cor ect the1248
MC e ciency to that of data. Representative scale factors with as ociated uncertainties are shown in1249
Figure 3 . These uncertainties include experimental components (i.e. JES), theoretical components (i.e.1250
the top quark pT spectrum in tt¯ events), and a statistical component from the data in each pT⇥MV1c (⇥⌘1251
for light jets) bin. As for the JES uncertainty, this collection of uncertainties is made more manageable1252
by performing an eigenvector decomposition. Only the leading ten (15 for c-jets) components are kept.1253
The remaining nuisance parameters are neglected; they were found to have an e↵ect of les than 1% on1254
the analysis.1255
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Figure 3 : The final MC-to-data calibration scale factors for the MV1c b, c-jet, and |⌘| < 1.2 light-jet
calibration for a representative jet pT bin. The data results are compared to MC expectations. Er or bars
show statistical uncertainties, while the bands include systematic uncertainties as well. From Ref. [7 ].
On top of the flavour tag ing eigenvector uncertainties described above, an ad itional systematic1256
uncertainty is ap lied on the MC-to-MC dependent cor ections used to take into ac ount the generator1257
dependence of the scale factors described in Section 6.3.2. This uncertainty is taken to be half the ap-1258
plied cor ection for each MC generator. [SysBTagCSherpa (SysBTagCPythia8) and SysBTagBSherpa1259
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9.1.5 Missing transverse energy1240
All systematic variations of object energies are propagated to the EmisT calculation. Uncertainties on E
miss
T1241
itself come from variations of the energy scale [METScaleSoftTerms] and resolution [METResoSoftTerms]1242
of calorimeter clusters which have not been associated with a reconstructed object (the so-called “soft1243
term”).1244
9.1.6 Flavour tagging1245
As discussed in Section 6.3.2, the MV1c discriminant is used to separate light- and heavy-flavor jets.1246
In MC simulation, jets are matched to truth jets and on that basis labelled as “b,” “c,” or “light.” Scale1247
factors have been derived for each flavour as a function of jet pT and MV1c output [77] to correct the1248
MC e ciency to that of data. Representative scale factors with associated uncertainties are shown in1249
Figure 33. These uncertainties include experimental components (i.e. JES), theoretical components (i.e.1250
the top quark pT spectrum in tt¯ events), and a statistical component from the data in each pT⇥MV1c (⇥⌘1251
for light jets) bin. As for the JES uncertainty, this collection of uncertainties is made more manageable1252
by performing an eigenvector decomposition. Only the leading ten (15 for c-jets) components are kept.1253
The remaining nuisance parameters are neglected; they were found to have an e↵ect of less than 1% on1254
the analysis.1255
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Figure 33: The final MC-to-data calibration scale factors for the MV1c b, c-jet, and |⌘| < 1.2 light-jet
calibration for a representative jet pT bin. The data results are compared to MC expectations. Error bars
show statistical uncertainties, while the bands include systematic uncertainties as well. From Ref. [77].
On top of the flavour tagging eigenvector uncertainties described above, an additional systematic1256
uncertainty is applied on the MC-to-MC dependent corrections used to take into account the generator1257
dependence of the scale factors described in Section 6.3.2. This uncertainty is taken to be half the ap-1258
plied correction for each MC generator. [SysBTagCSherpa (SysBTagCPythia8) and SysBTagBSherpa1259
(c)
Figure 5.33: The final MC-to-data calibration scale fa tors for th MV1c b-, c-jet and
|η| < 1.2 light-jet calibration for a representative jet pT bin. The data results are com-
pared to MC expectations. Error bars show statistical uncertainties, while the bands
include systematic uncertainties as well.
components are kept. The remaining nuisance parameters are neglected; they were
found to have an effect of less than 1% on the analysis.
On top of the flavour tagging eigenvector uncertainties described above, an addi-
tional systematic uncertainty is applied on the MC-to-MC dependent corrections
used to take into account the generator dependence of the scale factors described
in Section 5.2.3.2, SysBTagCSherpa (SysBTagCPythia8) and SysBTagBSherpa
(SysBTagCPythia8) for Sherpa (Pythia8). This uncertainty is taken to be half
the applied correction for each MC generator.
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As discussed in Section 5.2.3.3, truth tagging is used for events that do not contain
a jet which matches b-hadrons from the MC truth information. However, a bias
has been measured as a function of ∆R(j, j) for events with two c-jets only. The
effect was not seen in light-light events, not in c-light events and truth tagging is
not used in events with a truth-matched b-jet. A correction has been derived for
cc events as outlined in Section 5.2.3.3 and an associated systematic uncertainty
applied, TruthTagDR.
5.5.1.7 Smoothing
The uncertainties on reconstructed objects are evaluated in two different ways: by
shifting weights or by re-selecting events. For flavor tagging, where a scale factor is
used to correct the simulation efficiency to data, this weight is shifted up (down)
and the change in the final distribution is noted as the +1(−1)σ shift. For jet
energy scale (JES) uncertainties, the jet energies are shifted and therefore events
can migrate in and out of the acceptance. Again the difference in the final variable
is noted as the 1σ error but if the variations are small and/or the sample statistics
are small, the MC statistical uncertainty can make up a substantial part of this
supposed systematic difference. If there are multiple JES uncertainties as in this
analysis, then this MC uncertainty should not be included in each one.
To mitigate these effects, two so-called “smoothing” algorithms are used to merge
consecutive bins in the MC templates. First, bins from one extremum to the next
are merged until at most one local extremum remains in the m``jj distribution. If
there are more than two extrema, merging is performed at each step of this iterative
process where the difference between merged and unmerged template is smallest.
Second, the bins resulting from this first algorithm are sequentially merged, start-
ing rom the upper end of the distribution, until the statistical uncertainty in each
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(SysBTagCPythia8) for Sherpa (Pythia8).]1260
As discussed in Section 6.3.3, truth-tagging is used for events that do not contain a jet which matches1261
b-hadrons from the MC truth information. However, a bias has been measured as a function of  R( j, j)1262
for events with two c-jets only. The e↵ect was not seen in light-light events, nor in c-light events, and1263
truth-tagging is not used in events with a truth-matched b-jet. A correction has been derived for cc events1264
as outlined in Section 6.3.3 and an associated systematic uncertainty applied [TruthTagDR].1265
9.1.7 Smoothing1266
The uncertainties on reconstructed objects are evaluated in two di↵erent ways: by shifting weights or by1267
re-selecting events. For flavor tagging, where a scale factor is used to correct the simulation e ciency1268
to data, this weight is shifted up (down) and the change in the final distribution is noted as the +1 (-1)1269
  shift. For jet energy scale (JES) uncertainties, the jet energies are shifted and therefore events can1270
migrate in and out of the acceptance. Again the di↵erence in the final variable is noted as the 1   error1271
but if the variations are small and/or the sample statistics are small, the MC statistical uncertainty can1272
make up a substantial part of this supposed systematic di↵erence. If there are multiple JES uncertainties,1273
as in this analysis, then this MC uncertainty should not be included in each one.1274
To mitigate these e↵ects, two so-called “smoothing” algorithms (developed by HSG5) are used to1275
merge consecutive bins in the MC templates. First, bins from one extremum to the next are merged1276
until at most one local extremum remains in the m`` j j distribution. If there are more than two extrema,1277
merging is performed at each step of this iterative process where the di↵erence between merged and1278
unmerged templates is smallest. Second, the bins resulting from this first algorithm are sequentially1279
merged, starting from the upper end of the distribution, until the statistical uncertainty in each of the1280
merged bins, calculated in the nominal template, is smaller than 5%. In each of these sets of bins, the1281
integrals of the nominal and systematically shifted distributions are compared to give the ±1  variation.1282
This value is then used as the associated uncertainty for all the nominal bins in the set. Figure 34 shows1283
such a rebinned distribution.1284
In the MV1c distribution, it does not make sense to merge neighbouring bins since the MV1c distri-1285
bution is discrete and hence the smoothing procedure described above is not applied.1286
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Figure 34: An example of the smoothing procedure used for systematic uncertainties. The nominal
distribution without rebinning is shown as points and the relative systematic variation using the binning
determined by the smoothing procedure is shown as the histogram. Up and down refer to the nominal
name of the systematic not the necessary change on the current distribution.
Figure 5.34: An example of the smoothing procedure used for systematic uncertainties.
The nominal distribution without rebinning is shown as points and the relative systematic
variation using the binning determined by the smoothing procedure is shown as the
histogram. Up and down refer to the nominal name of the systematic not necessary
change on the current distribution.
of the merged bins, calculated in the nominal template, is smaller than 5%. In
each of these sets bins, the integrals of the nominal and systematically shifted
distributions are compared to give the ±1σ variation. This value is then used as
the associated uncertainty for all the nominal bins in the set. Figure 5.34 shows
such rebinned distribution.
In the MV1c distribution, it does not make sense to merge neighbouring bins since
the MV1c distribution is discrete and hence the smoothing procedure described
above is not applied.
5.5.2 Signal and background modelling systematics
The systematics uncertainties on the signal arise from the signal acceptance and the
interference effect whereas the background systematics are related to the modelling
of the Z+jets, top quark and multi-jet backgrounds.
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5.5.2.1 Z+jets backgrounds
As described in Section 5.4.1.1, corrections are applied to the ∆φjj and p``T distri-
butions of the Z+jets background MC simulation in the ggF channel to improve
the description of the data in the sideband regions. For the ∆φjj correction to
the Z+light-jet simulation in the low p``T case, an uncertainty of half the applied
correction is assigned, while the full correction is taken as the uncertainty in the
Z+ b/c-jet case, where no correction is applied, ZDPhi. In the high-p``T case, where
no correction is applied to any flavour, the statistical uncertainty on the fitted slope
is applied as a systematic uncertainty to the entire Z+jets simulation. These un-
certainties are treated as uncorrelated between Z+light-jets and Z + b/c-jets. A
correction is also applied to the p``T distribution of the Z + b/c-jets simulation. An
uncertainty of half the correction is used for the entire Z+jet simulation; this is
treated as uncorrelated between Z+light-jets and Z + b/c-jets, ZPtV.
In the V BF channel, a correction is instead applied to the m``jj distribution to
reproduce the data in the sideband and, as described in Section 5.4.1.3, a conserva-
tive systematic uncertainty applied on this by removing or doubling this correction,
ZMlljj.
The uncertainty on the modelling of themjj distribution by the Z+jets simulation,
in both the ggF and V BF channels, is described in Section 5.4.1.1. This systematic
uncertainty used for all Z+jets events, but is uncorrelated between Z+light-jets
and Z + b/c-jets, ZMjj.
As described in Section 5.4.1.1, the flavour composition of the Z+jets sample in
the ggF channel is determined from the sum of the MV1c weight for the two signal
jets in the 0, 1 and 2 b-tag sidebands and is performed as part of the final profile
likelihood fit describe in 5.8. The heavy flavour scale factors obtained in the fit
have some dependence on the MC model used to unfold them. A truth-level com-
parison of Sherpa with Alpgen+Pythia is used to determine an uncertainty o
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the ratio of Z + bc to Z + bb of 12%, ZbcZbbRatio, and on the ratio of Z + cc to
Z + bb of 12%, ZccZbbRatio.
5.5.2.2 Top quark background
As described in Section 5.4.2, the top quark pT distribution is corrected using
the ATLAS tt¯ measurement [120]. A systematic uncertainty on this correction is
applied by halving or doubling the correction applied, TopPt. An uncertainty on
the shape of the mjj distribution is derived by comparing the default tt¯ NLO MC
simulation (PowHeg+Pythia) with an array of different models which probe
different sources of modelling uncertainty, TtbarMBBCont. to investigate the un-
certainty on the modelling of the parton showering, samples of AcerMC with
either more or less parton showering are used. PowHeg+Herwig is used to in-
vestigate the effects of a different parton shower and hadronization model. The
effects of the modelling of higher orders in perturbation theory are estimated by
comparing with the LO MC generator Alpgen and another NLO MC generator,
aMC@NLO, is used to estimate effects due to different matrix element calcula-
tions. The dependence of the cross sections on the PDF set are investigated with
PowHeg+Pythia using the HERA PDF.
a similar procedure is used to derive uncertainties on the single-top background.
As described in Section 5.4.2, the single-top background is only a small part of the
total top quark background and is dominated by the Wt channel. Normalization
uncertainties are derived by varying in cross section calculations the renormaliza-
tion and factorization scales, the values of αS and the PDF eigenvectors; the results
are 7% for single-top Wt channel, 4% for the t-channel and 4% for the s-channel.
Since the Wt channel is by far the dominant component, the 7% uncertainty is
applied to the full single top background, stopNorm. In addition, for the dominant
Wt channel, shape uncertainties on the mjj and leading jet distributions are de-
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rived from comparisons with Herwig, WtChanPythiaHerwig, and with AcerMC,
WtChanAcerMC.
5.5.2.3 Diboson background
The uncertainty on the diboson background is determined by evaluating the per-
turbative QCD uncertainties of the fixed-order NLO calculating using MCFM. The
uncertainties on the cross section are derived by varying the renormalization and
factorization scales used in the calculation. In order to be more robust against
underestimating cross section uncertainties due to cancellations, the “Stewart-
Tackmann” method [121,122] is used. Normalization and shape uncertainties as a
function of p``T are derived for the exclusive two-jet, VVjetScalePtST2, and three-
jet cross sections, VVJetPDFAlphaPt. These are 3% for ZZ/WW production and
4% forWZ. Additional shape uncertainties on themjj distribution are obtained by
comparing LO MC simulation (Herwig) with a NLO one (PowHeg+Pythia),
VVMbb.
5.5.2.4 Multi-jet background
As described in Section 5.4.3, the multi-jet background templates and normaliza-
tion are determined from data. The normalization factor derived from the 0 b-tag
selection is used for all b-tag subchannels and 50% systematic uncertainty is as-
signed, MJ. A separate uncorrelated multijet normalization parameter is applied in
the top eµ CR, MJ_regiontopemu since the multijet background is determined by
a different method (see Section 5.4.3).
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5.5.2.5 SM Zh, h→ bb background
A 50% uncertainty is assigned to the Zh, h→ bb background as described in Sec-
tion 5.4.6.
5.5.2.6 Signal
An uncertainty in the experimental acceptance for the Higgs boson signal due to
the modelling of Higgs production is evaluated by varying the parameters of the
PowHeg+Pythia samples and comparing the results by applying that analysis
selection at generator level. The following variations are considered:
• renormalization µR and factorization µF scales are varied up and down both
separately and coherently by a factor of two;
• the amount of initial and final state are increased and decreased separately
following a procedure suggested by the Monte Carlo Generators group;
• the nominal CT10 PDF is replaced by either the MSTW2008nlo68cl or
NNPDF23_nnlo_noLHC_as_0120 PDFs.
The resulting change in signal acceptance for the resolved ggF channel are shown
in Figs. 5.35 and 5.36 for the NWA signal in the ggF and V BF channels, respec-
tively. Figure 5.37 shows the same systematics in the merged channel. For the
µF and µR variations it can be seen that there is no resulting change in the signal
acceptance within statistical uncertainties so this variation is neglected. The PDF
variations give rise to a small change in acceptance which is independent of Higgs
mass and amounts to 2% for resolved ggF and V BF, while it is 3% for the merged.
In the case of the ISR/FSR variations it can be seen that the dominant effect
comes from FSR and is dependent on the Higgs mass. The acceptance change
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due to FSR increases at low mH and also at high mH for the untagged and V BF
categories; the latter is due to the optimised pjT cut, which is not applied in the
tagged case. The ISR and FSR variations are added in quadrature and the overall
change in acceptance approximated by a quadratic function in mH that is sym-
metric about the nominal, as shown in Figures 5.35(e), 5.35(f) and 5.36(c). In the
ggF channel, this variation amounts to around 5% at low mH , decreasing to about
1% at intermediate mass and then increasing to about 10% (5%) for untagged
(tagged) at high mH ; in the V BF channel it is around 10% at low and high mH ,
decreasing to 5% at intermediate mH . This is added in quadrature with 2% from
the PDF variation to give the overall signal acceptance uncertainty as a function
of mH . The same studies have been carried out for the merged channel, where the
uncertainty obtained varying the ISR and the FSR is bigger than in the resolved
category, as can be seen in Figure 5.37. Here, this uncertainty is parameterized
as a linear function and it amounts to around 30% at mH = 800 GeV and goes
down to around 10% at mH = 1 TeV. As in the resolved channel, this uncertainty
is added in quadrature to the 3% coming from the PDF variation.
It has been checked that the acceptance variations do not change the shape
of the m``jj (m``j for the merged channel) distribution, only the acceptance. The
NWA variations was also found to adequately cover the uncertainties for the com-
plex pole scheme sample.
In addition to the signal acceptance uncertainties, a shape uncertainty is applied
on the m``jj distribution due to the interference reweighting.
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Figure 35: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal in the ggF channel due to changes in
(a,b) renormalisation/factorisation scale, (c,d) PDF and (e,f) ISR/FSR. The left (right) column is for the
untagged (tagged) category.
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Figure 35: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal i the ggF channel due to changes in
(a,b) reno malisation/factorisation scale, (c,d) PDF and (e,f) ISR/FSR. The left (right) column is for the
untagged (tagged) category.
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Figure 35: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal in the ggF channel due to changes in
(a,b) renormalisation/factorisation scale, (c,d) PDF and (e,f) ISR/FSR. The left (right) column is for the
untagged (tagged) category.
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Figure 35: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal in the ggF channel due to changes in
(a,b) renormalisation/factorisation scale, (c,d) PDF and (e,f) ISR/FSR. The left (right) column is for the
untagged (tagged) category.
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Figure 35: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal i the ggF channel due to changes in
(a,b) reno malisation/factorisation scale, (c,d) PDF and (e,f) ISR/FSR. The left (right) column is for the
untagged (tagged) category.
(f) ISR/FS , tagged
Figure 5.35: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal in the ggF channel due
to changes in (a, b) renormalization/factorization scale, (c, d) PDF and (e, f) ISR/FSR.
The left (right) column is for the untagged (tagged) category.
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Figure 36: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal in the VBF channel due to changes in
(a) renormalisation/factorisation scale, (b) PDF and (c) ISR/FSR.
(a) Renormalization/Factorization
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Figure 36: The signal accept n v riations for the NWA signal in the VBF channel due to changes i
(a) renormalisation/f ctorisati n scale, (b) PDF and (c) ISR/FSR.
(b) PDF
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Figure 36: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal in the VBF channel due to changes in
(a) renormalisation/factorisation scale, (b) PDF and (c) ISR/FSR.
(c) ISR/FSR
Figure 5.36: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal in the V BF channel
due to changes in (a) renormalization/factorization scale, (b) PDF and (c) ISR/FSR.
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Figure 37: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal in the ggF channel for the merged
category alone, due to changes in (a) renormalisation/factorisation scale, (b) PDF and (c) ISR/FSR.
(a) Renormalization/Factorization
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Figure 37: The signal accept n v riations for the NWA signal in the ggF channel for the merged
category alone, due to changes in (a) renormalisation/f ctoris ti n cale, (b) PDF and (c) ISR/FSR.
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Figure 37: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal in the ggF channel for the merged
category alone, due to changes in (a) renormalisation/factorisation scale, (b) PDF and (c) ISR/FSR.
(c) ISR/FSR
Figure 5.37: The signal acceptance variations for the NWA signal in the ggF channel for
the merged category alone, due to changes in (a) renormalization/factorization scale, (b)
PDF and (c) ISR/FSR.
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5.6 Resolution and binning of the m``jj distribu-
tions
5.6.1 Resolution
The resolution of the signal m``jj distribution has important consequences for
the applicability of the NWA signal samples in the 2HDM s; if the experimental
resolution is less than the signal width predicted at a given point in the 2HDM
plane the NWA is non longer valid. To investigate this, the experimental resolution
is extracted by iteratively fitting a Gaussian to the reconstructedm``jj distribution
of the NWA signal over a ±2σ window until no change above 1% is observed. The
results of the resolution versus mH are shown in Figure 5.38, where it can be seen
that the width increases from around 5 - 25 GeV as mH increases. Figure 5.39
shows the fractional resolution relative to mH , which is relatively flat in the range
2 - 3 %. This is significantly narrower than the natural width in some of the 2HDM
plane, which therefore must be taken into account (see Section 5.9.2).
5.6.2 Binning
Variable sized binning was chosen since the background distribution falls sharply
with increasing m``jj and the m``jj resolution increases with increasing m``jj, as
seen in Figures 5.38. The binning scheme is chosen to ensure a reasonable number
of background events and that the bin size is not smaller than the signal resolution.
The binning is defined as follows:
• a minimum bin width of 8 GeV;
• bin width either remains the same or increases with increasing m``jj;
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10 Resolution and Binning of the mll j j Distributions1392
10.1 Resolution1393
The resolution of the signal mll j j distribution has important consequences for the applicability of the1394
NWA signal samples in the 2HDM model; if the experimental resolution is less than the signal width1395
predicted at a given point in the 2HDM plane the NWA is no longer valid. To investigate this, the1396
experimental resolution is extracted by iteratively fitting a Gaussian to the reconstructedmll j j distribution1397
of the NWA signal over a ±2  window until no change above 1% is observed. The results of the1398
resolution versus mH are shown in Figure 38, where it can be seen that the width increases from around1399
5  25 GeV as mH increases. Figure 39 shows the fractional resolution relative to mH , which is realtively1400
flat in the range 2 3%. This is significantly narrower than the natural width in some of the 2HDM plane,1401
which, therefore, must be taken into account (see Section 13.2).1402
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Figure 38: The resolution of the mll j j distribution as a function of mH for both untagged and tagged ggF
channels. The errors are statistical only.
10.2 Binning1403
This section describes the choice of binning in the mll j j distribution. Variable sized binning was chosen1404
since the background distribution falls sharply with increasing mll j j and the mll j j resolution increases1405
with increasing mll j j, as seen in figure 38 and 40. The binning scheme is chosen to ensure a reasonable1406
number of background events and that the bin size is not smaller than the signal resolution. The binning1407
is defined as follows:1408
• A minimum bin width of 8 GeV1409
• Bin width either remains the same or increases with increasing mll j j1410
• For the ggF channel (both 2 and < 2b tagged events) with 300 < mll j j < 900 GeV (mll j j >1411
900 GeV) a maximum of 5% (15%) total MC statistical error1412
• For VBF events and 300 < mll j j < 600 GeV (mll j j > 600 GeV) a maximum of 15% (25%) total1413
MC statistical error1414
Figure 5.38: The resolution of the m``jj distribution as a function of mH for both un-
tagged and tagged ggF channels. The errors are statistical only.
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Figure 39: The fractional resolution of the mll j j distribution as a function of mH for both untagged (left)
and tagged (right) ggF channels. The errors are statistical only.
The maximum MC statistical error is increased at higher masses in order to prevent a very large bin1415
much greater than the mass resolution. The larger maximum MC statistical error in the VBF channel1416
is due to the smaller background e ciency and worse MC statistics in the ALPGEN Z+jets sample1417
compared with the SHERPA used in the ggF channels. The resulting mll j j distributions for the < 2b1418
tagged, 2b tagged and VBF channels are shown in figure 41.1419
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Figure 39: The fractional resolution of the mll j j distribution as a function of mH for both untagged (left)
and tagged (right) ggF channels. The errors are statistical only.
The maximum MC statistical error is increased at higher masses in order to prevent a very large bin1415
much greater than the mass resolution. The larger maximum MC statistical error in the VBF channel1416
is due to the smaller background e ciency and worse MC statistics in the ALPGEN Z+jets sample1417
compared with the SHERPA used in the ggF channels. The resulting mll j j distributions for the < 2b1418
tagged, 2b tagged and VBF channels are shown in figure 41.1419
(b) tagged
Figure 5.39: The fractional resolution of the m``jj distribution as a function of mH for
both untagged (left) and tagged (right) ggF channels. The errors are statistical only.
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• for the ggF channel (both 2 and < 2b tagged events) with 300 < m``jj < 900
GeV (m``jj > 900 GeV) a maximum of 5% (15%) total MC statistical error;
• for V BF events and 300 < m``jj < 600 GeV (m``jj > 600 GeV) a maximum
of 15% (25%) total MC statistical error.
The maximum MC statistical error is increased at higher masses in order to pre-
vent a very large bin much greater than the mass resolution. The larger maximum
MC statistical error in the V BF channel is due to the smaller background efficiency
and worse MC statistics in the Alpgen Z+jets sample compared to the Sherpa
used in the ggF channels.
5.7 Results
Results consist of the final discriminant plots for the signal region in the different
analysis categories for several Higgs boson masses using the NWA signal with the
SM cross section as a benchmark.
The MC simulation has all the modelling corrections described in Section 5.4
applied. It is normalized (including Z+jets flavour composition) using the final
combined limit fit described in Section 5.8.
5.7.1 Resolved ggF category
Figures 5.40 and 5.41 show the final m``jj discriminant (as described in Section
5.3.3.1) for the untagged and tagged subchannels after the optimized selection of
Eq. 5.1. The signal combines both ggF and V BF production modes and is shown
for 200 ≤ mH ≤ 1 TeV in 200 GeV steps.
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(d) mH = 800 GeV.
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Figure 42: m`` j j distribution for various Higgs boson signal masses in the untagged subchannel of the
(resolved) ggF category. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal is
multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
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Figure 42: m` j distribution for various Higgs boson signal mas es in the untagged subchannel of the
(resolved) ggF category. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal is
multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
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Figure 42: m`` j j distribution for various Higgs boson signal masses in the untagged subchannel of the
(resolved) ggF category. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal is
multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
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Figure 42: m` j distribution for various Higgs boson signal mas es in the untagged subchannel of the
(resolved) ggF category. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal is
multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
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Figure 42: m`` j j distribution for various Higgs boson signal masses in the untagged subchannel of the
(resolved) ggF category. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal is
multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
(e) mH = 1 TeV
Figure 5.40: m``jj distribution for v rious Higgs boson sig al masses in the untagged
subchannel of the (resolved) ggF category. The hashed band indicates the systematic
uncertainty. Note that the signal is multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
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Figure 43: m`` j j distribution for various Higgs boson signal masses in the tagged subchannel of the
(resolved) ggF category. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal is
multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
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Figure 43: m`` j j distribution for various Hig s boson signal mas es in the tag ed subchan el of the
(resolved) g F category. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal is
multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
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Figure 43: m`` j j distribution for various Higgs boson signal masses in the tagged subchannel of the
(resolved) ggF category. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal is
multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
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Figure 43: m`` j j distribution for various Hig s boson signal mas es in the tag ed subchan el of the
(resolved) g F category. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal is
multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
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Figure 43: m`` j j distribution for various Higgs boson signal masses in the tagged subchannel of the
(resolved) ggF category. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal is
multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
(e) mH = 1 TeV
Fig re 5.41: m``jj distribution f r v rious Higgs boson signal m sses in th tagged sub-
channel of the (resolved) ggF category. The hashed band indicates the systematic un-
certainty. Note that the signal is multiplied by various scale factors for clarity.
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Figure 44: m`` j distribution for the merged category using mH = 900 GeV. The dashed band shows the
systematic uncertainty.
Figure 5.42: m`` distribution for the merged category using mH = 900 GeV. The dashed
band shows the systematic uncertainty.
5.7.2 Merged ggF category
Figure 5.42 shows the final m``j discriminant (as described in Section 5.3.3.2) for
the merged category. The signal is ggF only and it is shown for mH = 900 GeV.
5.7.3 VBF category
Figure 5.43 shows the final m``jj discriminant (as described in Section 5.3.3.3) for
the V BF category. The signal combined both ggF and V BF production modes
and is shown for 200 ≤ mH ≤ 1 TeV in 200 GeV steps.
5.8 Statistical interpretation
The culmination of this analysis is a combined profile likelihood in which our
knowledge, and lack thereof, is parameterized and tested against data.
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Figure 45: m`` j j distribution for di↵erent Higgs boson signal masses in the VBF category. Note that the
signal at mH = 1 TeV is multiplied by 10.
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Figure 45: m`` j j distribution for di↵erent Higgs boson sig al masses in the VBF category. Note that the
signal at mH = 1 TeV is multiplied by 10.
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(e) mH = 1 TeV.
Figure 45: m`` j j distribution for di↵erent Higgs boson signal masses in the VBF category. Note that the
signal at mH = 1 TeV is multiplied by 10.
(e) mH = 1 TeV
Figure 5.43: m``jj distribution for different Higgs boson signal masses in the V BF cat-
egory. The hashed band indicates the systematic uncertainty. Note that the signal at
mH = 1 TeV is multiplied by 10.
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5.8.1 Likelihood definition
The statistical analysis of the data uses a binned likelihood function constructed
as the product of Poisson probability terms:
Pois (n|µS +B) =
n∏
b∈bins
(
µνsigb + ν
bkg
b
µS +B
)
(5.2)
where a signal strength parameter µ multiplies the expected signal yield νsigb in
each histogram bin b and νbkgb represents the background content for bin b. The
dependence of the signal and background predictions on the systematic uncertain-
ties is described by a set of nuisance parameters (NP) θ, which are parameterized
by Gaussian or log-normal priors; the latter are used for normalization uncertain-
ties in order to maintain a positive likelihood. The expected numbers of signal and
background events in each bin are functions of θ and parameterized such that the
rates in each categories are log-normally distributed for a normally distributed θ.
The priors act to constrain the NPs to their nominal values within their assigned
uncertainties. They are implemented via the so-called penalty or auxiliary mea-
surements added to the likelihood which will always increase when any nuisance
parameter is shifted from the nominal value. The likelihood function L(µ, θ) is
therefore a function of µ and θ.
The nominal fit result in terms of µ and σµ is obtained by maximizing the likeli-
hood function with respect to all parameters. This is referred to as the maximized
log-likelihood value MLL. The test statistics qµ is then constructed according to
the profile likelihood as:
qµ = 2 ln
L
(
µ,
ˆˆ
θµ
)
L
(
µˆ, θˆ
)
 (5.3)
where µˆ and θˆ are the parameters that maximize the likelihood (with the con-
straint 0 ≤ µˆ ≤ µ) and ˆˆθµ are the nuisance parameter values that maximize the
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likelihood for a given µ. This test statistic is used to measure the compatibility
of the background-only model with the observed data and for exclusion intervals
derived with the CLS method [69,123].
5.8.2 Fit inputs and variables
A combined profile likelihood fit is performed across the three analysis categories:
ggF, merged and V BF. As already mentioned, the ggF category is further divided
into untagged and tagged subchannels, while the other two categories are treated
inclusively in b-tag multiplicity (mostly due to low statistics). For each of these
categories, the input to the likelihood is the final ZZ invariant mass distribution:
m``jj in the ggF/V BF categories and m``j in the merged category.
In addition to the signal distributions for the various categories, control region
distributions are also included to constrain the normalization of the Z+jets and
top quark backgrounds as described in Section 5.4. The other minor backgrounds
are taken from MC simulation (or data-driven techniques in the case of the multi-
jet background) normalized to the cross-section defined in Section 5.1.3. The
control region distributions used are
• for Z+jets background in the ggF category: the MV1c distribution in the
combined mjj sidebands for untagged and tagged events separately, as out-
lined in Section 5.4.1.1; this allows constraining the flavour composition of
the Z+jets background;
• for Z+jets background in the V BF category: the m``jj distribution in the
combined mjj sidebands (inclusive in b-tag multiplicity);
• for Z+jets background in the merged category: the m``j distribution in the
combined mj sidebands (inclusive in b-tag multiplicity);
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Categories
Nb−tag ggF Merged V BF
mjj SR mjj CR eµ CR mj SR mj CR mjj SR mjj CR
0 b-tag
m``jj MV1c
-
m``j m``j m``jj m``jj1 b-tag -
2 b-tag m``jj MV1c m``jj
Table 5.11: Summary of the regions entering the likelihood fit and the distribution used
in each. Vertically merged rows should be interpreted as regions treated with one distri-
bution, e.g. there is no b-tag separation in merged/VBF categories and 0/1 b-tag regions
are combined in ggF category. Rows with “-” mean that this region is not included in
the fit. “SR” stands for the signal regions and “CR” for the control regions.
• for top quark background: the m``jj distribution in the 2 b-tag eµ control
region for the ggF category.
In total this amounts to 4 signal regions and 6 control regions, which are summa-
rized in Table 5.11.
5.8.3 Nuisance parameters: normalization and systematic
uncertanties
As stated above, systematic uncertainties in the analysis are modelled with nui-
sance parameters. Two different types of nuisance parameters are used: floating
parameters and parameters with a prior.
A floating normalization is generally associated with the cross-section and accep-
tance, where absolute ignorance of the rate is assumed and completely determined
from data. The fit contains nine freely-floating normalization parameters that are
constrained by the signal and control regions described above:
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• for signal: signal strengths for ggF (µggF) and V BF (µV BF) production.
When setting a limit on ggF production, µggF is the parameter of interest
and µV BF is profiled; the converse is true for the limit in the V BF channel;
• for Z+jets background in the ggF category: Z+light-jets (ZlNorm), Z +
c/light-jets (ZclNorm), Z+b/light-jets (ZblNorm) and Z+heavy-flavour (ZhfNorm).
The latter applies to Z + bb/cc/bc with the relative ratios of Z + cc/Z + bb
and Z + bc/Z + bb constrained by priors as defined in Section 5.5.2.1;
• for Z+jets background in the merged category: overall Z boson produc-
tion normalization (ZMergedNorm). Since the merged category selects a very
different phase space, the normalization is separate from the ggF case;
• for Z+jets background in the V BF category: overall Z boson production
normalization (ZVBFNorm). This is separate from the ggF/merged categories
since the V BF category uses Alpgen rather than Sherpa to model the
Z+jets process;
• for top quark background: overall top quark production normalization (TopNorm).
This is correlated across all categories since the top quark background is small
in the merged and V BF categories, as they are inclusive in b-tag multiplicity.
A nuisance parameter with a prior corresponds to a systematic uncertainty, where
there is a prior constraint on the value of the parameter. The fit contains 72 nui-
sance parameters from experimental-related uncertainties (see Section 5.5.1) and
21 nuisance parameters from modelling uncertainties (see Section 5.5.2), in addi-
tion to 7 floating normalization parameters.
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5.8.4 Nuisance parameters: statistical uncertainties
In addition to the systematic uncertainties described above, one must take into
account that the background MC samples do not have infinite systematics. In this
case the histograms are not good descriptions of the underlying distribution, but
are estimates of that distribution with some statistical uncertainty. In particular,
the Z + l Sherpa samples for pZT < 70 GeV are known to have lower statistics
than the data, which particularly affects the low-mH limit results.
These statistical uncertainties are taken into account in the profile likelihood using
a light weight version of the “Barlow-Beeston” method. This essentially adds an
extra nuisance parameter representing the statistical uncertainty on the total MC
background in each bin, which is completely uncorrelated across bins. These nui-
sance parameters are not added to all bins but only those bins where the relative
statistical uncertainty in the bin is above a certain threshold. By comparing the
limit results for various thresholds (see Table 5.12), a threshold of 1% is chosen.
5.8.5 Pruning of the systematic uncertainties
Several of uncertainties described in Section 5.5 have a negligible effect on the
distributions entering the fit. In addition, limited statistics in the MC nominal
distributions can produce systematic templates with large fluctuations, introducing
noise in the fit. Therefore, uncertainties are removed according to the following
“pruning” procedure which is carried out for each category/subchannel in each
region:
• reduce statistical fluctuations by the smoothing procedure described in Sec-
tion 5.5.1.7 only for those systematic which require a re-sampling of the
events, e.g. JES and not b-tagging;
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mH [GeV] No stat. Stat. 5% Stat. 1% Stat. 0%
200 245.79 253.93 272.81 272.83
300 59.33 59.43 62.78 62.78
400 22.31 22.44 23.03 23.03
500 12.07 12.17 12.35 12.35
600 8.11 8.25 8.26 8.26
700 5.62 5.65 5.65 5.65
800 4.29 4.29 4.30 4.30
900 4.08 4.09 4.09 4.09
1000 4.05 4.07 4.07 4.07
Table 5.12: The limit on σggF×BR with no statistical error and including the statistical
error on bins with a relative error above 5%, 1% and 0% (i.e. all bins) respectively. It
can be seen that the limit decreases as more statistical errors are included (as expected)
but becomes constant once reaching a threshold of 1%. Note that these tests are not
necessarily done with the very final limit results.
• neglect the normalization uncertainty for a given sample in a region if either
of the following is true:
– the variation is less than 0.5%;
– both up and down variations have the same sign;
• neglect the shape uncertainty for a given sample in a given region if either
of the following is true:
– not one single bin has a deviation over 0.5% after overall normalization
is removed;
– if only up or down variation is non-zero and passed the previous pruning
steps;
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• neglect the shape and normalization uncertainty for a given sample in a given
region if the sample is less than 2% of the total background:
– if the signal < 2% of the total background in all bins and the shape and
normalization error are each < 0.5% of the total background;
– if at least one bin has a signal contribution > 2% of the total back-
ground, only in those bins where that shape and normalization error
are each < 2% of the signal yield.
In the ggF control region, where the MV1c distribution (which can not be smoothed
as mentioned in Section 5.5.1.7) is fitted, the only pruning performed is to remove
one-sided systematics in a given MV1c bin.
5.8.6 Understanding the fit configuration
Various tests have been performed on the limit fitting procedure.
5.8.6.1 Nuisance parameter pulls and constraints
The nuisance parameter pulls and constraints for the Asimov and data fit has
been studied. In general the NP are well behaved. There are some pulls on the
b-tagging nuisance parameters, particularly c-tagging, and the jet nuisance param-
eters. This is expected since the MV1c distribution is fitted in the SBs and have
large statistics and hence have power to constrain these NP.
Regarding the background normalization scale factors, the results are close to 1
with the exception of the Zbb SF of 1.18 ± 0.06. This is consistent both with
the value measured in the SM ZH,H → bb analysis and with the 7 TeV ATLAS
SM σZ+bb measurement (1.23 ± 0.18) [124]. In the ggF fit, where the unknown
potential V BF is profiled, the fit does not have much power to constrain the V BF
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normalization; however, this is improved when doing a combined fit to all high-
mass H → ZZ channels. The NP has been studied in all categories (resolved ggF,
merged ggF and V BF) and they are in good agreement.
5.8.7 Nuisance parameter ranking
After the MLL value is found, each NP is pulled±σ and the likelihood is maximized
again. The change in the best fit µ value gives the inclusive sensitivity of the
measured value to the given NP. The impact is judged using fits to data. Figures
5.44 and 5.45 show the nuisance parameter ranking in the ggF and V BF categories
at various mH values for the top 15 ranked nuisance parameters in the ggF and
V BF channels, respectively. The rankings come from the fit to data with the
best-fit µ value. The plots show both pre-fit and post-fit impacts, together with
displaying the pulls on the data. It can be seen that the JetEtaModelling and JVF
systematics are asymmetric. This comes from the fact that the inputs uncertainty
is asymmetric.
Figure 5.44(d) shows the NP ranking in the ggF channel when both the merged
and the resolved categories are considered.
5.8.8 Post-fit plots
Figures 5.46 and 5.47 show the post-fit plots of the discriminant entering the fit in
the various signal and control regions for the ggF and V BF channels, respectively.
Figures 5.48 - 5.51 show post-fit plots of other variables cut on in the ggF channel,
while Figures 5.53 - 5.55 show similar plots in the V BF channel. Since no signal
is observed, all post-fit plots are extracted via a background-only fit. The signal
is currently shown for a SM-like Higgs at mH = 400 GeV.
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Figure 57: Ranking of the top 15 nuisance parameters in the ggF fit for mH = 200 GeV(a) mH = 200 GeV, resolved category
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Figure 58: Ranking of the top 15 nuisance parameters in the ggF fit for mH = 400 GeV(b) mH = 400 GeV, resolved category
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Figure 5.44: Ranking of the top 15 nuisance parameters in the ggF fit for different Higgs
boson mass values considering the resolved-only (a,b,c) and both resolved and merged
(d) category.
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Figure 60: Ranking of the top 15 nuisance parameters in the VBF fit for mH = 200 GeV(a) mH = 200 GeV
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Figure 61: Ranking of the top 15 nuisance parameters in the VBF fit for mH = 400 GeV(b) mH = 400 GeV
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Figure 62: Ranking of the top 15 nuisance parameters in the VBF fit for mH = 600 GeV
(c) mH = 600 GeV
Figure 5.45: Ranking of the top 15 nuisance parameters in the V BF fit for different Higgs
boson mass values.
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Figure 5.52 shows the post-fit plots of the three-bodies mass m``j in the mj side-
bands and in the signal region when considering the merged and the resolved
categories together.
5.9 Exclusion limits
5.9.1 Exclusion limits on narrow-width Higgs
Figures 5.56 and 5.57 present the final exclusion limits on σ × BR at 95% CL for
the ggF and V BF channel, respectively, in the NWA. The corresponding limits are
also given in Tables 5.13 and 5.14. Table 5.15 shows the expected limit for the ggF
channel when both the resolved and the merged categories are considered. It can
be seen that the expected limit is improved with respect to the case in which only
the resolved channel is considered. The corresponding expected limit is shown in
Figure 5.58
5.9.2 Exclusion limits on 2HDM
For the 2HDM limits it is necessary to take into account that the natural width of
the heavy Higgs bosonH and the ratio of ggF to V BF production cross section vary
across the parameter space. The small bbH production mechanism is neglected.
The non-zero width is taken into account by smearing each signal histogram to
include a natural width up to 5% of mH . The smearing was performed by looping
over each bin of the input histogram and redistributing the events according to
a relativistic BW, centered on the bin center with width mH × s, where s is the
smearing factor and mH the generated H mass. For such widths the interference
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Figure 65: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the ggF limits in the SRs (top) Z CRs (middle) and top
CR (bottom), showing a 400 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The binning is the same as that used in the
fit.
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Figure 65: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the g F limits in the SRs (top) Z CRs (mid le) and top
CR (bot om), showing a 40 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The bin ing is the same as that used in the
fit.
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Figure 65: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the ggF limits in the SRs (top) Z CRs (middle) and top
CR (bottom), showing a 400 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The binning is the same as that used in the
fit.
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Figure 65: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the g F limits in the SRs (top) Z CRs (mid le) and top
CR (bottom), showing a 40 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The bin ing is the same as that used in the
fit.
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Figure 65: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the ggF limits in the SRs (top) Z CRs (middle) and top
CR (bottom), showing a 400 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The binning is the same as that used in the
fit.
(e)
Figure 5.46: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the ggF limits in the SRs (top), Z
CRs (middle) and top CR (bottom), showing a 400 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The
binning is the same as that used in the fit.
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Figure 66: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the VBF limits in the SR (left) and ZCR (right), showing
a 400 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The binning is the same as that used in the fit.
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Figure 67: Post-fit plots of EmissT /
p
HT in the ggF untagged and tagged channels.
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Figure 66: Post-fit plots of discri inant entering the VBF li its in the SR (left) and ZCR (right), showing
a 400 GeV N A signal with µ = 1. The binning is the sa e as that used in the fit.
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Figure 67: Post-fit plots of EmisT /
p
HT in the ggF untagged and tagged channels.
(b)
Figure 5.47: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the V BF limits in the SR (left) and
Z CR (right), showing a 400 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The binning is the same as
that used in the fit.
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Figure 66: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the VBF limits in the SR (left) and ZCR (right), showing
a 400 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The binning is the same as that used in the fit.
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Figure 67: Post-fit plots of EmissT /
p
HT in the ggF untagged and tagged channels.
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Figure 5.48: Post-fit plots of E
miss
T√
HT
in the ggF untagged (left) and tagged (right) channels.
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Figure 68: Post-fit plots of mj j in the ggf untagged and tagged channels, along with the top eµ CR.
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Figure 68: Post-fit plots of mj j in the ggf untagged and tagged channels, along with the top eµ CR.
(c) TopCR
Figure 5.49: Post-fit plots of mjj in the ggF untagged (a) and tagged (b) channels, along
with the top eµ CR.
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Figure 69: Post-fit plots of pllT in the SR (left) and ZCR (right) in the untagged (top) and tagged (bottom)
channel.
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Figure 69: Post-fit plots of pllT in the SR (left) and ZCR (right) in the untag ed (top) and tag ed (bottom)
chan el.
(b) ZCR, untagged
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Figure 69: Post-fit plots of pllT in the SR (left) and ZCR (right) in the untagged (top) and tagged (bottom)
channel.
(c) SR, tagged
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Figure 69: Post-fit plots of pllT in the SR (left) and ZCR (right) in the untag ed (top) and tag ed (bottom)
chan el.
(d) ZCR, tagged
Figure 5.50: Post-fit plots of p``T in the SR (left) and Z CR (right) in the untagged (top)
and tagged (bottom) channel.
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Figure 70: Post-fit plots of p jT (top) and   ll (bottom) in the SR (left) and ZCR (right)
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Figure 70: Post-fit plots of p jT (top) and   ll (bottom) in the SR (left) and ZCR (right)
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Figure 5.51: Post-fit plots of pjT (top) and ∆φ`` (bottom) in the SR (left) and Z CR
(right) for the ggF channel.
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Figure 71: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the ggF limits obtained considering both the resolved
and the merged categories. The SR (left) and ZCR (right) with a 900 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The
binning is the same as that used in the fit.
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Figure 72: Post-fit plots of a) EmissT /
p
HT and b) mj j in the VBF channel.
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Figure 71: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the g F limits obtained considering both the resolved
and the merged categories. The SR (left) and ZCR (right) with a 90 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The
bin ing is the same as that used in the fit.
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Figure 72: Post-fit plots of a) EmisT /
p
HT and b) mj in the VBF chan el.
(b)
Figure 5.52: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the ggF limits obtained considering
both the resolved and the merged category in the SR (left) and ZCR (right) with a 900
GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The binning is the same as that used in the fit.
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Figure 71: Post-fit plots of discriminant entering the ggF limits obtained considering both the resolved
and the merged categories. The SR (left) and ZCR (right) with a 900 GeV NWA signal with µ = 1. The
binning is the same as that used in the fit.
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Figure 72: Post-fit plots of a) EmissT /
p
HT and b) mj j in the VBF channel.
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Figure 72: Post-fit plots of a) issT / T and b) j j in the F channel.
(b)
Figure 5.53: Post-fit plots of E
miss
T√
HT
(a) and mjj (b) in the V BF channel.
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mH [GeV] Obs. [fb] −2σ [fb] −1σ [fb] Exp. [fb] +1σ [fb] +2σ [fb]
200 3329.10 1133.12 1521.21 2111.16 2938.13 3938.77
220 1291.63 775.59 1041.23 1445.04 2011.08 2695.99
240 1200.54 667.78 896.50 1244.18 1731.54 2321.25
260 1371.30 455.57 611.61 848.80 1181.29 1583.60
280 797.99 327.07 439.09 609.38 848.08 1136.91
300 514.11 256.12 343.85 477.20 664.12 890.30
320 335.58 206.01 276.57 383.83 534.19 716.11
340 226.87 159.11 213.61 296.45 412.57 553.07
360 172.57 136.99 183.91 255.23 355.21 476.18
380 146.81 111.49 149.68 207.73 289.09 387.55
400 99.18 91.30 122.56 170.10 236.73 317.35
420 79.95 77.81 104.46 144.97 201.75 270.46
440 138.69 70.16 94.19 130.72 181.93 243.89
460 108.31 59.49 79.87 110.85 154.27 206.80
480 117.91 58.11 78.01 108.26 150.67 201.98
500 155.38 54.27 72.86 101.11 140.72 188.64
520 135.38 48.70 65.37 90.73 126.27 169.27
540 66.65 40.77 54.73 75.95 105.71 141.71
560 65.72 38.07 51.11 70.93 98.72 132.34
580 60.79 34.71 46.60 64.67 90.01 120.66
600 52.38 33.13 44.48 61.73 85.91 115.17
650 57.97 26.56 35.66 49.49 68.88 92.34
700 44.92 22.67 30.44 42.24 58.78 78.80
750 21.54 19.36 25.99 36.07 50.19 67.29
800 17.81 17.33 23.26 32.29 44.93 60.24
850 25.46 16.56 22.19 30.79 42.85 57.45
900 30.38 16.28 21.86 30.33 42.22 56.60
950 19.69 18.19 24.42 33.89 47.17 63.23
1000 19.87 19.59 26.30 36.50 50.80 68.11
Table 5.13: Observed and expected limits, along with ±1σ and ±2σ variations, at 95%
CL for the ggF channel considering the resolved category alone.
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mH [GeV] Obs. [fb] −2σ [fb] −1σ [fb] Exp. [fb] +1σ [fb] +2σ [fb]
200 446.04 260.30 349.46 484.99 674.96 904.83
220 264.24 212.99 285.24 396.83 552.28 740.30
240 521.00 198.18 266.05 369.23 513.87 688.88
260 241.07 159.51 214.15 297.20 413.61 554.48
280 169.05 125.52 168.51 233.85 325.46 436.30
300 150.91 103.26 138.62 192.38 267.74 358.93
320 124.51 85.12 114.27 158.59 220.71 295.88
340 63.36 58.61 78.68 109.20 151.97 203.73
360 76.14 59.47 79.85 110.81 154.22 206.74
380 80.06 50.26 67.48 93.65 130.33 174.72
400 81.98 60.73 81.53 113.15 157.48 211.11
420 62.78 45.04 60.47 83.93 116.80 156.58
440 80.24 44.99 60.40 83.82 116.65 156.38
460 71.66 39.15 52.55 72.94 101.51 136.08
480 81.27 44.69 60.00 83.27 115.89 155.35
500 62.59 34.23 45.95 63.77 88.76 118.98
520 46.49 25.55 34.31 47.61 66.26 88.83
540 40.13 21.99 29.52 40.96 57.01 76.42
560 38.27 20.91 28.07 38.96 54.22 72.69
580 37.25 22.04 29.60 41.07 57.16 76.63
600 30.25 23.73 31.85 44.21 61.52 82.47
650 21.14 19.65 26.38 36.61 50.95 60.30
700 20.48 17.65 23.69 32.88 45.75 61.34
750 13.90 15.37 20.63 28.63 39.85 53.42
800 12.63 14.60 19.60 27.21 37.86 50.76
850 16.60 15.02 20.16 27.98 38.94 52.20
900 20.33 17.51 23.50 32.62 45.40 60.86
950 16.37 18.35 24.64 34.19 47.58 63.79
1000 18.08 21.23 28.50 39.56 55.05 76.80
Table 5.14: Observed and expected limits, along with ±1σ and ±2σ variations, at 95%
CL for the V BF channel.
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mH [GeV] Obs. [fb] −2σ [fb] −1σ [fb] Exp. [fb] +1σ [fb] +2σ [fb]
200 3329.10 1133.12 1521.21 2111.16 2938.13 3938.77
220 1291.63 775.59 1041.23 1445.04 2011.08 2695.99
240 1200.54 667.78 896.50 1244.18 1731.54 2321.25
260 1371.30 455.57 611.61 848.80 1181.29 1583.60
280 797.99 327.07 439.09 609.38 848.08 1136.91
300 514.11 256.12 343.85 477.20 664.12 890.30
320 335.58 206.01 276.57 383.83 534.19 716.11
340 226.87 159.11 213.61 296.45 412.57 553.07
360 172.57 136.99 183.91 255.23 355.21 476.18
380 146.81 111.49 149.68 207.73 289.09 387.55
400 99.18 91.30 122.56 170.10 236.73 317.35
420 79.95 77.81 104.46 144.97 201.75 270.46
440 138.69 70.16 94.19 130.72 181.93 243.89
460 108.31 59.49 79.87 110.85 154.27 206.80
480 117.91 58.11 78.01 108.26 150.67 201.98
500 155.38 54.27 72.86 101.11 140.72 188.64
520 135.38 48.70 65.37 90.73 126.27 169.27
540 66.65 40.77 54.73 75.95 105.71 141.71
560 65.72 38.07 51.11 70.93 98.72 132.34
580 60.79 34.71 46.60 64.67 90.01 120.66
600 52.38 33.13 44.48 61.73 85.91 115.17
650 57.97 26.56 35.66 49.49 68.88 92.34
700 46.79 22.65 30.41 42.20 60.60 85.84
750 21.18 19.28 25.88 35.92 51.78 74.01
800 16.27 16.84 22.61 31.38 45.30 64.95
850 21.13 15.42 20.70 28.73 41.59 59.76
900 26.66 14.04 18.85 26.16 37.92 54.67
950 20.09 13.17 17.68 24.53 35.53 51.12
1000 33.68 11.32 15.20 21.09 30.53 43.87
Table 5.15: Observed and expected limits, along with ±1σ and ±2σ variations, at 95%
CL for the ggF channel when both the resolved and the merged categories are considered.
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Figure 73: Post-fit plots of pllT in the SR (left) and ZCR (right) in the untagged (top) and tagged (bottom)
channel.
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Figure 73: Post-fit plots of plT in the SR (left) and ZCR (right) in the untagged (top) and tagged (bot o )
channel.
(b)
Figure 5 54: Post-fit plots of p``T in the SR (left) and ZCR (right) in the V BF channel.
with the ZZ continuum background is negligible.
In order to avoid performing the limit fit at each point in the 2HDM parameter
space, which is computationally intensive, the following approach is taken. The
limits are first extracted as a function of both the width/mH and the σV BFσggF+σV BF
production ratio in a 2D scan. The width is varied from 0% to 6% in 1% steps
and, for each width, the σV BF
σggF+σV BF
is varied from 0 to 1 in 0.1 steps. Once the
limits as a function of the production ratio and the width are extracted they are
used to linearly interpolate between points. For each point in the 2HDM plane
the predicted σV BF
σggF+σV BF
and width/mH are used to look up the limit.
Figures 5.59 and 5.60 present the final exclusion limit on tan β vs cos (β − α) and
mH , respectively, at 95% CL in the type II 2HDM. The results for type I are very
similar.
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Figure 74: Post-fit plots of p jT (top) and   ll (bottom) in the SR (left) and ZCR (right)
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Figure 74: Post-fit plots of p jT (top) and   ll (bottom) in the SR (left) and ZCR (right)
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Figure 5.55: Post-fit plots of pjT (top) and ∆φ`` (bottom) in the SR (left) and ZCR
(right) for the V BF channel.
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Figure 75: Exclusion limit on   ⇥ BR at 95% CL for a narrow resonance in the ggF (resolved only)
channel (top) VBF channel (bottom). The SM   is shown for comparison.
Figure 5.56: Exclusion limit on σ × BR at 95% CL for a narrow resonance in the ggF
channel. The SM σ is shown for comparison.N
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Figure 75: Exclusion limit on   ⇥ BR at 95% CL for a narrow resonance in the ggF (resolved only)
channel (top) VBF channel (bottom). The SM   is shown for comparison.Figure 5.57: Exclusion limit on σ × BR at 95% CL for a narrow resonance in the V BF
channel. The SM σ is shown for comparison.
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Figure 76: Expected exclusion limit on   ⇥ BR at 95% CL for a narrow resonance in the ggF channel
obtained considering both the merged and the resolved categories. The SM   is shown for comparison.
Figure 77: Exclusion limit on tan   vs cos(    ↵) at 95% CL in the type I 2HDM for ggF production at
a Higgs mass of 200 and 300 GeV. The green and yellow lines represent, respectively, the ±1  and ±2 
variations of the expected limit (will be added to legend). The grey band represents the region where the
limits are not valid since  H/mH > 5%. Type I results are almost identical.
Figure 5.58: Exclusion limit on σ × BR at 95 L for a narrow resonance in the ggF
channel obtained considering both the merged and the resolved categories. The SM σ is
shown for comparison.
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Figure 76: Expected exclusion limit on   ⇥ BR at 95% CL for a narrow resonance in the ggF channel
obtained cons dering both the merged and the resolved categori s. The SM   is sh wn for comparison.
Figure 77: Exclusion limit on tan   vs cos(    ↵) at 95% CL in th type I 2HDM for ggF production at
a Higgs mass of 200 and 300 GeV. The green and yellow lines represent, respectively, the ±1  and ±2 
variations of the expected limit (will be added to legend). The grey band represents the region where the
limits are not valid since  H/mH > 5%. Type I results are almost identical.
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Figure 5.59: Exclusion li it on tanβ vs cos(β−α) at 95% CL in the Type II 2HDM for
ggF production at Higgs mass of (left) 200 and (right) 300 GeV. The green and yellow
line represent, respectively, the ±1σ and ±2σ variations of the expected limit. The grey
band represents the region where the limits are not valid since ΓHmH > 5%. Type I results
are almost identical.
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Figure 78: Exclusion limit on tan   vs mH at 95% CL in the type II 2HDM for ggF production at cos(  
↵) = ±0.1. Type I are very similar. The green and yellow lines represent, respectively, the ±1  and ±2 
variations of the expected limit (will be added to legend). The grey bands for  H/mH > 5% still need to
be added but only a↵ect the high mH edge.
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Figure 5.60: Exclusion limits on tanβ vs mH at 95% CL in the Type II 2HDM for ggF
production at cos(β − α) = ±0.1. Type I are very similar. The green and yellow lines
represent, respectively, the ±1σ and ±2σ variations of the expected limit.
5.10 Combination of H → ZZ searches
The results presented in this chapter has been combined into the search for a heavy
Higgs boson decaying into two Z bosons [125], encompassing the present ``qq de-
cay channel H → ZZ → `±`∓qq¯, the 4` channel H → ZZ → `±`∓`±`∓, the ``νν
channel H → ZZ → `±`∓νν¯ and the ννqq channel H → ZZ → νν¯qq¯.
Since the 4` decay mode has an excellent mass resolution and high signal-to-
background ratio, this channel is well-suited for a search for a narrow resonance in
the range 140 < mH < 500 GeV; thus, the H → ZZ search covers the mH range
down to 140 GeV. Furthermore, the 4` search includes channels sensitive to V H
production as well as to the V BF and ggF production modes. The ``νν search,
instead, considers ggF and V BF channels only (as the ``qq search) and covers the
mH range down to 240 GeV. Finally, the ννqq search covers the mH range down to
400 GeV and does not distinguish between ggF and V BF production. For all four
searches considered in the combination the mH range extends up to 1 TeV. Due
to their higher branching ratios, the ``qq, ``νν and ννqq decay modes dominate
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at higher masses and contribute to the overall sensitivity of the combined results.
The ggF production mode for 4` search is further divided into four channels based
on lepton flavour, while the ``νν search includes four channels, corresponding to
two lepton flavours for each of the ggF and V BF production modes. For the ννqq
search, as for the ``qq channel, the ggF production mode is divided into two sub-
channels each based on the number of b-tagged jets in the event.
For each channel, a discriminating variable sensitive to mH is identified and used
in a likelihood fit. As for the ``qq decay, the 4` search use the invariant mass of the
four-fermion system as the final discriminant, while the ``νν and ννqq searches
use a transverse mass distribution. Distributions of these discriminants for each
channel are combined in a simultaneous likelihood fit which estimates the rate of
heavy Higgs boson production and simultaneously the nuisance parameters cor-
responding to systematic uncertainties. As already described for the ``qq search,
additional distributions from background-dominated control regions also enter the
fit in order to constrain nuisance parameters. All results are finally interpreted in
the scenario of a new Higgs boson with a narrow width, as well as in Type I and
Type II 2HDM s.
Limits on the cross section times branching ratio from the combination of all of the
searches are shown in Figure 5.61. Also shown are expected limits from the ````,
``νν and the combined ``qq+ννqq searches (the latter two searches are only shown
in combination as they share control regions). At low mass the ```` search has
the best sensitivity while at high mass the sensitivity of the combined ``qq+ ννqq
search is greatest, with the sensitivity of the ``νν channel only slightly inferior.
In the mass range considered for this search the 95% confidence level (CL) upper
limits on the cross section times branching ratio for heavy Higgs boson production
vary between 0.53 (0.31) pb at mH = 195 GeV and 0.008 (0.009) pb at mH = 950
GeV in the ggF (V BF) channel. The excursions into the 2σ band around the
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Figure 5.61: 95% CL upper limits on σ × BR(H → ZZ) as function of mH , resulting
from the combination of all of the searches in the (a) ggF and (b) V BF channels. The
solid black line and points indicate the observed limit. The dashed black line indicates
the expected limit and the bands the 1σ and 2σ uncertainty ranges about the expected
limit. The dashed colored lines indicate the expected limits obtained from the individual
searches; for the ``qq and ννqq searches, only the combination of the two is shown since
they share control regions.
expected limit originate from local deviations in the input distributions, e.g. the
excess occurring around 200 GeV and the deficit occurring around 300 GeV arise
from ```` search whereas deficits at higher mass are driven by fluctuations in the
``qq search.
Figure 5.62 shows exclusion limits in the tan β versus cos(β − α) plane for Type
I and Type II 2HDM s, for a heavy Higgs boson with mass mH = 200 GeV. This
mH values is chosen so the assumption of a narrow width Higgs boson is valid
over most of the parameter space, and the experimental sensitivity is at a maxi-
mum. The range of cos(β − α) and tan β explored is limited to the region where
the assumption of a heavy narrow-width Higgs boson with negligible interference
is valid. When calculating the limits at a given choice of cos(β − α) and tan β,
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the relative rate of ggF and V BF production in the fit is set according to the
prediction of the 2HDM for the parameter choice. Figure 5.63 shows exclusion
limits as a function of the heavy Higgs boson mass mH and the parameter tan β
for cos(β − α) = −0.1. The white regions in the exclusion plots indicate regions
of parameter space not excluded by the present analysis; in these regions the cross
section predicted by the 2HDM is below the experimental sensitivity. Compared
with recent studies of indirect limits (see Section 4.4.1), these exclusion limits are
more stringent for Type I with cos(β − α) < 0 and 1 < tan β < 2, and for Type II
with 0.5 < tan β < 2.
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Figure 5.62: 95% CL exclusion contours in the 2HDM (a) Type I and (b) Type II for
mH = 200 GeV, shown as a function of the parameters cos(β − α) and tanβ. The red
hashed area shows the observed exclusion, with the solid line denoting the edge of the
excluded region. The dashed blue line represents the expected exclusion contour and the
shaded bands the 1σ and 2σ uncertainties on the expectation. The vertical axis range is
set such that regions where the light Higgs couplings are enhanced by more than a factor
of three from their SM values are avoided.
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Figure 5.63: 95% CL exclusion contours in the 2HDM (a) Type I and (b) Type II for
cos(β−α) = −0.1, shown as a function of the heavy Higgs boson mass mH and the tanβ
parameter. The shaded area shows the observed exclusion, with the black line denoting
the edge of the excluded region. The blue line represents the expected exclusion contour
and the shaded bands the 1σ and 2σ uncertainties on the expectation. The grey area
masks regions where the width of the boson is greater than 0.5% of mH . For the choice
of cos(β − α) = −0.1 the light Higgs couplings are not altered from their SM values by
more than a factor two.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The discovery of the Higgs boson announced by the ATLAS and CMS Collabo-
rations at CERN on 4th July 2012 has been a milestone for the particle and high
energy physics. The Standard Model succeeded so far to describe the electroweak
and strong interactions between elementary particles and its powerful predictions
has been confirmed through decades thanks to the efforts of many particle physi-
cists involved in several worldwide experiments. Nevertheless, the existence of
physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) can not be excluded and it constitutes
a very important and rich research field. In fact the Higgs sector, for instance,
can further be explored by searching for additional heavy Higgs bosons which are
predicted by many BSM models as the two-Higgs-doublet models.
In this thesis work, the search for a high-mass Higgs boson in the H → ZZ →
`±`∓qq¯ channel in the 200−1000 GeV mass range has been presented. The results
has been obtained by using the 2012 pp collisions data collected by the ATLAS
detector at the CERN Large Hadron Collider at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV
and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1. The major challenge
of this analysis is represented by the presence of two jets in the final state. Be-
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sides the intrinsic difficulty of jets analyses, in the mass range above 700 GeV,
the complexity of jet reconstruction reflects on the ability to singularly resolve the
two final state jets. In fact, at very high mass values, the jets coming from the
hadronically decaying Z boson are boosted along the flight direction and eventu-
ally reconstructed as a single jet. To recover the loss in the selection efficiency
due to this effect, a dedicated selection has been developed which permitted to
include into the ggF production analysis a new subchannel, the merged channel.
Finally, the inclusion of a dedicated V BF production mode selection and the re-
optimization of the overall event selection complete the major improvements with
respect to 2011 ``qq analysis previously published [75].
The search results has been interpreted in the scenario of a heavy Higgs boson
with a width that is small compared with the experimental mass resolution. No
significant excess of events over the Standard Model prediction has been found.
Limits on production and decay in the ``qq channel of a heavy Higgs boson has
been set separately for ggF and V BF production modes. The 95% CL upper limits
range from 3.33 pb at mH = 200 GeV to 0.03 pb at mH = 1 TeV for the ggF pro-
duction mode (including the merged channel) and from 0.45 pb at mH = 200 GeV
to 0.02 pb at mH = 1 TeV for the V BF production mode. The results has been
also interpreted in the context of Type I and Type II two-Higgs-doublet models,
with exclusion contours given in the tan β versus cos(β − α) plane for mH = 200
GeV. Compared to recent studies of indirect limits, the two-Higgs-doblet model
exclusion presented is considerably more stringent for Type I with cos(β − α) < 0
and 0.5 < tan β < 1 and for Type II with 0.5 < tan β < 1.
The results presented in this work has been published [125] in combination
with the H → ````, H → ``νν and H → ννqq decay modes analyses.
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